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PREFACE 
THE primary purpose of this book is to serve as a manual 
of instruction for field workers. Some apparently extra
neous matter has been included on the principle that an 
understanding of the whole subject of market analysis is 
essential to good field work. The material is so organized 
that the interviewer wi11 be able to relate the work. which 
he or she does to that of the surveyas-awhoiZ--- . 

-A second purpose is to present to the purchasers of a 
market research a comprehensive de~ription _~LtI:!.cu:neth
ods used in obtaining the practical recommendations which , 
tliey <resTre and need. When business men understand the 
procedure used to obtain market facts, and the difficulties 
involved, they wi11 be in a better position to know what 
market research can do for them, what it cannot do, and 
the amount of dependence which may be ·placed upon the 
facts which a survey discloses. 

Throughout, the text has been illustrated with prac
tical examples. A deliberate attempt has been made to ob
tain these i11ustrations from impartial sources and from 
research in which the author has not participated. An' 
endeavor has also been made to present all of the mate
rial in a practical manner, so th.at_the fi~djl1vestigator 
of today wi11 have an adequateoackground to become the 
research director of tomorrow. 

The author wishes to express his appreciation for assist
ance rendered by Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D. c.; Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. c.; 
W. J. Reilly, New York City; General Motors Corpora
tion, Detroit, Mich.; John C. Sterling, McCan Co., New 
York City; Stanley I. Clark, Lehn & Fink, Inc., New York 
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City; Printers' Ink, New Yorl< City; Jean F. Carroll, 
Meredith Publishing Co., Des 'Moines, Iowa; American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York City; Professor 
Virgil Reed of Boston University; Woman's World, Chi
cago, III.; Crowell Publishing Co., New York City; Lelia 
Welles, New York City; E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New 
York City; Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., New York City; 
Babson's Statistical Organization, Wellesley Hills, Mass.; 
F. C. Huyck & Sons, Albany, N. Y.; E. A. Moffatt, St. 
Louis, Mo.; The Caples Co., New York City; J. Walter 
Thompson Co., Chicago, III.; Procter & Gamble Co., Cin
cinnati, Ohio; The J ell-O Company, Inc., New York City; 
Fuller Brush Company, Hartford, Conn. 



PAR)' ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1. DEVELOPMENT OF FIELD RESEARCH. 

CHAPTER II. TYPES OF FIELD RESEARCH AGENCIES. 

CHAP:rER III. ApPLICATION OF FIELD RESEARCH. 

Part One describes briefly the history of field research, 
the predominant types of field research organizations, and 
the purposes for which field rese.rch is used. An under
standing of the present problems and practices of field re
search is facilitated through a general knowledge of the 
profession, hence a condensed summary of its develop
ment is presented. Modem standards of field research 
practice are also discussed. 

The first chapter pr~sents facts about the adaptation 
of scientific procedure trom purely scientific research, the 
difficulties involved, and the attempt to reach satisfactory 
standards. An outline of the history of field research is 
also included. Chapter II deals with existing field-research 
agencies, the advantages alld disadvantages of each type of 
agency, and the adequacy of the present organizations. In 
Chapter III a number of illustrations are presented. These 
show how particular firms have used research to determine 
their course of action and the benefits which have followed. 

I 



CHAPTER I 

DEVELOPMENT OF FIELD RESEARCH 

IMPORTANT decisions in business are surprisingly easy to 
make if an the facts are known. The Parker Pen Company 
believed that the public would purchase colored fountain 
pens and also large-sized pens. Should such pens be pro
duced and offered to the public? If a wrong decision were 
made, the result might be very costly. Users of fountain 
pens were approached for information on the subject and 
the consensus of opinion was that colored and large-sized 
pens were desirable and would be salable. A comparatively 
sman number of such pens were then made for use in 
trial markets. As these experimental sales were successful, 
widespread distribution was then attempted. The result 
was very satisfactory. The company, however, might have 
been wrong in its original belief, and .if it had not first 
used field research and trial sales, might have plunged 
into a disastrous attempt to give the new products nation
wide distribution. 

Research calls for the' gathering of facts in an impartial 
manner. Every effort should be made to eliminate bias 
and prejudice and to obtain information which represents 
the entire general situation. Experience, widespread and 
of long duration, is the proper basis for determining facts. 
Field research collects representative information from 
various persons who are familiar with the particular prob
lem under consideration, and thus gives the business execu
tive the .requisite knowledge upon which to base his 
judgment. 

3 
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Many firms do not know all of the important uses to 
which their products are put. Under such circumstances, 
the "insiders" can hardly be expected to decide wisely about 
the best method to increase sales. Finding the uses of iL 
product necessitates reaching a considerable sample of iU 
consumers. Except.in the case of some industrial products, 
individual consumers are normally approached in their re
spective localities. This often requires field researcJi 
throughout the country to find the facts from original 
sources. 

Brief History of Field Research.-Prior to 1910, 

most straight business research involved study abBUt pro- , 
duction. Scientific management, as advocated by Taylor, 
caused a considerable amount of research into methods of 
wage payment, time and motion study, and similar' prob
lems. Market and distribution research then beg:\n to 
develop, and there was a widespread interest in it. Starting 
in a limited way about 1910, activity in this field gradually 
expanded. The depression of 1921 started a phenomenal 
interest in marketing research. This eventually brought 
about the formation of a considerable number of field or
ganizations. At present, progress in market research is 
continuing at a rapid rate, with no indications of abating. 

Credit .and statistical service bureaus are now fairly 
widespread. Their forces are efficient and they offer service 
which can be purchased at a fixed fee. Similar to these 
are the organizations which make up classified lists, direc
tories of advertising agents and thei .. clients, and supply 
considerable information of a similar nature presented in 
systematic form. 

Government bureaus, universities, banks, and insurance 
companies gather some market data, which are made avail
able in printed form, either at a nominal' cost or free. The 
titles given in Fig. 1 on pages 6 and 7 indicate the type of 
material made available. 
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The preceding groups of research organizations, how
ever, seldom investigate special problems for individual 
companies, but merely keep their regular information up
to-date or expand into fields of general rather than par
ticular interest. 

Research organizations which are available in solving 
the specific problems of individual concerns are operated 
by: 

.1. The concern itself. 
2. Advertising agencies. 
3. Commercial research agencies, 

Marketing counselors. . 
4. Publishing companies. 

These channels for collecting particular market facts 
are now so developed that any company can obtain capable 
and reliable assistance from existing research agencies 
at a reasonable cost. This was not true in 1920, or even 
in 1925, but the last few years have seen great expansion 
on the part 0 f trustworthy research agencies.-

Standards of Field Practice.-As late as 1920, there 
were few, if any, well-recognized standards of practice 
in field research. Even today, they are by no means uni
versally adopted. The following list shows .the progress 
which has been made towards standardization: 

I. Interviewers. Expert interviewers have in most case~ 
been found to be worth their extra cost. Regardless of 
what the solutio. of the problem "ought" to be, inter
viewers should never be given an intimation of it. Inves
tigators with prejUdices as to the situation are to be 
avoided. But qnbiased interviewing by skilled persons 
has shown excellent results. 

2. Reporting the Interview. Memory has been found un
trustworthy when recapitulating a mass of statements made 
during a number of interviews. An investigator, at the end 
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290. Georgia School of Technology, Research Burt ... (Allanla, Ga.)
Continued. 

Marketing Watermelons. Preliminary report available as a 
mimeographed circular, dated March, 1928. 

Studies in progress: 
Market value of Georgia peaches by grades and sizes f. o. b. 

cars Georgia shipping points. 
Practices adapt.cd to community cooperative assembling and 

group selling of live poultry. 
Studies contemplated for 1928: 

Practices adapted to auction selling of live- hogs at shipping 
points. 

Track selling of peaches. 
29T. Harvard University. Bureau of Bflsiness Research (Soldiers Field. 

Mas,.): 
(Unless otherwise noted all reports were published by the Bureau 

of Busine$s Research as bulletins. The number preceding the 
title of each report is the bulletin number.) . 

Operating expenses and management problems in the retail shoe 
trade: 

I. Object and History of the Bureau, with Some Prelimi
nary Figures on the Retailing of Shoes. (Out of 
print.) . 

2. Operating Accounts for Retail Shoe Stores. 
4· Depreciation in the Retail Shoe Business. (Out of print.) 
7. System of Stock Keeping for Retail Shoe Stores. 

10. Management Problems in Retail Shoe Stores. 1913-1917. 
20, 28, 31, 36, 43. Operating Expenses in Retail Shoe Stores. 
(1919-1~3, respectively.) 

Operating expenses and management problems in the retail gro-
cery trade: 

3. Operating Accounts for Retail Grocery Stores. 
5. Expenses in Operating Retail Grocery Stores, 1914. 

13. Management Problems in Retail Grocery Stores, 1918. 
18, 35. 41, 52. Operating Expenses in Retail Grocery Stores. , 

(1919. 1922-1924. respectively.) (No. 35 out of print.) 
Operating expenses and management problems in the wholesale 

grocery trade: 
8. Operating Accounts for Wholesale Grocers. 
9- Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery Business, 

1916. 
'4. Methods of Paying Salesmen and Operating Expenses in 

the Wholesale Grocery Business il;1 1918. 
19. Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery Business in 

1919. 
24. The Wholesale Grocery Business in January, 1921. (Out 

of print.) 
26, 30, 34, 40. Operating Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery 

Business. (1~1923, respectivdy.) (Nos. 26 and 34 
out of print.) 

55. Cases on Merchandise Control in the Wholesale Grocery 
Business •• 
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Operating expenses and management problems in the retail hard-
ware trade: 

II. System of Operating Accounts for Hardware Retailers. 
12. Operating Expenses in Retail Hardware Stores, 1917-18. 
21. Operating Expenses in Retail Hardware Stores in 1918. 

Operating expenses and management problems in the retail drug 
trade: 

16. Operating Accounts for Retail Drug Stores. 
22. Operating Expenses in Retail Drug Stores in 19]9. (Out 

of print.) 
Operating expenses and management problems in the retail 

jewelry ttade: 
IS. Operating Accounts for Retail Jewelry Stores. 
23. Z'J, 32, 38. 47. 54. 58, 65. Operating Expense~ in Retail 

Jewelry Stores. (1919-1926, respectively.) 
Operating expenses and management problems in department 

stores: 
29. Explanation of Schedule for Department Stores. (Out of 

print.) , 
33. 37. 44. 53, 57. 63. Operating Expenses in Department 

Stores. (1921-1926, respectively.) (NQ. 44 out of print.) 
590 Cases on Merchandise Control in Women's Shoe Depart~ 

ments of Department Stores. 
61. Department Store Operating Expenses for 1926 and 

Financial Ratios for 1923, 1924. 1925. Preliminary 
report. 

FIG. I 

A page from Market Research Agencies published by the U. S. 
Department of Commerce. This shows the type 0.£ material col
lected and published by universities 

of a day's work, will often report an erroneous consensus 
of evidence because of the vividness of a few outstanding 
Impressions. Therefore, each interview ought to be im
mediately recorded in note form and written up at the 
first convenient opportunity. The facts, as found, will then 
be accurately recorded. The tendency is to rely more and 
more upon the evidence of recorded and demonstrable 
facts. 

3. Analysis of the Problem. Originally, surveys were 
often carried on with a hazy notion of exactly what in
formation was required. Common practice now is to 
analyze the specific problem and the environment in 
which it is set, all parties concern~d agreeing through 
consultation about what facts are "needed and how to 
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WILL YOU HELP US EDIT WOMAN'S WORLD? 
ANSWfIR. THESE QUESTIONS, PLEASE, AND RECEIVE A REwARD 

We are doing our best to make Woman's World your magazine, to_ 
put into it things to interest and help you the most-to make it a source 
of entertainment and inspiration for the entire family and of definite. 
practical helpfulness for you upon whose shoulders rest the happiness 
and- welfare of the nation's homes. But we need your help. To be of 
greatest service to you, we must know more about you, so if you 
will send us your answers to the following questionj ~fore February 
15, we will send you, postpaid, as your reward, the book described 
below. 

Cut this questionnaire out and mail it promptly to Cora F. Sanders. 
Woman's World, 4223 West Lake Street. Chicago, III.-and we will 
send you free, postpaid, one of the books in our Dew Cookery Library 
in full colors. . 

I, How many years have you been a subscriber of Woman's World? 

z. How many members in your family? ............•....•.•....•.• 
Children under 10? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;" ••••••.••• 

3. Do you own your home? ........... Or do you rent! ........... . 
4. In what town do you do most of your buying? .................. . 

(Name of town) 
S. Do you live in town or on a farm? ............... If you live on a 
. farm, how many miles are you from the town in which you 
shop? ....•..•.•••••.•••••..•• 

6. If you live in a tOWD. what is its population? ...•............. 
7. Please indicate below where you buy the followin~ items. If all in 

one town, a simple check mark will do. If distributed between two or 
more places, please indicate by such words as "half." "most" or 
"some." 

Where do you buy 
your: 

Please check in 
proper place 

Is dealer located 
in your own 

town? 

Is dealer located 
in neighboring 
town or city? 

Do you buy by 
mail? 

Furniture •••....•••..... ...•........... . ........•..... 
Hardware ... ....•.••.... •..... .•.. ....• . ............. . 
Paint •.•.•.......... . .... ...... .... . ............. . 
Silverware • . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . ............. . 
Jewelry, watch.s ............... •..••..•.....•• . ............. . 
Women's clothing ....•...•.....• •...•...•...... . ............. . 
Men's clothing . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Children's clothing .......••...... . . . . . . • . •. • . . . . . ............. . 
Building materials ..•..•........• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Groceries ••.•••.•••.••.. .....••••...... . ............. . 
Kitchen cabinets . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Toilet preparations............... ............... . ............•. 

8. Is there a chain grocery store in your town? •.. ' ............... . 
g. Do you own a radio se\? ........... If so, what make? .......... . 

Ho.w many tubes? .••.••••••• Does it operate from a light plug or 
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from a battery? ••••••••••••. What make of a loud speaker do 
you own? .......•••••••.•••••..•... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 

Did you buy it from: f 

(a) a dealer located in the town in which you live? ..... · •..... 
(b) a mail order house? .............................. . 
(e) was it made at home? .........•...•......... 

10. Have you electricity in your home? yes ............ No ......... . 
Have you an-

(a) electric vacuum cleaner? ....•.... What make? .......... : .. . 
(b) electric washing machine? ....... What make? ............. . 
(c) electric refrigerator? ............ What make? ............. . 
(d) "electric range? ................. What make? ............ . 
(e) electric fan? ................... Whatmake? ............. . 
(£) electric toaster? ........•........ What make? ........ ' ..... . 
(g) electric percolator? ............. What make? ............ . 
(h) electric curling iron? ............ What make? ............ .. 
(i) electric heater? .................. What make? ............ .. 
(j) electric grHl? ................... What make? ............ .. 
(k) electric fireless cooker? ......... What make? ............. . 

II. Please tist electrical appliances purchased from: 
(a) dealer located in your own town .......................... .. 
(b) dealer in neighboring town or city ......................... . 
(c) office of light and power company .......................... . 
(d) mail order house ......................................... . 

12. What brand of silverware do you own? ......................... . 
13. Did you buy from local dealer? ........ Mail order? ............. .. 
14. Do you intend building this year? ............ . 

Residence P .. Garage?. Farm building?. Commercial building?. 
What material will be used? W ODd? ..... Brick? .••.. Cement? ..... 

Hollow tile? •••• 

Please sign your name plainly below. We shall hold all replies absolutely 
,onfid~ntial. 

Nan ...... . ' ...................... R. F. D. or St. No ............. .. . 
City .. ••••..•••.•..•..••.••••..• Stale •....•.. ...................... 

Cut Out This Entire Panel and Mail Before Feb. IS to Cora F. Sanders, 
Woman's World, Chicago 

FIG. 2 

A questionnaire which was inserted in a magazine. This procedure 
sometimes brings excellent results 
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discover them, the rtsult being accurately set forth in 
writing. ~ , . 

4. Survey Reports. Reports have, in the past, been of 
various kinds and volume. Some gave the facts alone. in 
two hundred pages; others reduced the results to only 
one page. The form of presenting reports is to some ex
tent becoming standardized-the findings and methods of 
procedure are summarized, usually at the beginning, and 
the supporting evidence is set forth in the main body of 
the report. Many research agencies have also assumed 
the responsibility of stating what the discovered facts 
mean and of recommending how the discoveries may best 
be acted upon. 

5. Questions. After much experimentation, it has been 
found that questions, in order to bring valid results, must 
be factual, simple, not suggestive j)f the desired answer, 
and not ambiguous. 

6. Mail Questionnaires. A return stamped envelope 
should normally be inclosed. A letter of request is com
monly included. Occasionally, some small reward is 
offered in return for properly presented information. The 
returns from questionnaires should average 19- per cent 7 
(or more) of the number sent out, if the work is skill- • 
fully done. 

It is sometimes possible to have a magazine insert a 
brief questionnaire in one of its issues, with paragraph 
requesting readers to answer it. An example of this is 
given in Fig. 2 on pages 8 and 9. This is an unusual rn,ethod 
of sending out a questionnaire, but it has been successful 
in some instances. 

7. Tabulation. The basic method of treating material 
obtained in the field is statistical. The answers to ques
tions are divided into classifications. For example, the 
question, "Have you ever used X?" would require three 
classifications for its answers, "Yes," "No," and "Do not 
know." If respondents were divided into classes according 
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to income, each income group would require this classi
fication. The statistical method divides and groups the 
answers to each question into many classifications and 
sub-classifications, so that all of the pertinent information 
can be squeezed out of the field reports in detailed form. 

8. Sample. Not all of the consumers of an article widely 
used in homes can be successfully approached. Only a 
small portion can be interviewed. Many surveys of the 
past have had i!)1iufficient geographic distribution; the bulk 
of the people who answered the questions were sometimes 
members of one particular income group; an inadequate 
number of replies was frequently received. The determina
tion of what constitutes a sufficient sample upon which to 
base decisions regarding a whole group is always a prob
lem in field research. Market areas, classifications of con
sumers, and the like are, however, being gradually worked 
out and standardized. The sampling method needs im
provement, but progress has been made. 

9. Testing and checking. Early questionnaires were 
made up in the office without any testing in the field be
fore general use. Present practice requires that each ques
tionnaire be tested, revised, and retested before being used. 
Mail returns are sometimes checked against the results 
obtained from interviewing, while experts are often con
sulted to learn how their beliefs agree with the facts gath
ered from the field. Scientific methods are followed. Every 
step of the investigation is checked and, whenever possible, 
the final results are tried out on a small scale before being 
put into general use. 

10. Costs. Standard accounting practice is being rapidly 
developed by the leading field-research agencies .. Clients 
can be certain as to what expenses are included in the gross 
charge for a survey. The research agencies know with 
greater precision what their costs are, and prices, in gen
eral, are becoming more and more standardized. The result 
is that business concerns are able to obtain similar service 
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from any of a number of research agencies for comparable 
prices. 

Though considerable progress has been made, important 
improvements in establishing standards for marketing re
search are still needed, and it may be several decades before 
the standards will be entirely satisfactory. Such scientific 
procedure as exists in chemistry, for example, with its 
controlled 'Iaboratory conditions, will never be possible in 
field research, where consumers and marketing conditions 
cannot be arbitrarily regulated, but I'hust be taken as they 
exist. On the whole, however, the accomplishments of the 
last ten years are noteworthy because of the initiation of 
standards and the adoption of a more scientific approach. 

Field Work as a Training.-Field research ~as given 
to many interviewers a splendid opportunity to obtain a 
practical business training. Textbooks and instruction can 
teach theories, but varied experience is essential, in addi
tion to technical knowledge, to a sound education. 

Efficient marketing has become the aim of all manu
facturers. This includes successful merchandising, adver
tising, selling, and distribution, all of these based upon 
and kept up to date by facts found through research. Any 
person whose aim is to enter one of these fields can have 
no better training than to become familiar with the prac
tical facts and problems encountered by business firms in 
the marketing of their products. Most field surveys are for 
the purpose of solving problems which will prove recurrent 
in the investigator's future career. The interviewer comes 
into direct contact with consumers, retailers, and whole
salers. He learns their attitudes, prejudices, complaints, and 
troubles. He sees these as they actually exist, and can thus 
gain valuable experience in general business as well as in 
marketing. 

To record properly what is learned from those ap
proached develops ability in making accurate observations, 
grasping important points, and reproducing correctly from 
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notes. It is comparable to the excellent training given by 
newspaper work. Directing a .conversa.tion along desired 
lines, so that the person interviewed does not realize that 
he is being led to express himself freely, calls for quick 
and logical thinking. The brief summary required at the 
end of a questionnaire is an exercise of judgment and ana
lytical skill. The general summary, made at the end of a 
survey, calls for ability to analyze and digest the mass of 
information which has been collected. All these processes 
have marked educational value. 



, 
CHAPTER II 

TYPES OF FIELD RESEARCH AGENCIES 

FIELD research may be divided into two broad classes, one 
r~lating to mass information and the other to individual 
data. When, for example, studies of the resources of cer
tain market areas are made by Chambers of Commerce, 
mass information is collected. As these facts are useful to 
many business concerns, the results usually are published, 
although sometimes they are given only to those who 
support the work. When knowledge is acquired regarding 
the affairs of a single company, this information is indi
vidual and specialized, and its greatest value is to the firm 
for which it has been collected. Therefore, in most cases, 
it is not available to others. The line of distinction between 
these two forms of work is not always sharp. 
~ss survey'!. are conducted by many organizations. 

The Gmted States Department of Commerce lists 655 
organizations in the latest edition of Market Research 
Agencies, and has included none which have not made 
public at least some of their work. It has also endeavored 
to list all of the published material. The agencies are classi
fied in the following manner: 

1. Federal governments. 
2. State governments. 
3. Colleges, universities, and foundations. 
4. Publishers of books and trade directories. 
5. Commercial organizations 

Advertising agencies 
Business services 
Chambers of commerce 

14 
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""'Cooperative marketing associations 
Individual businesses 
Magazines 
NewspaPrrs 
Trade associations. 

The various government bureaus, universities, fourida
tions, and the like, frequently compile lists or catalogues 
of the material which they have available. A letter to these 
organizations will bring information as to the work which ' 
they have completed or expect to complete ilJ the near 
future. 

Individual "research organizations collect some mass data 
and make at least a portion of the results available to the 
public. Only a limited group, however, is prepared to make 
surveys into the specific problems of a particular company. 
Such types are: 

I. Research department of the company itself. 
2. Research departments of advertising agencies. 
3. Commercial research organizations. 

Marketing counselors. 
4. Research departments of magazines and newspaper pub

lishers. 
5. Miscellaneous, such as departments of financial organ

izations. 

Individual Business Research Departments.-A 
number of the larger corporations have established re
search departments of their own. Some of these, for ex
ample, are the American Multigraph Sales Company, the 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, the Dennison 
Manufacturing Company, the Eastman Kodak Company, 
the General Electric Company, the General Motors Cor
poration, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, the 
Stewart Warner Speedometer Corporation, Swift & Com
pany, and the Lehn & Fink Products.Company. The struc
tural organization of one such research department is 
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shown in Fig. 3. The research departments of a few cor
porations are capable of carrying on a nation-wide survey 
with their own personnel, but most of them delegate th~ 
greater part of the actual field work to outside agencies. 

F,G. 3 
Structural organization of a research department of a 

. large corporation 

Corporations are finding it more and more desirable, how
ever, to have one or mOre men continuously employed in, 
and responsible for, their market research. Such men are 
in direct contact with field work, even though done by 
outside services. 
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A business firm derives the following advantages (and 
possibly others) from having its own research department: 

I. Continuity of effort. Investigation does not end with 
the survey and report, but further developments are con
tinually looked for and recorded. 

2. Co"elation of research. There are certain basic 
principles which can be applied to all surveys and, when 
the information is collected by the company, all of the 
facts already "discovered on the same subject can be fully 
utilized, and duplication of effort can be avoided. 

3. Access to records of company. The chief executives 
are usually willing to let their own men delve into records 
which disclose confidential facts. This may not be true 
when outside organizations are employed; therefore in cer
tain types of research, this is a deciding factor. 

4. Independence. Outside organizations, although they 
may be used to supplement the company's research depart
ment, need not be allowed to impede the progress of the 
work. Vital problems can be given priority and procedure 
be varied to meet immediate requirements. 

5. Practicability of recommendation. The research de
partment of a business concern is in such close touch with 
the whole organization and its personnel, that any recom
mendations submitted ought to be particularly practical 
and easy to put into effect. It is also in a position to con
vince other departments about the validity of its findings 
through direct and continuous contact with the persons 
involved. 

A great disadvantage of a research department in the 
"individual business is the cost involved. Therefore, only 
a few relatively large corporations have, up to the present 
time, established them. The ordinary firm does not do suffi
cient research to warrant the expenditure necessary to. keep 
a capable full-time force. As the demand for market re
search is increasing, more concerns: are establishing their 
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own research departments, although many of these are 
of a skeleton type. 

Advertising-Agency Research Departments.-Ad
vertising agencies do (or have done) a large volume of 
field research in marketing, perhaps more than any other 
type of organization. Modern agencies of even moderate 
size have some sort of research departments, which con
duct surveys, carry out requests of their clients for per
sonal as well as business services, and search for facts 
requested by the other departments of the agency. An 
advertisement which features the research department of 
an agency is given. In one day, such a research organiza
tion may start a national survey on brand preference, ferret 
out an exact description of a cotton boll, check the sig
nificance of each symbol in a coat-of-arms trade-mark, and 
make foreign hotel reservations for a client. Some adver
tising agencies have research departments, but do not do 
their own field work; other agencies are equipped to under
take very ambitious surveys of national or international 
scope. 

The field research done by advertising agencies divides 
itself into two main types-the rush survey and the planned 
survey. A client may suspect that his trade-mark is" being 
infringed upon in a certain territory and demand a rush 
survey of the situation; a new style affecting a client's 
business may have started, and a hasty survey be necessary 
to gauge the significance and importance of the change. 
The planned survey is usually larger and more basic. In 
1929, one large agency made a national survey among 
automobile owners, to determine the present facts and new 
trends in the purchasing of automobiles. This survey 
lasted several months and was on a nation-wide basis. 

Some advantages which result from having research 
done by advertising agencies are: 

I. Personnel available. The up-to-date advertising 
agencies have good research departments which are ex-
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perienced and ac:customed to directing field surveys. There 
are more of these departments than of any other type of 
market-research organization. Rush jobs are common and 
can ordinarily be pushed through satisfactorily. 

2. Impartial point of vie-d!. Outsiders naturally have an 
impartial attitude towards a vital problem and this is 
sometimes of great value. When executives within a firm 
differ in opinion about the solution of a problem, an out-
side group ought to collect the facts. . 

3. Lower cost. Serving numerous clients, the research 
department of an agency can be of considerable size and 
yet have a relatively low cost per surveyor per interview, 
due to dividing the overhead between the several surveys 
or projects undertaken. Most corporations can have all 
necessary field research done at a much lower cost in this 
manner than by establishing an adequate department for 
themselves. 

4. Free market research. This is sometimes offered by 
advertising agencies. In the case of large accounts, it is 
considered justifiable to include some market research 
as a part of the ordinary service offered. On the other 
hand, if the agency can afford to conduct free surveys 
without extra commission, it is sometimes suspected of 
being overpaid when it does not do this. Free surveys 
which encroach upon the normal profits of the agency are 
bad business. 

Agencies frequently conduct field surveys to obtain facts 
which are essential to performing the service for whicll 
they are retained. These are in no sense "free surveys." 
Frequently it is impossible to tell whether or not a sur
vey ought to be considered an extra service for the client. 
Often both types of data are gathered and the cost of the 
survey might well be split between the agency and its client. 

The disadvantages which may aris~ from having research 
done by advertising agencies are: 
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I. Lack of continuity. Surveys are conducted for numer
ous clients. When a specific task has been completed, other 
facts are usually not acquired until a new survey is ordered. 
With a change of advertising agents, the client loses some 
of the continuity with the research work previously done 
for him. 

2. Confidential problems. Some problems are considered 
too confidential to delegate to outside organizations. 

3. Bias. The agency research department has a dual 
allegiance, being responsible to both the client and the 
agency. This may influence the interpretation of data and 
facts because the agency makes its main incol)1e from 
discounts upon the advertising space purchased. 

4. Limited choice. Advertising agencies do not ordinarily 
conduct surveys for concerns unless they also han"clle their 
advertising. 

Commercial Research Organintions. The number of 
commercial research organizations specializing in field 
work has increased. somewhat during the last few years, 
but the volume of work which they have done has increased 
more than has the number of such bureaus. 

Commercial research organizations are employed by 
business firms, either directly or through their advertising 
agents. Some corporations have all their research done in 
this manner. Others use these organizations to supplement 
their own research work or to compare with the informa
tion gained through their advertising agents. 

Large corporations with skilled personnel check and 
supplement work by using the facilities offered by both 
advertising agents and commercial research organizations. 

Since the author himself is connected with an organiza
tion of the latter type, he is not in an unbiased position, 
but to him the commercial research organization appears to 
offer the following advantages to a business concern: 

I. Personnel. A permanent personnel is available which 
has experience and skill in market research. 
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2. Point of view. An outside organization approaches a 
problem without bias. The personnel is trained to do im
partial work. In some problems this' is of the utmost 
importance. 

3. Cost. It is usually less expensive to employ a com
mercial research organization than to establish a research 
department, because the organization has a greater volume 
of work, hence the overhead for any individual survey is 
less. 

4. Undivided allegiance. The research organization 
profits through turning out first-class research work. There 
is no divided allegiance, as is said sometimes to be true 
in the case of the advertising agency. 

5. Service. Research is the primary occupation of the 
organization. Prompt service and attention may be ex
pected. If such is not forthcoming, or cannot be promised, 
the business firm can have its survey made by a competi
tive organiz,!!=ion. In the case of the advertising agency, it 
is sometimes very difficult to avoid transferring the ad
vertising account as well as the survey, if trouble is had 
with the latter." 

Some disadvantages of the commercial research agency 
may be: 

I. Confidential problems. Some problems are considered 
too confidential to give to outsiders. 

2. Lack of continuity. Surveys are commonly not 
authorized until a problem has become pressing. This 
causes too little research to be done, and what is actually 
done would usually have been more valuable if completed 
sooner. This, however, is not the fault of the research 
agency, because it would be glad to furnish periodic serv
ice for any reputable concern. 

"Too Confidential" Attitude Disappearing.-General 
Motors Corporation has good market-research facilities, 
yet it annually has considerable market-research work done 
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by outside organizations. This is a fairly typical case. 
Confidence in the integrity of ,advertising and commercial 
research organizations is becoming widespread. All facts, 
reports, tabulations, and the like, which are obtained dur
ing an individual survey, are considered by these research 
organizations to be the property of their clients. One com
mercial-research organization goes so far as to state that 
it will not undertake surveys in the same competitive field 
for different clients unless the first survey is at least two 
years old and the original client states that he does not 
wish to bring the data up-to-date. Even then, none of the 
information collected during the first survey is used. 

Market-research organizations are beginning to establish 
themselves in an advisory capacity, similar to that held by 
law firms. Many large corporations have legal depart
ments of their own, yet they invariably call in outside law 
firms on important cases. Nothing 'is too confidential to 
place in the hands of a reputable lawyer. Within the next 
few years, market-research organizations ought to have 
reached a similar position. Even now, many business firms 
are giving the free access to their records. The connection 
between research organizations and business firms is be
ginning to have a more permanent aspect. 

Magazine and Newspaper Publishers.-Magazine and 
newspaper publishers collect numerous mass data concern
ing markets. Some of this work is exceedingly well don~. 
The Crowell Publishing Company, for example, annually 
compiles an excellent volume entitled National Markets 
and National Advertising (see Fig. 4 on page 23). The 
Detroit News has published a "Salesmen's Retail Route 
List" and a "Salesman's Map of Detroit." The foregoing 
are rather typical of the work done by large magazine pub
lishers and metropolitan newspapers. Some mass informa
tion, however, is open to the charge of bias because of the 
intent of such companies to sell advertising space. The 
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This volume is the sixth edition of National Markets 
and National Advertising .. 

For five years past The Crowell Publishing Company 
has made some form of market st~dy. In each case our 
effort has been to develop a market measure that would 
assist both the advertiser and his agent to determine 
the potential business which the market offered. 

For the last two years this market measure has been 
stated in terms of income. Our study demonstrated to 
us that this was one of the most valuable pieces of in
formation about each market area available for judging 
past sales efforts and determining future sales possi
bilities. 

A new set of income figures has not been developed 
for this volume. The past year has not produced enough 
new basic data to justify a revision of the previous 
figures and, moreover, the figures in last year's book still 
come within a few per cent of being as useful and as 
accurate a market measurement as they were last year. 

But any statistical expression of a market is neces
sarily one dimensional. Only its length is indicated. Its 
other dimensions must be measured. It is one thing to 
know that a certain size market exists; it is quite an
other to reach it. 

Yet markets are sold and skilfully sold. And no other 
agency for reaching the national market has yet proved 
so effective as the national magazine. 

But why is this so? Why has the national magazine 
been such an able ally of American business? 

One would expect to find a whole literature treating 
of this subject. Oddly enough there is no full statement 
of what the national magazine is and what it has done. 
In bits and by piecemeal, various phases, uses and trends 
of the national magazine have been written down or re
cited, but never has anything like a complete story been 
told in one place. 

This is what The Crowell Publishing Company has 
attempted in the present volume. This study is devoted 
to clarifying and illustrating the relationship which has 
existed between the national magazine and the unifi
cation of customers, ideas and manners in America. 

FIG. 4 
Foreword from National Markets and NatiotJal Ad1'ertisiflg, 

published by the Crowell Publishing Company 
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Association of National Advertisers selects the dependable 
work of publishers and keeps this on file for its members. 
On the whole, the more recent researches have been the 
most reliable. 

Publishing companies, especially newspaper publishers, 
have made individual surveys for prospective or actual 
buyers of advertising space. In some cases, valuable in
formation on individual or brand problems may be ob
tained. TO facilitate the gathering of such data, newspapers 
in various cities have banded themselves together. The 
Rodney E. Boone Organization, for example, represents 
sixteen newspapers in ten major cities. A questionnaire 
given to the Boone papers will be used in all ten cities. No 
great number of calls can be made in anyone city, but a 
few can be expected. . 

Mr. John C. Sterling, vice-president of the McCall 
Company, has stated that "the publisher never has been 
and never will be qualified to investigate an individual 
advertiser's own product. The publisher, of course, is not 
familiar with its history or problems." 

The individual work of the publishers should not be 
overlooked, however, as a means of supplementing and 
checking data obtained through a field survey. The main 
point is to avoid depending too much upon such informa
tion. 

Newspapers, in many cases, can assist a market survey 
in several ways, as by: 

I. Mass surveys of market conditions. 
2. Route lists. 
3. Information maps. 
4. Reviews of business conditions. 
5. Merchandising field calls. 

Aid in all of these directions should be taken advantage 
of, yet it should be fully realized that the function of the 
newspaper or local publisher is to facilitate and expedite 
market research rather than to conduct it. 



CHAPTER III 

APPLICATION OF FIELD RESEARCH 

FIELD research has been used to gather many types of facts. 
From this material practical business policies have been 
developed. The following cases have been taken from 
reputable public sources, so that there can be no question 
concerning them. More striking examples could unques
tionably be presented by choosing unusual illustrations 
rather than those of a more common nature. This has not 
been done because field research will, in the end, stand or 
fall by its success in solving the problems of successful 
concerns. 

I. The Lewis Manufacturing Company.1 The Lewis 
Manufacturing Company, a division of the KendalI Com
pany, manufactures "Curity" cheesecloth. T_he company's 
market-research department was given the task of discov
ering what could be done to improve distribution. An 
investigation yielded the fact that there were more than 
one hundred uses of cheesecloth. By studying retail sales 
figures, by examining the company's books, and by talks 
with consumers and retailers, it was discovered that there 
are really two general classes of uses which require two 
different types of "Curity" cheesecloth. 

The first class is the dusting, cleaning, and polishing 
use which requires a cheesecloth of open construction, a 

. cheap fabric which can be used a few times and thrown 
away. The other class is the general household use of 
cheesecloth for such purposes as jelly-strainers, lettuce 
bags, cold-cream removers, etc. These require a finer-count 

, Printers' Ink, March 6, 1930, p. ]26. 
25 
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cloth. The market-research department also found facts 
which proved that cheesecloth for each of these general 
purposes must be merchandised separately because there 
is really a separate market for each. 

The company was forced to recognize that its two mar
ket problems were tied up with packaging; therefore it 
created two grades of packaged cheesecloth to satis fy the 
demands of the two markets it discovered. In addition, two 
counter containers were developed to overcome the diffi
culty that cheesecloth is seldom displayed. Each container 
holds a 90zen packages and each carries a picture showing 
the uses of the particular grade which it holds. 

The facts found by the market-research department 
caused these changes while the changes themselves offered 
a fine selling argument. A typical advertisement to the 
trade called, "The Curity Two Market Selling' Method" 
reads: 

Here is an idea, and a method of capitalizing it, that will 
increase your cheesecloth sales. The cheesecloth market is 
really divided into two sharply defined parts. One covers the 
personal and kitchen uses, for which the finer-weave cheese
cloth is necessary. The other covers general cleaning, dusting, 
and polishing uses for the car and home, for which the lower
count, open-weave cheesecloth is more suitable. eurity fur
nishes a method of covering both these with a separate and 
distinct package and display for each. The display on the left, 
for the finer weaves, holds nine-inch or eighteen-inch pack
ages. One dozen nine-inch packages of open-weave cheese
cloth are shipped in the carton on the right, which becomes 
a display when opened as shown. You are not taking full 
advantage of existing cheesecloth markets unless you have 
both of these displays on your counter. Write to your jobber 
or to us for yours today. 

2. A manufacturer with a big line.' Recently a manu
facturer with a large line of merchandise wondered whether 
'j>ri.,,,,, Ink, February 6, '9JO, p .• 66. 
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he was pushing the correct items as leaders. He asked each 
salesman to get from every one of his retail customers a 
list of ten regular and representative users of the company's 
long line of products. In a few weeks he thus secured a 
list of 500 good names in different parts of the territories 
that were served. Then this simple letter was drafted: 

DEAR CUSTOMER: 

Your name has been given to us by . . . as a regular user 
of several of our products in our complete line. We are glad 
to take' this opportunity of thanking you for your past 
patronage, and are also asking yoU in otlr first letter to do us 
a favor and help us solve a problem. 

On a separate sheet we have listed our entire line of thirty
eight separate items with a voting square opposite each. WiIl 
YOtl, as a personal favor to tiS, mark down a number opposite 
the five items you would want us to keep in case we discon
tinued all the other items in the line? Weare seriously con
sidering the idea of dropping all except five products, and 
are coming direct to you to aid us in their selection. We don't 
want to stop making your favorite. Will you please indicate 
in order the five you want us to keep? This a~tion would be 
greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

P.S.-We shall be much pleased to send each voter a sample 
box of our latest product. 

The letter gave the company a chance to tell Sao cus
tomers, many of whom used only a few of its items, about 
its entire line and at the same time to get a direct answer 
to the "leader" problem. The company received 297 re
plies from the 500 letters and the results were surprising . 

. Five points was given an item for a first choice, three for 
a second choice, etc., so that the tabulation would be 
comprehensive. When the votes were counted, the winner 
was found to be a product nlade by all of the firm's big 
competitors, but never pushed by any of its makers, being 
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considered, in fact, a sort of staple. Retailers had been 
asked to supply a list of the ten items whicn they consid
ered best as leaders, yet neither the winner nor the runner
up appeared on the dealer lists. 

Many customers, in addition to furnishing the desired 
information, wrote in about articles in the long line with 
which they were not familiar. These letters were answered 
and inquiries turned over to retailers, causing sales on the 
whole line to jump and remain high. 

In spite of the fact that consumer votes indicated an 
article which surprised both the company and its retailers, 
it was decided to follow the facts found by the question
naire. The item was then improved, a new package and 
design created, and preparations made for featming the 
new leader in newspaper advertising. The first advertise
ment was reprinted and mailed with a-letter to the list of 
500 customers (who had received the original inquiry 
letter), whether they had answered or not, telling them that 
here was the new item they had helped to choose. After six 
months the old trailer picked by the firm's customers as the 
new leader had turned out very weI! in its new role. Distri
bution was at first pushed in only one state, but rapidly 
spread to include nine states, and plans have been made to 
further increase this area. An executive of the company 
expressed himself in the following manner about the effects 
of the new leader: 

Results have shown in many other mys. Not only have 
we increased the radius of our sales activities and added a 
large number of new accounts, but we have cut selling costs 
on our whole line. Our plan aroused real interest not only 
among the customers whose names the retailers gave us, but 
among Our whole sales force. The plan gave us a real adver
tisable leader for which there was a latent demand not realized 
by either ourselves or our big competitors, and also helped 
sales on every item in ou~ line. 
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3. A New England Manufacturer.' A prominent New 
England concern manufactures many products going 
through the same channels of distribution, namely, the 
hardware, drug, and stationery trades. As new products 
were added to the line, the company expected that New 
England would contribute a large volume of business. For 
several years, on the contrary, business in New England 
declined in comparison with the rest of the United States. 

This -unsatisfactory condition led to a special study of 
the New England territory. A competent investigator trav
eled throughout the six states for six weeks, calling on 
jobbers and dealers in almost every line and studying 
methods used by companies whose products were selling 
successfully in New England. He learned that certain 
manufacturers were using specialized selling policies there 
which were selling well, those which were not, and the 
reasons, if they could be discovered. He learned which 
manufacturers were selling direct to the retail trade only, 
which were selling through jobbers only, and which were 
selling to both the retailers and the jobbers, and the results 
in each case. 

He asked the jobbers' frank opinion as to whether the 
forty-year-old policy of the company in selling exclusively 
through jobbers was right under present conditions. He 
found out from retailers whether they preferred to pur
chase direct from the manufacturer or through jobbers. 
Having obtained this information, he called upon manu
facturers who were known to use special distribution 
policies in New England or whose products were leaders 
in the field. 

The main conclusion from the investigation was that 
jobbers, by their own candid admission, were handicapped 

• Report No. s-"Use of Research in Sales Management"-prepared 
for the Research Committee of the New England Council by the Policy
holders Service Bureau of the Metropolitan: Life Insurance Company, 
p. :/. 
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in their attempts to introduce new products, regardless of 
their desire to cooperate with the manufacturer. The 
recommendation of the jobbers was that, since their own 
salesmen, by the very character of their work, were unable 
to do promotion work on new products, or to secure dis
tribution for them in any considerable number of instances, 
manufacturers should do the introductory work themselves. 
The jobbers hoped that, when the manufacturers had done 
this, the missionary orders would be turned over to them 
to fill. Many jobbers said that they would respect the 
judgment of any manufacturer who sent his salesmen direct 
to the retail trade and filled orders direct, but they sug
gested that the manufacturer also offer his goods to the 
jobber, so that the jobber might have the advantage of 
repeat sales from such dealers, or, if the manufacturer sold 
exclusively to the retail trade, that, w!>en distribution had 
been developed, the business be turned over to the jobbers. 

As a result of this investigation, the company decided 
that it could obtain the desired results by opening accounts 
with the retail trade and filling orders direct, continuing 
meanwhile to do business with the jobbers. Jobbers were 
urged to stock the goods that were being sold by the retail 
salesmen in order not only to get independent distribution, 
but also to fill repeat orders after the company's sales
men had established the product. The company sells 
to the retailer at retail discounts, with no advantage in 
price over what the jobber would quote. This is the only 
protection for which the jobber asks. Seven salesmen were 
sent out in New England as a result of this survey. They 
are supervised by a salesmanager and the plan has worked 
successfully for several years, although the company has 
no force of men selling direct to retailers in any other ter
ritory. Credit losses have been small, salesmen's volume "f 
business has been satisfactory, and, surprisingly, business 
through jobbers has steadily increased. 

4. Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Company, i!IC.1 During 
1 Printer.r' b.k, December 26, 1929. p. nil. 
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the last few years, the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Com
pany has endeavored to improve its sales by helping 
its dealers to sell rugs. It has created a monthly newsR,aper 
containing all of the newest ideas in manufacturing I and 
retailing floor coverings, it has completely renovated its 
styling, and it has worked up a comprehensive method 
COUrSe for retail salesmen in floor-covering departments, 
emphasizing methods of tying floor coverings in with other 
store merchandise. Not satisfied with these improvements, 
the company decided to learn what the dealer considered 
his problems to be. During the 1929 fall opening in the 
company's New York showroom, a nation-wi<le survey was 
announced. The information obtained and its applications 
were to be published and distributed free to store execu
tives, merchandise managers, etc., in monthly bulletins. 
The announcement was enthusiastically received by buyers 
and executives who attended the opening. 

The survey had five parts: (a) A first-hand study of 
floor-covering department operation and management. (b) 
Questionnaires on the subject of special phases of f1oor
covering merchandising sent to selected lists of buyers and. 
executives. (c) Interviewing decorators, designers, and 
style experts on style trends. (d) Conferring with repre
sentatives of other branches of the home-furnishing field. 
(e) Studying methods employed in other lines of business 
to meet problems like those in the f1oor-covering trade. 

In order to limit the survey, a list of fifteen topics was 
submitted to a vote of a representative list of floor-cover
ing executives: A response of one-third was received and 
the following topics ranked as most important: 

I. Practical means of increasing rate of stock turnover. 

l
MOdern methods of stock control. 
Reducing mark-down to a minimum. 

2. How to anticipate style trends. . 
Displaying rugs and carpets to build sales. 
How to insure successful advertising of floor coverings. 
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Some of the findings of the survey are of general in
terest. Only the most progressive and successful stores were 
visited, yet only 18 per cent were using sales records to 
guide the selection and purchase of rugs and carpets, the 
balance relying solely on memory, habit, and hunch of the 
buyers. Only 23 per cent were using any form of unit 
control, while less than a third of these stores had set up 
a '·model" or "balanced" stock. It was also disclosed that 
most of these stores were using more progressive mer
chandising methods in other departments, particularly in 
the women's wear and shoe sections. Likewise, it was 
learned that the floor-covering department was being 
slighted in many stores with respect to window displays, 
advertising allotment, and the like. 

When the research had been completed, the company 
prepared its series of reports for lIo,?r-covering depart
ment executives, advisers, buyers, etc. The first of these, 
for example, was called, "Planning for Speeding Up Turn
over." In the trade advertising this material is being 
followed up through full-page space. The company has, 
therefore, learned what the retailers wished to know about 
merchandising, found the facts about such topics, analyzed 
and written up these facts in practical form, distributed 
them to the trade, and advertised this service to improve 
merchandising practice. The consumer campaign, which 
also was released in the fall of 1929, emphasized style in 
lIoor coverings, a subject which the investigation had 
covered. Retailers were then supplied with small style hand
books so that the consumer demand would be handled ac
cording to the suggested merchandising policies. From the 
very first, the results of this comprehensive merchandising 
policy have been very favorable. 

5. Corning Glass Works.' In preparation for its 1926 ad
vertising campaign, the Corning Glass Works decided that 
the market facts about Pyrex ovenware were essential. 

'Printer" Ink, July 8, 19"6, p. 25. 
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Accordingly, investigators were sent to representative 
towns in the East, the Midwest, and the South. For eight 
months these field workers studied the problems of why 
people purchased Pyrex and how they used it. Three addi
tional facts were also investigated: 1. What percentage of 
homes used Pyrex. 2. What dishes were most frequently 
used. 3. What foods were most frequently used in the 
most popular dishes. 

Interviews were had in 3.448 homes. Pyrex was owned 
in 68 per cent of these homes. Sales analysis showed that 
82 per cent of Pyrex business was in five specified dishes; 
so investigators were sent into homes where 8,516 dishes 
of these five types were owned. This disclosed that 35 per 
cent owned pie plates, 25 per cent casseroles, 25 per cent. 
custard cups, 13 per cent bread pans, and 2 per cent utility 
dishes, and these results checked closely with the sales 
analysis. The survey also showed that tlle five big selling 
dishes would accomplish almost every baking task; there
fore the unavoidable conclusion was that the advertising 
should emphasize these five dishes alone, with the purpose 
of introducing Pyrex into the 32 per cent of the homes 
where it was not owned, and of inducing the owners of 
one dish to buy the four other popular types. 

Surprisingly definite answers were received as to the 
kinds of food usually prepared in each type of dish. For 
example, the most popular uses of the utility dishes were 
for baking stuffed peppers and apples. Data were also 
obtained as to seasonal uses. In fact, the findings concern
ing uses of the product furnished unusually adequate illus
trative material for the advertisements. 

Tabulation of the interviews showed that 61 per cent of 
the women purchased Pyrex because of its better baking 
qualities, 41 per cent because it was easy to keep clean, 33 
per cent because it could be used for baking and serving, 
29 per cent because it was more attractive, and 7 per cent 
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because it was 1110re durable. (Percentages total over 100 
per cent because all reasons given were listed and some 
women gave two or more reasons.) 

From the above facts, the Corning Glass Works was 
able to write advertising copy, arrange for illustrations, 
choose "leaders," etc., upon the basis of proved facts. The 
problem Of how to present the fact that Pyrex had better 
baking qualities than its competitors was solved by edi
torial copy explaining the results of actual tests by an 
impartial third party. The advertising campaign of 1926, 
worked out in accordance with these facts, yielded more 
inquiries in six months than were received during 1925. 
Later, actual sales proved that the research had been a 
most profitable investment, and the company has si,rice done 
similar research periodically in order to keep its informa
tion up to date. 

7. Pi..aud.1 The House of Pinaud' has distributed its 
products in the United States for two generations. Up to 
1915 all of the items in the line had shown a consistent 
increase in sales. From 1915, however, toilet water and 
hair tonic alone showed sales expansion, while the other 
items consistently decreased in spite of the fact that total 
cosmetic sales in the United States were expanding greatly. 
An investigation was made and the causes of this situation 
were found to be: I. The war, which disrupted the Pinaud 
staff. 2. Increased advertising behind toilet water and hair 
tonic to the exclusion of other items. 3 .. Association of 
Pinaud toilet water and hair tonic with barber-shop out
lets, causing a loss of prestige and refusal of numerous 
other outlets to carry the articles. 

It was decided to expand the line to cover its proper 
field, cosmetics, and to give the line a quality appeal. A 
new factory and offices were built and a new type of cold 
cream developed. Likewise, a new package was designed 
with the purpose of creating a quality atmosphere. A brief 

1. Prl'Hlers' Ink, March 6, 193~ p. II2. 
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description of this container indicates the care, research, 
and testing which were used: . 

A green jar was picked after much experimenting. To main
tain the effective basic green background, the jar ·top was held 
in place by green silk-covered wire bound four times around 
the base and top and kept in place by four notches. A very 
simple silver-and-black harmonizing label was pasted on the 
jar, a silver-and-black booklet was placed opposite, and around 
these was wrapped a strip of transparent paper through which 
the basic green color could penetrate easily. Simple and color
ful, this package had all the quality appeal the company 
desired. 

Introduction to con·sumers was begun slowly. To deter
mine women's reactions to the new cream, the company 
did sampling in summer resorts to see just how much 
interest might be expected. This sampling showed that the 
cream had wide appeal, for inquiries came from scattered 
sections of the country where women could have learned 
about the cream only as a result of the demonstrations at 
resort towns. 

Tests were then made in small cities, and then larger 
ones, demonstrating and sampling going on at the same 
time that advertising appeared in rotogravure space ranging 
from one-half to full pages for from two to seven inser
tions. As a result of these careful tests which covered the 
United States broadly, Pinaud entered the New York 
market in January, 1928. 

The results of the successful debut of the new cream 
were, according to Mr. Quinn of Pinaud, the following: 

In effect, the new cream package increased our distribution 
not only for itself, but for other Pinaud products. For where 
heretofore many of the highest-grade stores would not handle 
our hair tonic or toilet water, these same stores were attracted 
by the Pinaud quality-cream package and not only.took on the 
cream, but also took on the toilet wiLter and tonic as well. 
The net of this WaS not only (I) widespread outlets for the 
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new cream, but also (2) new outlets for the old products along 
with (3) a growing prestige for those products which before 
had been associated so largely with the barber shops. 

After the cream had beeo given sufficieot time to estab
lish itself firmly in the market, a shampoo was added to 
the line. In 1929, Pinaud's powder was also introduced. 
These products have replaced old ones of the same type in 
the Pinaud line, and have caused the company to produce 
only one cream, for example, instead of many. All of these 
new products are fully modernized (March, 1930) and 
more items may be added in the future. The shampoo and 
powder were introduced by the same experimental demon
stration-sampling methods as the cream, except that, in the 
case of the powder, New York City was the first -market 
to be eotered. . 

8. Mazda Lamp Merchandising I'olicy Tested Before 
Adoption.' The fact that the buying' public is becoming 
more and more educated in the buying of commodities • 
carrying a bargain appeal for quantity purchases is 
evidenced in the prices -of most low-priced items of 
merchandise. In the grocery, tobacco, toilet article, confec
tionery, haberdashery, and household-equipment fields 
consumers have been accustomed to purchasing their re-' 
quiremeots in quantity lots, particularly wherever a price 
inducement has been offered. 

Today, the housewife entering a grocery store doe.s not 
ask for one, two or three eggs; she buys a dozen or more. 
She usually purchases a half-dozen bars of soap at a time. 
In the haberdashery store, a man usually buys three collars 
for a dollar; and manifests the same tendency in his pur
chases of neckties, socks, shirts, and other low-priced 
articles of apparel. 

In a test recently conducted in several agents' stores, 
where a 10 per ceot discount was offered customers on 
unit purchases of six or more lamPs in order to determine 

t Prhder.s' Ink. August 21. 1930, p. 122. 
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the sales advantage of a price concession to the ultimate 
consumer, it was conclusively proved ,that a price conces
sion will unquestionably sell more lamps per customer. 
The results of the test are given as follows: 

I. One thousand customers bought lamps. Of these, 865 
had come in to buy lamps, while 135 had not originally 
intended to purchase them. 

2. Of the 1,000 customers who bought lamps, 390, or 
39 per cent, bought in lots of six or more. 

3. The total number of lamps sold was 5,000, of which 
3,250, or 65 per cent, were sold at a discount of 10 per cent. 

4. The average number of lamps per customer who 
came in to buy one, two, or three lamps, was increased from 
1.68 to 2.84. 

These figures are significant. They bring home the 
buying habits of the consuming public, which is quick to 
respond to a price appeal, particularly when it accompanies 
the offer of 'standard merchandise of known quality. 

For years, it has been the custom of progressive Mazda 
lamp merchandisers to emphasize the sale of lamps by the 
carton. Carton sales mean greater volume, with resultant 
all-around benefit. To the central station they mean the 
filling of empty sockets, thus insuring a stability of resi
dential lighting revenue. 

The advantages of buying by the carton, of keeping spare 
lamps on hand, have been recited to customers through 
the spoken and printed word for some years. And in the 
majority of cases these arguments have proved convincing 
because they were basically sound, justified as they were 
from the standpoint of the consumer's best interests. 

Under the new lo-per-cent-discount plan the appeal of 
price, the potent "pocketbook" appeal, now enters the lamp
sales picture. It is estimated that within two or three years, 
.ullder the stimulus of this Io-per-eent-discount plan, the 
greater proportion of all lamp sales will be carton sales. 
Whether this actually eventuates or not depends, of course, 
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upon the pressure that is put behind the idea by those who 
come into direct contact with the public. 

9. An E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc. Merchandising Plan.' 
In the case of E. P. Dutton & Co., the "fan" customer of
fered an idea which has already increased the sale of the 
Dutton mystery books by approximately 3 I per cent and 
promises to do even better in the months to come. The plan 
in which the Dutton mystery monster is the trade-mark 
(see Fig. 5 on page 39) and moving character came as a 
direct result of interviewing fan customers. What was the 
prime motive, the publisher and his advertising agent won
dered, in influencing the fan, the real mystery fan, to buy 
book after book in which some detective unraveled a 
baffiing mystery? Names of real fans were secured from 
booksellers and further names were obtained from among 
the publisher's acquaintances. It was found that a real fan 
wanted two things. He was interested in having mystery 
stories contain living people as well as dead ones, and most 
of all he bought mystery stories because he put himself in 
the position of the amateur detective and wondered whether 
he could have done as good a job. It was his custom, so 
many of the fans said, to stop at a certain portion of the 
book and wonder whether he could guess ahead to the 
correct solution. 

As is usual in such investigations, this one led to a real 
advertising idea as well as to a change in the product. It 
enables the publisher to use full-page newspaper advertis
ing headed, "A New Idea That Makes the Reading of 
Mystery Stories More Fascinating Than Ever." "You 
have often stopped in the reading of mystery stories," says 
the copy, "to try to determine the guilty person. Now you 
can do just that on a planned basis with all the clues pre
sented and a reward for you if you determine the guilty 
person or persons correctly." 

The details were then given; namely, that the Dutton 
1 Pri"'err Ink, November, 1930, p. 94-
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clue mysteries were published with a special page inserted 
in each book at a point where all the cnaracters and neces
sary clues had been presented to make it possible for the 

FIG. S 
. Dutton mystery monster trade-mark designed because of the facts 

found from mystery "fans" 

reader to select the guilty person. This page pictures a 
shrouded monster in a mask, holding up blood-red hands, 
saying, "Stop." "Now," says the page, "do a little personal 
detective work. Now you enter the story." The thought 
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was put up to the reader's sense of good sportsmanship 
not to read any further, but to select whom he thought 
was guilty, write the name on a coupon attached to the 
page, give reasons for his selection, and mail the coupon 
in to the publisher. If he names the guilty person correctly 
the publisher mails him a card certifying to that effect. 
He was further told that if and when he correctly named 
the guilty person in any three mysteries and had received 
three cards certifying to that fact, he would receive the 
next mystery book free. On the coupon attached to the 
idea page was a place for the reader to write in the name 
of his bookseller, if he wanted him to send the mystery, 
or a place to check for the publisher to do the same thing. 

The campaign suggested by the research accomplished 
five distinct objectives: 

I. It caused each reader of a Dutton Clue Mystery who 
solved one correctly to come back and attempt to solve two 
more correctly, in order to get the fourth free. 

2. It automatically raised the unit of sale, as many 
dealers suggested purchasing two or three at a time. 

3. It caused many repeat sales. 
4. It tied the complete group up as a family of products, 

each gaining accumulative value and good will from the 
advertising and books previously published. 

S. The return cards with the solution gave the pub
lisher an excellent mailing list. 

The publishers report that out of the total number of 
readers only 78 sleuths ran down the murder in the first 
book; 147 in the second, and up to this time 123 detectives 
have unraveled the web in the third. But-and this is a 
fine tribute to the sporting instinct of mystery-story readers 
--only one person solved all three mysteries correctly and 
thus received a book. The publishers also report that the 
idea has increased their sale of these mystery books 3 I per 
cent up to this time. 
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Results Obtainable from Field 2.esearch.-The ex
amples which have been given illustrate a few of the facts 
which are obtainable through field research. They also il
lustrate the practical applications which analysis of the 
facts show. The list which follows is not inclusive, but 
indicates the major types of facts which field research is 
able to gather. Practical examples of each of these will be 
given later in the appropriate sections of this book. Facts 
are found about: 

I. Markets and their potentiolities. The market and its 
location can be clearly defined. Likewise, its potentialities 
and how to realize these can be learned. 

2. Consumers. Who they are, where they live, their buy
ing habits, etc., can be found. 

3. Deolers. Present dealers can be checked up; the best 
type of dealer can be determined; the methods used by 

. dealers can be found. 
4. Selling policies. The correctness of present policies, 

the improvement of policies, and the testing of proposed 
policies can all be determined . 

. 5. Soles territories. The present territories are analyzed 
and the best territorial divisions indicated; routing in the 
territories can be worked out. . 

6. Soles quoto,s. The correct facts upon which to base the 
sales quota can be found and a scientific quota developed. 

7. Merchandising policies. The policies needed can be 
found; old policies can be judged; proposed changes can 
be tested. 

8. Products. Desirable new products can be discovered; 
the best sizes, prices, and qualities of a product can be 
determined. All of these can be given a thorough test. The 
uses of a product and improvements of it can be found. 

9. Packages. Appropriate packages can be designed and 
tested. . 

10. T,ade-ma,ks and slogans. A tentative list can be 
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created and the appropriate ones tested so that the best 
is chosen. 

II. Advertising. The efficiency of advertising can be 
determined; window displays, etc., can be tested. 

12. Copy appeals. The reasons why people buy the 
product and prefer the firm can be found; most frequent 
uses of the product can be discovered. 

13. Magasines. The magazines and newspapers read by 
consumers and retailers can be learned. 

14. Competition. Policies, practices, etc., of competitors 
with the strength and weakness of each competitor's posi
tion can be determined. 

I S. Persons. Facts can be learned about any particular 
person or particular group of people. 

Field research not only can find any or all of the above 
facts, but also, when in quest of ~specific information. 
usually discovers additional material of significance. All 
of the data are then tabulated, analyzed, and carefully 
studied, so that the findings take the form of practical 
business policies based upon organized facts which furnish 
proof that the policies are correct. 



PART TWO 

THE NATURE OF FIELD INVESTIGATION 

CHAPTER IV. MARKET ANALYSIS. 

CHAPTER V. PROCESSES OF RESEARCH. 

CHAPTER VI. FIELD RESEARCH AND ITs PRACTICE. 

Part Two explains the methods 'used in field research. 
It deals primarily with the steps involved in all scientific 
procedure. It also describes the application of this pro
cedure to problems of commercial research. The field 
worker and the executive receiving the results of field re
search are both helped by a knowledge of the processes by 
which "raw datU:' from the field are turned Jnto practical 
business policies. 

Chapter IV describes market-analysis procedure and teUs 
how the problem is broken down into its separate elements. 
In Chapter V the methods used to determine the facts re
quired to solve scientific problems are explained. The last 
chapter in this section compares the various means of ob
taining raw material from the field and indicates what type 
of information is best obtained by each of the better-known 
methods. 



CHAPTER IV 

MARKET ANALYSIS 

MARKET analysis is the application of scientific principles 
and methods to problems connected with the nature, extent, 
and peculiarities of the market, together with the means 
for bringing the product to the market and distributing it 
there. 

Every science is built on facts. Therefore, the first step 
in the application of science to markets is to learn all the 
pertinent facts that it is possible to obtain. First, the market 
facts must be obtained; second, they must be analyzed and 
interpreted; and third, conclusions must be drawn, checked, 
and applied to the particular business in question. An 
outline of market analysis procedure is presented at the 
end of this chapter. (See Fig. 9, pages 56 and 57.) 

Classes of Market Data.-Market data are divided into 
the following main classes: 

I. Bibliographical. 
2. Expert. 
3. Wholesale. 
4. Retail. 
5. Consumer. 

Each of these has broad scope and will be separately 
outlined. 

I. Bibliographical data. Written data are obtained from 
company records, books, periodicals, statistics, and other 
sources, such as catalogues, pamphlets, monographs, and 
association reports. Public, company} and technical libraries 
are the basic sources for books and periodicals. The libraries 

4S 
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have indexes for the books, and usually the Technical Arts 
Index, the Readers' Gllide to Periodical Literatllre, and the 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL PROCEDURE 
OUTLINE 

I. Sources of information 
Libraries, 

public 
private 
technical or scientific 

Government 
Publicity literature, catalogues, pamphlets, etc, 

2. Books 
On the industry in general 
On the product 
On merchandising methods (sales, distribution, or 

publicity) 
for the product 
for similar products 

3. Periodical literature 
Trade papers and periodicals 
General periodicals 
Unusual periodicals--see Readers' Guides 

4· Statistical information 
Government 
Libraries with statistical departments 
Statistical bureaus 
Trade associations and periodicals 
Newspapers 

S. Other written information 
Catalogues 
Pamphlets, monographs, etc. 

FIG. 6 
An outline of bibliographical procedure 

Index to Chemical Abstracts offer means of determining 
tlie location of articles in periodicals applying to the specific 
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product in questioll. (Fig. 6 on page 46,presents an outline 
of bibliographical procedure.) 

Government publications fall into many classes. The 
best plan is to get into direct touch with the government 
departments likely to have information of a desirable 
nature. Trade-association reports and private organization 
work may sometimes be obtained. Trade journals are valu
able sO!lrces of material, as are sucl1 statistical organiza
tions as Babson, the Harvard Economic Service, and the 
Standard Statistics Service, Inc. Printers' Ink keeps an 
index of articles published in its two magazines and is 
able to compile bibliographies from this upon request. 

Written data give the investigator a view of what 
facts are already known. This is a great help, tends to 
avoid duplication of effort, and makes a good foundation 
for further researcl1. One fault of written data is that they 
are not up-to-date. Books may be several years old and 
greatChanges may have taken place since they were written. 
In some lines of business, experience only one year old may 
be antiquated. 

2. Expert data. Authorities on a subject, such as tecl1ni
cal experts, trade papers, trade associations, cl1ambers of 
commerce, etc., are approacl1ed through personal interviews 
or mail questionnaires, except for general data already 
available. Information relative to the condition of affairs in 
the industry, its prospects, improvement in the product, 
seasonal and cyclical variations of the industry, etc., can 
commonly be obtained. Specific answers to particular prob
lems can also be secured in some cases. This information 
pertains particularly to trendg within the industry and its 
market. It is important as a comparison with that obtained 
from other sources. 

3. Jobbers. Jobbers are practical men and can give prac
tical information if correctly solicited. Those who handle 
the product, or might do so, can be approacl1ed through 
questionnaire or interview. Jobbers, as a rule, will not give 
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WOOLEN BLANKET SURVEY 
WHOLESALE Q1.!&STIONNAIRE 

N arne of Wholesale Firm ................................... . 
Address ............................ Type of Jobber ......... . 
1. STOCK 

I. In order of sales importance, what makes of blankets do you 
handle? 

Cotton 
Brand Imported Light Heavy Mix Cotton 

II. SALES INFORMATION 
2. On which brands have you most volume? 

1st choice................... Why? ................ . 
2nd choice ................... Why? ................ . 
3rd choice................... Why? ................ . 

3. Which is the most profitable line of blankets to handle? 
........................ Why? ...................... . 

4. Which, in your opinion, is the best brand or line of blankets 
on the market?... . . . . . . . • . . . . .. Why? ...•....•..•... 
Which is the second best?,........... Why? .......... . 

5. To what types of stores or. institutions do you sell blankets 
(in order of importance) ? 
(a) ...................... (d) •..................... 
(b) ...................... (e) ..................... . 
(e) ..............•..•.... (f) ..................... . 

6. What is the proportion of sales between pair and single 
blankets? 

Single blankets? ......... % Pair blankets? ......... % 
III. STYLE 

7. Of your total woolen blanket sales, what approximate per-
centage is ill-

(al White 
(b) Solid colors 
(c) Reversible colors 
(d) Plaids 
(e) Fancies 

............ % 

............ % 

............ % 

............ % 

............ % 
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8. Which of these types is increasing and~ which decreasing? 
Increasing Decreasing 

(a) White •......•..... .......... . 
(b) Solid colors ............ . .......... . 
(c) Reversible colors ............ . .......... . 
(d) Plaids ............. .......... . 
(e) F.ncies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 

9. Is there a difference in the relative popularity of these types 
in rural districts that you serve as compared with cities? 
. Yes .......... No ......... . 
What is the approximate percentage of sales in each-

Rural Urban 
(a) White - 100 
(b) Solid colors - 100 
(c) Reversible colors ........ - 100 
(d) Plaids - 100 
(e) Fancies = 100 

NOTE: Figures for (CRural" and "Urban" must total 100 for 
each color. 

10. Mention and describe any special weaves or constructions 
that aTe gaining in popularity? 

II. What are the best selling sizes? 
Single Bed Double Bed 

1St choice 2nd choice 1St choice 2nd choice 
54x76 ...•....••••.•••........................ 
6ox76 ...............•...•.................... 
6ox80 ......••..••...........................• 
6ox84 •••.................•................... 
64x76 ..••..•...••............................ 
f6x80 ..•........................••............ 
66x84 .........•.............................. 
66xgo ..•••.••...................•............ 
68x80 ••.•.•....•....................•........ 
7oxSo •...••..•.................••..••..•..... 
72X84 •.•.......•...•......................... 
8oxgo ....••....................•............. 
Comment: Have you any complaint, or can you suggest any im

provement that can be made in blankets? 

Interviewer's Name: ...................................... . 
Date: ......................... . 
City: ......................... . 

FIG.? . 
A good jobber questi~nnaire 

49. 
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information which discloses their business affairs and must 
be shown a good reason for giving any in formation at 
all. Technical questions are apt to bring poor answers from 
jobbers and are often better omitted. A good jobber ques
tionnaire is shown in Fig. 7 (on pages 48 and 49. 

Data obtained from jobbers portray valuable present 
facts. If trends are desired, it is best to ask a number of 
factual questions from which the trends may be calculated, 
rather than ask for the trends themselves. Jobbers are 
relatively few in number; so the facts which they give, 
although of value in themselves, are particularly useful to 
check against data received from other sources. 

4. Dealers. Dealers are best approached by personal in
terview. A mail questionnaire may be substituted when a 
personal interview is not possible, yet the personal· interview 
commonly yields better information. All of the dealers who 
handle a product cannot, in most cases, be contacted; there
fore care must be taken to cover a representative group, 
allowance being made for geographical differences, varia
tion in the size of stores, and similar factors. Reports from 
dealers yield straightforward facts and information about 
the trend of demand. This latter information is most satis
factorily obtained by asking several factual questions and 
analyzing the answers. 

5. Consumers. The nature of the product and the survey 
will determine whether it is desirable to approach con
sumers by mail questionnaire or personal interview. In 
either case, all of the consumers cannot be reached; there
fore special care must be taken to get a representative 
sample of the users. Consumers are commonly classified 
according to income groups, occupation, age, sex, etc. These 
classifications should be used in each geographical unit 
which the survey covers, even though some modifications 
are necessary, due to local peculiarities. 

The facts obtained from consumers are of prime im
portance. The large number of the reports makes thorough 
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analysis possible. When checked against other sources of 
current data, reliance can usually be placed upon the ideas 
of consumers. 

r 6. Ideal market data. For ideal market analysis com
prehensive data should be collected. Thorough biblio
graphical work should precede actual field investigation. 
The investigation should be carried on by personal inter
views with experts, jobbers, retailers, and consumers. Mail 
questionnaires may supplenlent this work on certain points, 
so that representative samples of sufficient size may be 
more easily obtained. Analysis of the returns should be 
made to check the conclusions of one group against the 
other. Where discrepancies occur, the reason should be 
found, regardless of the additional work required. Analysis 
of the facts should thus make reliable results. 

Relation of Field Work to Market Analysis.-The 
managers of a concern may think that consumers buy a 
product because it is better or more useful than a com
peting article. They, however, may not know. Field research 
tells them why consumers buy any particul ... r article. If 
the belief of the management is correct, facts now verify 
it; if wrong, no serious mistake in policy will have been 
made before the actual facts are learned. 

Is it desirable to change the container of a product? 
Would a smaller and lower-priced package be desirable? Is 
the advertising appeal correct? An investigation alone can 
give the answers to such questions. Field research is usually 
the best way of getting the necessary information. 

When business organizations are considering changes 
of policy, the best judgment obtainable is needed. This calls 
for actual facts, analysis of them, application of the analysis 
of the particular problem, and finally, a decision based upon 
these without emotion and prejudice entering in. 

Forecasting is impossible without a knowledge of past 
and present facts, treated in a statistical manner so as to 
show trends. Records may give past facts, but field research 
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alon~ can give those of the immediate present, and these 
alone can give a sound basis for analysis and judgment. 
In brief, field research is an absolutely necessary tool in 
market analysis. 

Statistical Approach.-The basis of all market-research 
work, where a considerable number of people are 
approached, is statistical. The collected data mean little 
until they are tabulated and arranged in a logical manner. 
A few of the principles which are commonly used will now 
be explained. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED 

Answers ..... . 100 150 200 soc 

~ Favorable . ... 25% 24% 26% 25% 

Unfavorable . . 75% 76% 74% '15% 

FIG. 8 
'Chart showing lack of variation in answers to a question in 

increasing number of interviews 

1. Sampling. It may be assumed that a moderately large 
number of items chosen at random from a much larger 
group, will contain the essential characteristics of the 
greater group. Sampling is the process of choosing 
a sufficiently large number of people in each major group 
which is of interest for the survey. For purposes of com
parison, these groups will normally be broken down into 
smaller ones. It is necessary, therefore, that the number of 
samples in each subdivision must not be too small. 

The illustration given in Fig. 8 indicates that 100 inter
views would have been sufficient, yet it is always desirable 
to have too many rather than too few interviews. 

2. Tabulation. In the process of tabulation the data 
obtained through a survey are arranged so that comparable 
material is placed in convenient tables. These tables may 
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later be presented in graphic form. For this purpose such 
answers as "yes" and "no" are most easily tabulated, but 
many others, such as the comparative importance of various 
reasons, popularity of brands, etc., are readily dealt with. 
Unless the question asked of each person'is identical, tabu
lation becomes very difficult or impossible. In unorganized 
form, the information collected by survey is of little value. 
Tabulation is necessary before analysis can take place. 

3. Averages. Averages of numerous kinds are used in 
the statistical treatment of data. Several kinds will be 
described. 

A. Simple arithmetic (werage or mean. This is obtained 
by adding up the total of a group of items and dividing 
by the number of items. For example, the consumption of 
coffee might be ten pounds per person in one town and 
sixteen pounds in another town. Adding these two together 
would give twenty-six. Dividing by two would give thir
teen pounds per person as the average for the two towns, 

B. Weightcd arithmetic average. The simple arithmetic 
average makes no allowance for differences in the value of 
the various items considered. The weighted average does. 
For example, in the above case, the first town might have 
twice the population of the second; therefore it ought to 
be twice as important in determining the average. If ten 
(the number of pounds consumed per person in the larger 
town) were multiplied by two, then sixteen (the number of 
pounds consumed per person in the smaller town) added, 
gi ving thirty-six, and the total divided by three, the sum 
of the weights, the result would be twelve (see Table I), 
the average per capita coffee consumption of the two towns, 
when weighted according to population. The units from 
which the average is made ·can be weighted according to 
all essential factors, and in this manner the relative im
portance of all of the items, making liP an average, can be 
allowed for. ' 
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A 

B 

TABLB I. ILLUSTRATIONS OF SIMPLE AIUTHMETIC AND 
WEIGHTED AVERAGES 

Consumption Simple arithmetic Average weighted 
Town of coffee average (pounds according to 

population per person per person) population (pounds 
per person) 

10,000 
10+ 16 (10 X 2) + 16 = 12 10 --=13 

2 3 
5,000 16 

To take another example, the question, "What are your 
three best selling branches of coffee, named in order of 
volume of sales?" might be asked. First choice might be 
given a weight of 5, second choice a weight of 3; and third 
choice a weight of I. If one hundred grocers answered 
this question, the tabulation would~ follow the procedure 
shown below: 

Brand A 

50 (first choice) X 5 (weight for first cboice) = 250 
30 (second choice) X 3 (weight for second choice) = 90 
20 (tbird choice) X 1 (weight for third choice) = 20 

360 

The weighted total for Brand A would be 360, which, 
when divided by the Ioo observations, gives a weighted 
average of 3.6 for Brand A. Brands B, C, D, etc., would 
have weighted averages calculated in the same manner, 
and a comparison of these would give the proper signifi
cance to each item as regards volume of sales. 

C. Mode. The mode is the point of greatest frequency 
in any series. A survey might show that the average age 
of the purchasers of a product was thirty-two years. Ar
ranging the age groups in order from ten to sixty,however, 
might show that the number of purchasers between ten 
and twenty years of age was negligible, that the number 
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of purchasers of the age of twenty-five years was very 
great, and that there was a scattered group of purchasers 
above thirty years of age. The point of greatest frequency, 
twenty-five years, is of much more importance than the 
mathematical mean of thirty-two years. In some series, 
more than one mode may exist. For example, a series of 
prices might show a definite concentration in three price 
classes. The following series indicate the occurrence of 
single and multiple modes. 

TABLE 2. ILLUSTRATIONS OF MODE AND MEDIAN 

Series Frequency Series Frequency 

5 2 $1.00 4 
6 I 1.50 IO+Mode 
7 2 2.00 2 
8 B+Mode 2·50 3 
9 3+Median 3·00 II+Mode 

10 2 3·50 5+Median 
II 1 4. 00 2 
I2 1 4.50 I 
13 2 5. 00 IO+Mode 
14 I 5.50 3 

6.00 1 

D. Median. Where any group of statistics has been 
"arranged"-that is, set in progressive order, the median 
represents the ·exact middle item, if the total number of 
items are odd; or if the number of items is even, the 
median lies between the two middle items. The median is 
illustrated in Table 2. The median and mode do not coin
cide in the illustrations, although in some cases this occurs. 
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MARKET-ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

TOPICAL OUTLINE 

I, Product 
History 
Physical characteristics 
Product policies 
Economic status 
Who buys? 
Patent situation 
Substitutes 
Package 

3. Industry 
Production 

by volume 
by value 
by investment 
by workers 

Labor situation 
EcononUc trends 
Relation to other in-

dustries 
Geographical grouping 
Integration 
Combination 
Foreign situation 

5. Customers 
Why do they buy from 

company? 
How classify? 
Former customers 

why lost? 
chances of recovering 

2. Company 

History 
Organization 
Records 

purchasing 
production 
sales 

Plant 

4. Competition 
Monopoly-character 
Bases 

price 
size of companies 
number of companies 

-location 
line of goods 
service 
labor 
transportation 
trend 
good will 
personality 
patent 
cost of overcoming 
foreign competition 
combine with a com~ 

petito&? 

6. Ultimate consumer 
Why ;s product bought? 
Sex 
Race 
Religion 
Age 
Disabilities 
Prejudices 
Buying habits 
Occupation 
Class 
Expert knowledge 
Lite,racy 
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7. Market-nature and size 
Complexity 
Geographical extent 
Grouped or scattered 

U rhan or rural 
Population 
Indices of market 
Interdependent markets 

9. Distribution 
Trends as to ~unctions 
Effect of 

product 
service 
financing 
volume of business 
market 
credit 
channels 

direct or indirect 
possible links 

jobbers and dealers 

II. Advertising 
Purpose 
Scope 
Advertising done 
Appeals 
How directed? 
Media 
Tests 

S. Mariret-potentiality and 
limitations 

Opportunities 
Original and replacement . 
Limitations 

price 
fashion 
cost of operation 
seasonal 
climate and weather 
second-hand situation 
government restrictions 
business cycle 

10. Sales 
Character of sales force 
Sales policies 

jobbers and dealers 
terms and discounts 

Sales tests 
Repeat sales 

F,G. 9 
An outline of market-analysis procedure 



CHAPTER V 

V;ROCESSES OF RESEARCH 

THE scientific method is the same, whether applied to 
physics, biology, geology, business, or advertising. It begins 
with the gathering of facts, continues with the registration 
and measurement of the data thus obtained, and then 
arranges, charts, and tabulates this information. 'Finally, 
tentative conclusions are drawn. When these have been 
tested and reduced to a workable -hypothesis, they are 
generally termed "principles" or "laws." In applied sciences, 
such as medicine, advertising, and business. such conclu
sions acre not so exact as in the case of mathematics. 
Nevertheless, they are unquestionably of great use in de
termining policies. The methods used are the same in all 
types of research, and scientific procedure may be divided 
into four processes : 

v I. Observation 
2. Analysis and comparison 
3. Generalization 
4. Verification 

Field research employs these four processes in the fol
lowing manner: 

I. Observation. The collecting of facts is carried on by 
observation of various kinds. Personal interviews, telephone 
interviews, group interviews, mail questionnaires, and 
bibliographical sources are used for gathering the facts. 

From whatever sources the data are secured, there are 
ten properties which they should have. These are: 

~8 
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a. Accuracy is the base of all observation. This reqnires a 

search for the real, underlying facts /IS well as an accurate 
recording of them. . 

b. Reliability of data is also a fundamental requirement. 
The ordinary rule is to procure data as close to the 
original source as possible. The information obtained and 
the sources from which it is taken must be of a nature 
which can be verified. 

c. Impartiality must be absolute in presenting data. Ques
tions must be so worded as to give no clue to the desired 
answer. No guiding of results in any way is permissible. 

d. Applicability of facts gathered to the problem in hand is 
necessary. There should be no gathering of data merely 
for the sake of doing sa. All data should be pertinent to 
the specific case. 

e. Availability of data obtained is important. The observa
tions should be recorded in such form that they will prove 
intelligible for purposes of analysis and comparison. 

f. Comprehensiveness demands that all necessary data bear
ing on the subject be gathered. The omission of one fac
tor may overbalance the results. 

g. Representativeness requires that the observations gath
ered should be fully indicative of conditions in the whole 
field. Sufficient data from each group investigated must 
be secured to make the results representative. 

h. Judgment in weighing, assorting, and evaluating the in
formation obtained in the interviews is essential. No 
pertinent fact should be omitted, no extraneous fact in- . 
cluded, when formulating a judgment. 

i. System is needed to make observations quickly, thor
oughly, and at a minimum expense. 

j. Control of observations should be exercised in so far as 
possible. That is, care must be taken to see that observa
tions made in a given case will produce results. Decisions 
must be made as to the number of observations required 
and under what conditions they shall be made. Control is 
essential to the success of any organized survey. 

2. Analysis ana comparison. As the information comes 
in from the field, it is first edited to make sure it is in 
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correct form. The material is then turned over to a 
statistician or statistical department, where it is arranged 
in such manner that it can be easily understood and readily 
compared. 

The proper tab\!lation and correlation of information 
which has been collected are vital to the successful com
pletion of an investigation. While some studies are so 
simple that a novice might tabulate the results, most 
investigations bring to light a complex mass of valuable 
in formation which can be classified only through the in
telligent use of mathematical processes. This work should 
be done by experts in the home office. 

A general outline of this procedure is: 

, a. Editi".q. Before any tabulation can be done, it is import
ant to edit observations carefully for· inaccuracy, bias, in
completeness. or other factors which woulcl be likely to 
preiudice the validity of the statistical compilation. 

( 
b. Tabulation. Observations are recorded as they come in 

on a tabulation schedule or recanitulation sheet. Thi. is 
made un. either in advance of the actual receipt of the 
observations, where the type of answer is known, or as 
the answers come in. 

c. Classification. A number of classifications is usually pos
sible, such as geographic distribution. age. sex. volume of 
business, or preferences expressed. Classification may be 
made from basic records on the tabulation schedule, or 
results may be recapitulated later on special sheets. 

d. Computation and comparison. The next step is to com
pare data in order to bring out relationships. It may be 
necessary to make certain computations at this point to 
reduce different sets of statistics to a comparable basis. 

v e. Correlation. It is desirable, if possible, to establish some 
relation between a specific set of statistics and the market. 
If a direct relation can be found, this is known as a 
"market index." 
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These complicated facts are made intelligible by the use of indices 
and graphs 
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v f. Graphic interpretation. Whenever statistical tabulations 
can be reduced to simple forms, then they may be graphed 
or charted to show relationships more clearly. The graph 
is a method of presentation which is of great importance 
in all market and advertising research because of the 
greater clarity and ease with which 'generalizations may 
be made from these pictorial forms. 

- 3. Generalisation. When the work of analysis has been' 
properly done, the drawing of conclusions is greatly sitn
plified. It is, however, invariably a task calling for the 
exercise of the keenest discrimination and judgment. 

To formulate answers to definite questions of business 
policy requires not only accurate information, but also the 
ability to know what to do with that information'. Such 
ability is gained only through long and active exPerience 
in marketing work. Bias must be avoided at all costs, yet 
a great familiarity with the materiar collected and the 
environment from which it comes is essential. Not only 
must the generalization or conclusion be true, but it must 
be practical and specific. The reasoning must be clear so 
that the conclusion can be proved to the satisfaction of all 
interested parties. 

Logic IS of two kinds, inductive and deductive. Induc
tion is the formulation of a principle as the result of a 
wide number of observations . .It is reasoning from the 
specific to the general. Deduction is the converse process 
of applying a general principle to a specific case. 

Both induction and deduction are used in marketing 
research. A wide number of observations must be made, 
the resultant data must be compared, and general prin
ciples must be established. These principles are to be used 
as practical business policies, subject to modification as 
individual conditions may require. The process of generali
zati,on is probably the most difficult task infield research, 
owing to the complexity of conditions and their geographi
cal variation, 
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4. V en fication. To corroborate or to disprove findings 
requires not only a knowledge of technical processes which 
have been used, but also of logic. Testing has a technique 
of its own. 

The conclusions ·of a research survey cannot be con
sidered final until they have been given a thorough trial. 
If interviews have been used for the basic data, mail ques
tionnaires may be used to check the results. If the data have 
come from consumers, a ·few interviews with dealers may 
help to corroborate this evidence. Experts may be con
sulted in any of these cases. When possible, it is also desir
able to apply the results over a small area at first, using 
what might be called test application. Such methods lead to 
the final adoption of policies which are as valid as present 
technique can accomplish. 

Application of Results.-In both generalization and 
verification, the guiding principle must be practicability. 
The easiest sure generalization may be that a new style 
of product is desirable, a new container is needed, or a 
change in the method of compensating sales"1en is essential. 
These answers are too vague. The specific new product 
which is desirable, the best possible container, and a fully
worked-out improved method of compensating salesmen 
should be given. Every condition in the industry and the 
company must be taken into consideration in making these 
recommendations. An ideal new product from the produc
tion viewpoint may be impossible from the marketing angle 
because an entirely new set of outlets might have to be 
developed. Each factor must be considered in relation to 
all others. 
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vMARKET RESEARCH AND ITS PRACTICE 

THE outline of market research which is given here is a 
practical one from' the viewpoint of actualIy conducting 
surveys. The succeeding chapters develop the main points 
in this: 

./ I. Exposition, in writing, of the scope and purpose of 
the work. 

v 2. Selection of the executive who is responsible for the 
survey and the choice of his assistants with their re-
spective responsibilities. . 

v' 3. Creation of an analysis outline. 
4. Internal situation survey, or situation study, which 

utilizes aU of the company's available records. 
5. Bibliographical work. (Sufficient, investigation is made 

at this time to ascertain just what is available and how 
up-to-date this is.) 

6. Written agreement upon what essential facts can be 
obtained only through field work, thus specificaUy list
ing the field work to be done. 

7. Decision as to the methods in the field work, the choice 
lying between the foUowing methods or some combina
tion of them. 
'~a. Personal interview . 
.lb. Mail questionnaire. 

c. Telephone interview. 
v d. Group interview . 
. e. Field test. 

8. Selection of the representative part of the market to 
be covered in the field work; classification of consumers, 
and the like. 
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FIG. II 

The first page of a precoded dealer questionnaire which is not 
meant to be memorized but to be filled in during the interview 
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9. Formulation and testing of questionnaires. 
10. Accomplishment of field work and completion of biblio

graphical work. 
II. Editing and tabulating the returns. 

Inteni_II) ....... _ .. 
HOME 

D.te ... _ .. ~ ... M •• _ .... __ • A 15-01 ........ _ 

City 121 ................... .. B 15·'1 ........... . 
c 15.21 .......... . 

z... I' •• 1 ........ _. D 15·.1_ ....... .. 

I. No. in laaill;r 16 6: 7J _ ..... "M •••••• _ ...... __ ••• 

2. Do )'01l1l'Wlll) (8-0) .. __ _ 

rmt) 18-1)._._ .... 

3, F.-miiy '-d', oecupatiOll (9 II: 10] __ ... _ ... 

4. Cu.1IIUe [I J&I2) .... ,_Y ... (l36:1-4J __ 

S. Radio Va [IS-OJ. __ ._.8dtay [16-0J_ ..... . 
No 1I5.1] ......... .EIec. (16-1)., .. " .. 

6. AtttomaticRafripatodY_ [17·0J. ___ _ 
No [17.']_ .... _ .. 

FIG. 12 

A page from a consumer questionnaire made to fit into a small 
loose-leaf notebook 

J 
12. Analysis of data. using the statistical method when pos .. 

sible. and drawing conclusions. 
13. Testing the conclusions. 
14. Writing the report. 

-IS. Presenting the conclusions. 

Types of Field Work.-The steps used in ordinary 
field_research procedure which require detailed treatment 
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are handled in other chapters; so reference will be made 
here only to the relative merits of the different types of 
field or survey methods. 

The Personal Interview.-This is a well-recognized 
method of gathering business facts (see questionnaires in 

8. At what type of store do you buy toilet tissue? 

Chain Ind. 
Drug ................. (10-0) (10-4) 
Grocery .............. (10-1) (10-5) 
Hardware ............ (10-2) (10-6) 
Department ........... (10-3) (10-7) 

9. How much do you usually pay per roll? (II & 12.) 

10. Do you buy it by brand? Yes (13-0) .......... . 
No (13-1) .......... . 

II. If so, what brand? (14 & IS) ................. . 
12. Why do you buy this brand? (16 & 17) ......... . 

13. If you do not buy by brand, why not? (18 & 19) 

FIG. 13 
A personal-interview questionnaire 

Figs. II, 12, 13, 14, IS, 16, etc., on pages 65, 66, 67, 68, 
69,70, etc.). Certain types of information can be obtained 
in no other way. Standards of Research, published in 1929 
by the Meredith Publishing Company under the direction 
of Jean F. Carroll, lists the following advantages and dis
advantages of the personal interview: 

Advantages of .personal interv.ic!w: 

I. Only way to secure informa~ion where discussion is 
necessary. 
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FIG. 14 
First page of a complicated and precoded consumer question

naire. The interviewer is not expected to memorize such a 
questionnaire. but is directed to fill it as the information is 
received 
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Part A of this dealer questionnaire illustrates the minute classifica

tion of respondents which is sO.metimes necessary 
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2. Investigators may obtain additional valuable informa
tion not contemplated when questions were planned. 

3. Hard to secure extensive "opinions" by other methods. 
4. Easy to visit enough proper stores or consumers to 

secure an adequate sample. 

Date ........................ . 
Interviewer .................. . 

I. What brand of cigarette do you smoke? 
Ans ....................................... . 

2. Why do you prefer it? 
Ans ....................................... . 

3. What suggestions have you to make as to improving 
cigarettes? 

Ans ....................................... . 
4. What do you think of the new CaUlel package? 

Ans ....................................... . 

s. What might be done to improve it? 
Ans ....................................... . 

6. To what extent is smoking among women a fad? 
Ans ...................................... .. 

F,G. 16 
A simple and factual consumer questionnaire. Unskilled investi

gators might be used with this questionnaire 

5. Excellent method for very limited investigations. 
6. Good way to test questionnaires .to be sent by mail. 

Disadvantages of personal interview: 
I. Requires long time to cover extensive territory. 
2. Extensive investigations requiring large corps of field 

men are frequently adversely affected by: 
a. Failure of all men to secure information uni

formly. 
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b. Inability of some of the field men. 
3. Large expense if extensive territo,ry is to be covered. 
4- Hard to select small territory which is true sample 

of larger territory. 
5. Possible dishonesty of investigators which is extremely 
. hard to detect in large investigations.' , 
6. Field investigators may be biased by their own reac~ 

tion to the problem, by their education, and by their 
particular moods during the interviews. 

The main advantages obtained through the use of per
sonal interviews are securing samples of the market under 
controlled conditions and gaining information in addition 
to brief answers to the question asked. This additional in
formation is of prime importance because the preliminarx 
investigation may fail to indicate the need .of certain data 
which may later prove essential. In many instances concerns 
have found that the facts which were not deliberately 
sought were of more importance than those for which the 
survey was made. 

The main disadvantage of using the pers2nal interview 
method is that it is considered to be more expensive than 
the other common means for determining market facts. 
This is necessarily true only in the case of a traveling field 
force, as will be shown later. 

The Mail Questionnaire.-Themail questionnaire has 
the following advantages and disadvantages:1 

Advantages of mail questionnaire: 
I. Information can be secured from people at distant 

points, at. low expense. 
2. The range of territory to be covered is limited only 

by the limits of mail service. 
3. It is possible to reach people who cannot be reached 

by any other method . 

• StGlldards .f RestGrth. by ] ean F. CarrolL Meredith Publishi", Corn
pany, 1929· 
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Cosmetic Needs and ~ 

t-Can you dcIcribe)'aQl' ".,. of _1 ............................................ ,. 
z- WllMtnoo .. W' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I- _ol_--'-,.-..... to_~~ ........ ) 
I~ .1-4_ 
~ ~*'w ............ 

.... to_ ... ~_ .................... ...,.,....................................... ....c , .... c , 
I-Whic:b. or th_ Uin problem. have PI apaicacedl (Cirdo 1lUZDben) 

'""'-- ......... 
~- ----,.-
~WIIMIII." r-c-.~ --- ----
I-Ia ...... _ ............................................................................................. . 

~-.-I ............................ , .•..•. , ........................................................ . ............... -............................................................................................. . ................ -......................................................................................... ' . 
.............. "' ..................................................................... -...................... . 

r- ...... .,, ____ .. _~{Qdt ..... ).................................. I I I 4 • 

.... ~ ......................................................................................................... .. 

....00 yoa ute cold cream. or cleanaInI cnNUII to cIeIDIe J'DUI' PIn?....... Y.( ,., ) ........ -...................................... : ............................................................. . 
11- .. II......,. ... ~......................................................... _c ,Qae , 
,I- WIIrl' ........................................................................................................ .. 
,,... ............... _boM ..... _"'IWI~ ............................................................ ~ 
If- VJllao __ .. .tIIdI. ......... ,._ ................................................................. .. 

IJ-1:io.JClllute aD1' nowilhbtf or .tlvtbt, ClI'NIIIP' .. _....................... Y-.C ,.e , 
If-. WIIIII_ .................................................................................................... . 
IF-!- ... ......,._~......................................................... ...( ,Qae , ,.... ""' ........................................................................................................ .. 
".... ........................................................... : .............................................. . 
.... ______ ..... _..rIWl_ ............................................................. or-
II- v .... __ .................. ,.._? ................................................................ . 
"...n,JUIlDle .. ~_.uvof1wJl!tllllffltw....,................. Ttl, , .. C ) ......... ...., ........ , ........................................................................................... . 
_ •• ..-.,. ... -"........................................................ ...c )u..c ) 
;u- WIIiIL ..................................................... , ........................................... _ ....... . 
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JI- ......... __ ......... _fII • ...., ............................................................ '1'_ 

JI- IIpdoo __ ................... _..., ........................... • ••••• • ••••• ••••• ...................... . 

H-Doyou red that the bi&berprical aaDII are better AD.d.mare rdlG1c1.... ,.( )110( ) 

.u-Wbich do you belicYe iI the dIicf rtaICIil for ,the hiP price of C!IIpeQIive creama? 

»-II' both IOId at the .-me price wbkb 1VOUl4 you .pn:fel'---'Wbat you DOW 1lIC 
or. ea10D product IIICh .. lWabeth Arden 01' Dolotby Chl!,yl.............. ....( ).One I 

",-Do you rod that. CftIIID. DNIt be elIpeQIivetn order tD be rCIlly JOOd~... Y.( ) •• ( 

.u-Do yGQ UI! ElY laeialIirzuid GIl your IIdnl..................................... y", , .. , 

11- __ ••• " ............................................................................................... . 

__ ... _"""''''." .. ,._111 ...................... _ ....................................................... . 
. fI- ~ __ II .... __ .--.a-t............................................. .u..()0011.( ) 

41- _ ... ......-............................. , ••• , •• " •• , ....... , ••• , ••• , •• , •• , ... ", •• " •• " •• , ••• , •• , •• 

..... Du __ a."._ ........ ~ ....................... ,................... MIor-( )B*( , 

..... _ ... ____ ...... IIdoIIIipIU, ......................................... , ....................... 'I' ... 

.",....noJOllUIC~lInd .... terCIDJUUI'f'acei'...................................... '1'.( ,""e ) -- ---......................... ~ ......................................................................... . 
n- _....., .......................................................................... , ........................ .. 
__ _11 ............... _......................................................... '1'_( ),.,( ) 

... ___ II ............................................................... , ............. • .............. . 

FACTS ABOUT AMBROSIA 

Sf-What ... )'OW' ...... Cor da:idIDi to tI7 AmJJrc.ial ..................... _ ........................ .. 

JI-WbliD. do you. De Itl (CiIde·QIIQ:Iben) 
,.....,. ............ 
'---'" ...-.-- ...... _ ... 

~ ........ 
~ do you. .. AmhraIIa? (CUdc DUmber) 

.-- ~-......... - .......,.,. .................. 
u-How do J'DU IlPPIY AmbroIIa? (Circle l1udMr) 

1-_ __ 1_ f-WIUo.a-
I-WlllI__ $-WkIo_ 
.t-Willl1IMII w..a f-WlllllIICII ........ 

If.....Aftao 1IIlDaAmblalla do you. Pddry. WIped!. or IliDIe oIf?............... I'()wt: laC 
,J-o\re )'OIl Mlbltitutlal ~ Cor • cbnIIDr metbocl )IOU _ 1IIIq or 

UIiDI hiD Iddldaa. to:roar.1'ellWar cIcaDIiDI au=tboI;bl ....... ,................ ....().IdoL( , 

,...sow Ioaa ba'fe J'II'I& beeo -. AIDbroIIa., ....................................................... ~ 
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,,-Have you noticed aa,y cIwtp in your aIdD. da.rlncthatthae1................. Y.( ,.e ) 
II- _~ ................................................................................................. . 

,........aow much oltbe umpJc 1IICId1 ~ dim bill, Mare tbaD ba1f, or AU'" I.()M()MI(, 

III-What II)'OW' traak opinion 01 It? .....•.• , .............................................................. . 

fI-Ialt ... tiI1'actmy~hIqe? ........................................ " ........ Y.( )Woe J 

II- _ ........................................................................................................ . 

~ the .... dod "bell YW tiled it. Pkumt or t1apIcaut1.......... JIL( ~ ) 

""'""'_ ..... , .................................................................................................. . 
If....DeIcrihetheodor.~tOl'UDP'-t1...................................... JII,( ~ ) 

leA- _ ........................................................................................................ . 

II-II it u.ed by the '!!!I ofthc bouIel................................................ T_C )IfIoC 

... p.,. ... l.Ibk.~Itl'.............................................................. loW -.c } 
IT- __ ... _ItI'''''''''~ ••• ~........................................... .....()CIa() 

" .... --. ...................................................................................................... . 
tll--Haveyoupun:baaedAmbrulia1 .................................................... T_C' ).C ) 

u-!loyouintaMlto1..................................................................... T_C ,.e , 
".... RcaIaa. .................................................................................................... . 

,o-Wbca. would it live bell: raultl, in winter or 1UDllDel'1...... .••. .•..•.• .•••••• WIat.C --.< ) 
71- W!It'? ........................................................................................................ .. 

StOry !!!! Care ~ the Hands 

' .... Wbat do )"Oll UIe iD the cue 0{ l'OUl' baDdI? (Cirde Il1ZIJIJ:Iao aDd. "'ve Dame 
a~ ~--

,......-. .............................................................................................. .. 
,.."......_ ............................................................................................ . 
1-CoM_ ................................................................................................ .. 

~""'"rI..-....................................................................................... . 
r"... Do._ ........ _It ... IIIo.......................................................... T_C ,.c , 
,_ .,. __ II __ -.n ..... ~ (a.dl.If..od).............................. Be }.e ) 

,,,...Whcu. do you. bIrve the"..teet IIHdt'Gr _1IftPIIft,tiCII to ue QQ)'CIW' bmck? 
(Cin:Ie uta mmtkacd • molt impoftant) 
.--.......... ................ 
......... -~...... _-

FIG. 17 
A personal~interview questionnaire which illustrates die need for 

a minute classification of respondents 
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4. It is usually less expensive than other methods. 
5. People can fill out questionnaires. at a convenient time. 

Disadvantages of mail questionnaire: 
I. It is difficult to secure replies from a very large num

ber of those who receive the questionnaire. 
2. The questions may not be properly or accurately filled 

out. 
3. It is not always possible to determine whether the 

. people returning questionnaires are representative of 
all, to whom the questionnaires were sent. 

4. Only information directly requested is likely to be 
given. 

The main ~dvantage of using the mail questionnaire lies 
in the fact that it is often the most economical method of 
obtaining the facts. On the other hand, you cannot tell 
who will answer the questionnaire and so do not know 
whether the result will be a representative sample of those 
to whom it was sent. (Examples of mail questionnaires 
are given in Figs. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 on pages 77, 78, 79, 
80 and 81, etc.) 

Personal Interview vs. Mail Questionnaire.-The 
personal interview is commonly considered more expensive 
than the mail questionnaire. This is not necessarily true in 
all cases. A comparison of the personal interview and the 
mail questionnaire involves other considerations, however, 
and these will be discussed first. 

Validity of Sarnples.-When personal interviews are 
used, it is not difficult to spread the completed question
naires among geographic areas, income groups, residential 
areas, and the like. Once the desired divisions are decided 
upon, the distribution of the interviews is merely an ordin
ary administrative problem. 

In the case of mail questionnaires, no method has yet 
been devised whereby persons in certain desired groups 
can be made to respond to the exclusion of other groups. 
The mailing list can appear ideal, yet the answers may not 
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CONSUMER QUESTIONNAIRE 

Person Interviewed ................................... . 
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. City ............... . 

I. What brands of insulating materials have you used? 
2. For what type of work have you used each brand? 
3. Why did you choose each brand for the particular work in 

question? 

Reasons for Choosing 
Brand Used Type Work 

Ad. Ch. Contr. Friend Exp. Other 

----

4. What is your opinion of. ................... ? 

Favorable ........ . . . . . . . .. Unfavorable ..........•.... 
Neutral ................... No answer .••........•.... 
Points in favor Unfavorable 

FIG. 18 

Personal~interview questionnaire which shows the value 
of comments 
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--
TH& CAPLBS CoMPANY 

4n LBXINOTON AVBNUB 

---~ NEW YOU:: ary 

:r ril1 appreciate 1OUI' a"llt&a.cI b. pt!r.11'Iq 
._ bt ..... Uoa -.Idoll iI '"f7 taportut to nl ot ., "" .... 

'" 'aWOl' I .. &Itiq will ute 0IIlJ .. _t 
of J." U_ .... it ,Oll will tUl .ut the tOI'll beln 
U4 pat It 111 u., _n, l\ will H 01' II'I",t ... ht.BG, to 
.. 111 \1111 wort. ftl _lope !a ltup14 &1:14 _dn •• H. 
h f.a 110' H.lllU7 to lip ,0111' ... 

1. litll fl'. 'ZOO. to 1400. to Ip81IIt for. two 
or 'br ..... t.' _Un, .at wolll4 J01II' 
Ineral aholo • .,. - 111 ol'4er of pnt,read,t 

• , 
--,rV •• UOII 

J 

• • 
I. Ban fOil In!' ooodde .. , ... Caribbl .. Crulll .. 

.. .... Uoo palli,lI11it,1 .-

.... ----
I. If roa 11&" IIOt, _, 

I_Vuatl.oa 

FIG. 19 

lb., ... '.caUoa 

--

A mail questionnaire which frankly asks a favor. It is always 
desirable to get both the questionnaire and the accompanying 
letter on one sheet 
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j. WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY 
Chicago 

410 tUI"N"IAH AveH'" 

Dear Madaa: 

You probably re!laber bavll11 doDe saall fa ... o", tor people etch 
th.,. IIlppreclat.ed v'I'J' wah pt. 'l'blch _eel you ftl'J' liUle trouble. 
It 1, nob,. a favor .. are wr1t1na: to uk or :ron. 

w. nnt. to flnd. out .. bat. brandll ot butter IUId. qp an but )mom 

aDel .cat. hiply rlpl'i18d. by tb' bOWl.'c .. ~n of "-rica. 

Won't you pl .... liot below ell tIw bl'8lld8 of bDUer that JOIS are 
taa.111ar 'dtl!. in o~r ot ,.our oJI.o10e' 

1st choicl 

"'" 
'M 

.th 

Otbr brancia __________ _ 

P1 .... u..t. belO'l' all \U bl'BD4l ot laa that IOU ani tu1Uar w1th 
in o~r ot JOUr choice: 

"'" 
'M 

.th 
Ot.bll' bran&. __________ _ 

A BuID_ hplJ 1:D."1~ 'I'tl1ob nqul .... DO ~tq. u .nol_1Id tor 
,our' OOIlI,.alenoa 1n ratul'D1D1 t.u. to US • 

.. iD4Hd. ItIIPreo1at., JOUr bllp. 

J. 'AL!IR 'rtIIIIIf'SOII' COMPAHJ. 

_1"'1'011l CHICAOO IOITON OIIlO'IIIIATI .... ' .... Ncuce LOIIDOIiI 

FIG. 20 

A mail questionnaire which asks for simple but important infor
mation. The brevity is commendable 
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show the desired concentration and dispersion. In addition, 
there may be no way to check the actual distribution of 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
", ... JW""" -.fill _ ef..,......sI) 

l. ........ "' __ dD,.-' 

W __ ~~~,_ --=",~;:.....,=--

4. IfJOll_~ ....... ...,.Wa.:lr ... --"_."""", ........ _"""",, 

-·-'-!!3~~ 
1 .,.., .... ,... ""'or !WI .... "' ..... 1 "'""" _ brirIJ) 

~-t- 87J;::; ~:-""L 
-_ .... ...,,"". ""g~-··t~· ... . 

&. JfJOOl_tupq: .... ,.._ .. wonm .... 1JpC .... ,...jio 

w ... ~-;;;, ... = ..... =-) ___ 

,. ~ ___ ~S~h~L'_'~'~.~'~~~9A~.~.~~.~ ___ ___ 

.-----.,'"' ....... --=.--------------
.. A W,_oc:aIfIIII-h' "'l!!! ' <!l!.,J( _"-Girt ( ] 

~ G..c.-c-- C"-~ 

.. n.. ......... "'.,,...( ... '-'''' .. ~) .. or 9 
..... , .... _.0 .. '." 'f '1~>1~Go.......( 

(Note of ow) "'i 

FIG. 21 
A mail questionnaire as it was received from a respondent 

the returns. Information on this subject is scarce, but the 
example which follows is interesting: 

The Procter & Gamble Company' compiled a question
naire and sent it to a large number of persons. The 

'Editorial, Prinlcrr Ink, July ", 1921. 
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PUBLIC REACTlCW BAl.LOT 

General Motors 

I. Listed below are some of the factors that cause one dealer 
to be preferred above others. Fill in the blank I in;;-;;Tih 
additional factor. that influence you. 

!ba 111 t.he ~ att.r tile tutor *' CCIaIde Mn 1I1.)'Va, m. .. 
the n.,.... 10, .." 111 tile oUwI' ~, 'write ..... to iD41Caw IMN ... 
Iaow OOQQ'U 1D DporiuIa. to .. em. )'011 haft -*-l '10. I'or...-pbl 
It ,...-u ..... b the __ ~ taaiGr 111 cboodDI: • ~ .. , )'OIl -U 
pl.I..otI 10 1D. .. aa-. attw tbat..-1. It th at.v.oU:nu .. ot hie plaae 
of buiJw •• W Iboa,t. ball u .. ~ 'lith J'IIII, pat • I .,.. .. , 
1_, aDS 110 011. 

I'IIISOI.ILI'If 0 
-"-0 
........... - 0 
-- 0 -----0 

DI&J.JI18 JDnRl'X&m:I 0 
......... """"""'" 0 
ama J. CIIOD IIDIIL· 0 
---''--0 
---0 

2. The following are same of the reasons for selecting a given 
car in preference to others in Ita price-class. Fill In 
ihi blank lines with other factors that influence you. 

~ wi_ 10 atkr .... .on ~ to J'OII. ad .n: till! ou..n 
wUII. 1IIIIb ... iDdlAUDc t.II., nlaU,.. ie,port,azIoe .. 0.,.." to 'UIe OM ta, 
n. tor.on·£ar, J'HPId to to ~ 1t bu 'dQ~ • 

..". ..... 0 """"""'" 0 
_IllS!" 0 .................... 0 

o ..... 0 

....... o o 
---0 

FIG. 22 

A mail questionnaire which elicited answers requiring a 
preference tabulation 
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company then proceeded to check up on the results by the 
following methods: ' 

DEALER MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Do not sigll your name 

1. What makes of lawn mowers do you handle? 

2. Which is the best seller? ...................... . 
Why? ...................................... . 

3. Is there any demand on the part of your customers 
for power-driven mowers? 

Electric yes .............. .. 
No ............... .. 

Gasoline Yes 

No. 
(Please check) 

4. What complaints do you get on lawn mowers? 
5. What suggestions would you offer for improving the 

present lawn rnowers on the market? 
6. Could the present manufacturer-jobber policies be 

improved? ................ How? ............. . 
7. Remarks: 
Please return to Percival White, Inc. in the enclosed 
stamped envelope. 

F,G. 23 
A mail questionnaire sent to dealers. The questions are simple 

and direct 

1 .• Copies of the names and addresses of all the persons 
to whom the mail questionnaire was sent, were kept. 

2. Three of the cities thus coveted were selected for the 
purpose of study. 
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3. Personal interviews were secured with those who 
had answered the mail questionnaire, and what they said 
in the interview was compared to the mail questionnaire 
answers. 

4. Personal interviews were secured with those who 
failed to answer the mail questionnaire, in an attempt to 
discover what kind of people did not respond. These were 
conducted very carefully. 

5. Personal interviews with those who answered the 
mail questionnaire were so worded that the housewife did 
not suspect that the accuracy of her answers by mail were 
being doubted. 

The more significant results of this investigation were: 
I. Of the housewives who answered the mail question

naire, 92 per cent were found to be users of the product 
and 8 per cent were non-users. 

2. Of those who did not answer, 40 per cent were found 
to be users and 60 per cent were found to be non-users. 

3. Those who did answer the mail questionnaire gave 
information that was exceptionally accurate; only IS per 
cent of the answers given in the mail questionnaire differed 
from those received in the personal interview. 

The experience of iliA Procter & Gamble Company in
dicates that users of a product are more likely to answer 
a mail questionnaire than non-users and that the statements 
given on mail questionnaires have a high degree of de
pen<lability. As more studies of this nature become avail
able, the usefulness of the mail questionnaire will increase 
because its limitations will be better defined. 

Type of Information Wanted.-Simple "yes" and 
"no" questions may receive equally satisfa~ory answers 
from personal interviewing and mail questionnaire. If, 
however, the question reads, "What brands of soap do you 
use?/1 the personal interview is apt to bring more satis
factory responses. The personal interview will often bring 
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back the complete facts, while the mail questionnaire usually 
obtains only the barest. ' 

Towards the end of the questionnaire, you may wish 
to ask, "What make of car do you expect to buy when 
you turn in your present one?" By mail, ,the answers are 
likely to be, in large part, "Don't know:' Yet an experi
enced investigator will get something like the following, 
"Like my car well, but the Y has a better appearance and 
a faster pick-up, Z has a fine engine, but I don't think it 
looks as well." The reasons given are entered as "additional 
information." This supplementary material may prove of 
greater value than the facts for which the survey was 
originally authorized, Extra information is difficult to 
obtain in the case of the mail questionnaire. 

The persqnal interview secures more complete facts, it 
secures commet\ts, it secures information about local situa
tions. Taken as a whole, this extra information often forms 
the meat of the survey because it is the basis for determin
ing trends. The mail questionnaire, except under unusual 
circumstances, collects oniy the more superficial facts and 
dpinions. The usual purpose of a market survey, however, 
is both to collect facts and to determine trends-what 
changes in the product will cause future sales to increase, 
what advertising appeal will be best, what policy changes 
will increase dealer satisfaction. 

Cost.-Complicated and long consumer questionnaires 
cannot be successfully handled through the mails under 
ordinary conditions. Excluding these, mail questionnaires 
have been known to draw as high as a so-per-cent respons~ 
or better; yet a Io-per-cent return is about the best which 
can be depended upon, even if the questionnaire, accom
panying letter, and mailing list are carefully prepared. This 
means that each complete report costs forty cents for stamps 
alone. The inclosed r.eturn envelope may, instead of being 
stamped, be sent out under a mai1~ permit, but this is apt 
to cut down responses considerably. Ten cents more per 
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STATE OF GOVERNOR 

GOVERNORS' TELEPHONE SURVEY 
Question 

I. The President's Committee 
desires to get in direct touch 
with the Governors to inquire 
if it can be of any assistance 
and to obtain information 
which can be passed along to 
other states. 

2. Mr. Governor, do you have 
a state committee? If so, who 
is its chairman and where may 
he be addressed? Several 
States, notably Ohio, have a 
committee represen.~ative of in
dustry, labor, welfare agencies 
and government w iJ r kin g 
through county committees. 

3. Is there any abnormal un
employment situation? What 
is the one outstanding fea
ture of the situation in your 
state? Are the large cities of 
your state well organized? 

4. Will you not write me in 
some detail what you are doing 
so that I may pass it along to 
other states-particularly in 
reference to amount of unem
ployment, public works, and 
organization? 

s. Would you like to have a 
representative of the Presi
dent's Committee call you so 
that we may be mutually 
helpful? 

FIG. 24 

Reply 

A telephone questionnaire used by President Hoover's Emergency 
Committee on Employment 
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returned questionnaire must be allowed for paper, envel
opes, and (sometimes) a small reward for answering the 
questionnaire. One cannot figure the direct cost of obtaining 
a response by mail from this class of respondent at less 
than fifty cents per report. 

When personal interviews are used, paper, envelopes, 
printing, stamps, etc., usually total less than five cents per 
completed report, and sometimes much less. The main 
costs are the investigator's salary and expenses. Traveling 
investigators must have their expenses paid. while resident 
investigators are reimbursed only for outlays which are 
ordinarily repaid to a man working iii an office in his home 
city, such as local transportation, telephone calls, and the 
like. For simple, short consumer surveys, the interviewer 
will often average twenty-five satisfactory reports per day. 
(This is for house-to-house interviewing in urban sec
tions.) Interviewers can frequently be hired at a figure 
which makes the total direct cost of interviews approxi
mately the same as that for comparable results obtained 
through the mails. The type of ground coyered makes a 
great difference in the cost. Responses from urban sections 
can usually be obtained more cheaply by interview, while 
from farm-homes the mail questionnaire is apt to be less 
expensive. 

The office supervision for personal-interview and mail- . 
questionnaire surveys is difficult to compare. As a matter 
of fact, the peculiarities of the survey affect the supervision 
expense more than the methods used in obtaining the facts. 

Interviewing by Telephone.-The use of the telephone 
to make appointments for personal interviews or to check 
the validity of an interviewer's report is of long standing. 
Making entire interviews by telephone is, however, a more 
recent development. 

Not enough is known about telephone interviewing to 
classify its advantages and disadvantages positively. The 
telephone allows for more discussion than the mail, ques-
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tionnaire. It is likely to cost less than the personal inter
view. The status of the person giving information is hard 
to determine, but, as in the case of apartment-house ten
ants, it is almost the only method of obtaining a direct 
contact. The use of the telephone in field research may be 

Key Town Telephone Sales Areas 

., . --. ------------ ._-:2:' ______ , ..... _ ..... _ ... -.. 
....... _._---._ ... _--III __ .. __ ._ ... ___ ... _ _ .. - ..... _--_ .. _ .. -

, --.. _----
FIG. 25 

expected to increase, but the limits of its effective use are 
not yet clearly defined. A questionnaire used in telephone 
interviewing is shown in Fig. 24 on page 84. 

As an aid to telephone selling and interviewing, the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company has broken 
down its lines into a "Key Town" system (see Fig. 25), 
so that, primary and secondary calling points with the re-
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spective charges are shown for the entire country. A 
"sequence toll-call plan" has also been developed. Identifica
tion cards which give the privilege of charging calls any
where may be obtained for investigators. In brief, the 
telephone companies are doing much to facilitate the use 
of telephones in interviewing. 

Other Methods.-Other methods of obtaining informa
tion are discussed in Chapter XIII, "Field Tests." 



PART THREE 

MAKE-UP OF THE FIELD FORCE 

CHAPTER VII. TYPES OF FIELD FORCES. 

CHAPTER VIII. PERSONNEL OF THE FIELD FORCE. 

CHAPTER IX. ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD FORCE. 

Part Three explains the operation of field forces. It is a 
practical section dealing with the field workers and their 
management while they are employed during surveys. The 
selection of field workers is also dealt with. 

The first chapter classifies field forces and compares the 
advantages of the various types in comm.on use. Chapter 
V III describes the qualities which are desired ill field 
workers and the sources from which such persons are 
usually drawn. In Chapter IX the methods of operating 
traveling and resident field forces are explained, with em
phasis upon the means used to obtain impartial results. 



CHAPTER VII 

TYPES OF FIELD FORCES 

FIELD forces fall into two main classes-resident and 
traveling forces. Both should consist of skilled and experi
enced investigators. In addition, some firms use for 
gathering facts men who are primarily hired for some 
other purpose. The use of the sale~ force is one case of 
this. The conditions which pertain to the regular research 
force also apply to temporary investigators j so no attempt 
will be made to do more than indicate the appropriate use 
of the sales force in collecting facts. 

The Resident Force.-A number of research organiza
tions have investigators who live in different parts of the 
country and do field work in their respective territories. 
These people are prepared to do a reasonable amount of 
traveling, and they are, in many cases, capable of super
vising assistants. 

Specific training is given resident investigators for each 
survey through written instructions. At the beginning of 
his connection with the research organization, each one of . 
these fact-gatherers, after proving his inherent ability, is 
personally trained by some member of the home-office staff 
until he can efficiently carry out the directions for a partic
ular job. Fig. 26 on page 92 shows a typical resident force 
according to the geographic location of the investigators. 

Resident investigators are sometimes required to travel 
far enough to cover their territory, which extends to the 

. boundaries of the territories of the surrounding investi
gators, except in the case of sparsely populated regions. 
In addition, every resident force has at least two or three 

91 



FIG. 26 
A map showing the location of the resident investigators of one market-research organization 
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skilled investigators who are attached to the home office. 
These people can be used for extensive traveling; therefore 
the resident force has considerable mobility to cover the 
country and can, also, easily concentrate on one specific 
locality. 

The Traveling Force.-The traveling force consists of 
a group of interviewers who are attached to the home office 
and reside in its vicinity. At the beginning of each survey 
they are given personal instructions and are often required 
to report at the office daily when the survey is local. These 
interviewers are sent to any part of the country which is 
included in the survey and often hire, train, and supervise 
assistants where intensive work must be done. 

When marketing research was an unusual occurrence, 
this was the first form of organization. It offers a mobile 
force for gathering facts. There are many more traveling 
field forces in the country than there are resident ones, but 
the latter are very advantageous for certain purposes. 

The Combination Force.-Some research organiza
tions have both resident and traveling .groups of inter
viewers, using either or both, according to the character 
of the information desired and the intensiveness of the 
survey. This makes possible any sort of interviewing which 
inay be needed, but causes an unduly large overhead ex
pense unless the volume of research is continuously great. 

Resident vs. Traveling Forces.-In comparing resident 
and traveling forces, several factors must be considered, 
and the particular information desired often clearly shows 
which type of force should be used. In general, a resident 
force can get facts over a wide area more quickly than 
traveling investigators and at less cost. A resident force 
is very useful where widespread information is required 
at short notice. In one such case a report covering twenty 
selected cities scattered from coast to coast over the United 
States was delivered to a manufacturer by a market re
search organization with an able resident force seven days 
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A map showing the cities in which reactions were obtained in one week (from 
authorization of work to delivery of report) by the use of resident investigators, tele
graph service, and air mail 
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after the survey was ordered (see Fig. 27 on page 94, also 
Fig. 28 on page 96). No essential 'step was overlooked, 
but, the work was speeded up. The result was indicative 
rather than conclusive, because the number of interviews 
which could be made was limited, even with liberal use of 
telegraph and air-mail service. 

A traveling force has the advantage when the survey 
has to be highly coordinated or is very complicated. The 
more subtle the information needed, the more advantage 
there is in having a small group, or even only one inter
viewer, cover the whole territory. Comparisons between 
the attractiveness of two window displays exposed under 
conditions regulated by the investigators will be more de
pendable if the entire survey is handled by the same per
sonnel. Likewise, high coordination is required to determine 
why there are fewer sales in one territory than in another 
where the conditions are apparently comparable. In addition, 
complicated surveys sometimes require so much prelimi
nary training that only a few men can profitably be given 
the necessary preparation. 

The second main element of comparison is the cost of 
the interviewer's transportation, telephone calls, postage, 
and the like. When the interviewer can go home every 
night, no living expenses are allowed. When he is on the 
road, however, all of his ordinary living expenses, such as 
hotel room and meals, must also be paid. The use of the 
traveling force thus entails a considerably greater cost for 
the same number of calls or for the same amount of field 
information. Unless there is some particular reason for 
employing the traveling force, the resident one is con
siderably more economical. The traveling investigator must 
usually be kept on a full-time basis, while very able resident 
investigators are often willing to do part-time work to 
add to their ordinary incomes. 

The third 'Contrast refers to the~ investigators themselves. 
The traveling force can be assembled before a survey is 
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o Travelior investigators. FIG. 28 
• Relident investigators. 

This map shows the economical use of both resident and traveling investigators in 
the same survey. The resident workers did the consumer and dealer interviewing, while 
the traveling investigator interviewed the licensed local manufacturers after spending 
several hours with the resident investigators about the local situation 
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GENERAL INSTRUCfIONS TO FrELl1 INVESTIGATORS 
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The purpose of this investigation is to collect information re-
garding the market for a new car called the .......... , which 
will probably be placed on the market about the first of the 
year. 

We are unable to furnish you with any picture of this car. 
The. first thing you will have to do after introducing yourself, 

etc., is to convey to the people you interview a mental picture of 
the car. This you will be able to do by memorizing the enclosed 
description of the car. If necessary let them read the descrip
tion. You will note that this description is very brief, but it is 
hoped that the comparison on certain points with the .....•.. 
and ........ will enable them to visualize the ........ to 
some extent. 

In connection with this investigation there are five classes 
of people to be interviewed. They are: 

No. to be 
interviewed 

b, lIDU 

I. Distributors of automobiles .......................... 8 
2. Wholesalers ••••••.•••••.•..••.•••••••••••.••••••••• 4 
3. Manufacturers ..................................•..• 0 

4- Department stores ......•.............•............. :2 

5. Specialty stores •••.••.••••••••..••...•.•.......••... 25 

It will be necessary for you to interview the total number of . 
people listed against each class in the right-hand column above. 
Some extra questionnaires are also enclosed. These may be 
used if you can do so to advantage, but it is only essential that 
we receive the number specified. Special instructions are at
tached to each set of questionnaires. 

FIG. 29 
A page from the instructions sent to resident investigators during 

a recent survey 
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started and oral instructions given. Complete preparation 
for the problem to be solved can be furnished. The investi
gators may even go over sales records of the manufactur
ing plant. This may be very advantageous for certain types 
of investigation. The resident force, however, must receive 
instructions by mail and may not be so well prepared (see 
Fig. 29, on page 97, also Fig. 30 on page 99. For some 
surveys this is a disadvantage. On the other hand, oral 
instructions with discussions may give the investigator too 
much information and cause him to form preconceived 
opinions about the conditions which exist in the field. The 
nature of the problem determines which type of force 
is best. 

The ·resident investigator gradually obtains rather com
plete information regarding his own territory. The travel
ing interviewer gets a better and bt:oader view of the 
marketing field in general. Each of these types of experi
ence has considerable value for particular kinds of surveys. 

Use of the Sales Force.-The function of the salesman 
is to sell. In some cases, however, valuable information may 
~e obtained from salesmen. The Jell-O Company, Inc., has 
used successfully a form called the "Traveller's· Daily 
Report." The unusual items included in this form are best
selling jelly powder, next best seller, size of store, compet
itors' products in stock, window displays, cut-outs, dang
lers, and door signs. All of this information will corne to 
the salesman's attention and be discussed with the dealer 
whenever a first-class selling job is done. This information 
is recorded at the completion of each call. 

The Fuller Brush Company, which sells its products 
through house-to-house canvassing, has found that sales
men can do valuable work in learning the various uses to 
which its brushes are put. Likewise, important information 
has been obtained with respect to needs which the line did 
not fill (see Fig. 31 on page 100). Other firms have 
collected data in the same way. 
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Dear-: 

PERCIVAL WHITE 
.... ".nlN. cgVlt81lL01l 

.II1WUT...a.'TIIIIT 

NEW Yo .. " 

lovealter 3S1 1939 

I .. aenting ,OU bel'awlth the I!.eceaeary 11!.1olW'.tion, 11!.~ 
IItruOtiODS and questionnaire forlll8 tor tbe In'l;enlewlng wort 
about; whicb I wrote you. Theae are: 

Genernl lIlahuoUona 
Deaoription of. (with wggestioDe u to u8e). 

eete of queeUollnalrea with epaotal 
lnatNotiODa regard1as: each. 

TCIQ2' cOJ\lP8nsaUOD will be at the rate of per 4Q, 
plus any DeOlle_a:r,. lI.l1pena.e. It baa beeD OIlr experience Oil. 
tbie eun.., tbat tbe IIZpensea ahould bo praotioally negligible. 

we donlH tbat eaoh C(U!8Uon ba f\I.lly anew.red. t realise 
tbat it 111 not al"fIY_ p0B81ble to 40 thie, but " bave tute4 
tbe •• out pretty tborous:bly and find that lIDa' people 11'111 tate 
tbe time to aD.-IIl' livery que_tiCI'l.. Donlt; naa:leet any ·OO_lI.t.-

We nil Vllry anxloua. Bot only to oomplete thill wort Ilto tbtl 
eullaet poe8t':lle mOlUnt, but alao to bave It up to our uauaJ. 
high atand~:1D. ':'I'e r.ant you to do these lntlltrv1ew.a CArefully 
and. accurately, but. of ccurae, .. lthout apend1nt5' any wmeoeB8aIY 
till", on thelll. We hElve II\B.cle a sood IIUIJ' of tbelO lnten1en and 
kncnr about. hOW' 101'10 thay requir •• 

'If. would llte to have you 1I'l'1 te a general reeulile CCV8r11l8 
tbB woft wben 1t 18 done. '!'bere lB DO fol'lll enoloBed. but th18 
18 Dot neoeeft8.l'f. 81noe it 1& to reneot ~ reaotlon. and 
what the people you 1nterview generally thl-Ot"-;-o""hpled w1th 
yOW' on tbCNght. on tba IlU.bjeot. 

W1th beet wleh •• , I .. , 

to\O'. fal thfully, 

FIG. 30 
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A letter accompanying material sent to resident field workers 
when a survey is to be started 
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Thus while doing a first-class selling job, salesmen can 
collect information which may be of great value. 

Limitations to the Use of Salesmen.-Salesmen have 
not been found satisfactory, however, for unearthing facts 

14'2-'WO"¥.EN..-Ctttfld.txpttiItICrJl 
Ilouse~ ttst FULLEIt BRUSHES 

...... d.c~w-a.,_ ... CWI7l\ua.1'Iaar 
IICIIMsfll_~_TAIID~ALIJmo~ 
.... ......- .. ~lOtI-ch...",and~(,ycbE 

1f£Ja.n.iwafli d. ftlt..l..mlIiMllaDTara.; a..,..u 
110",,11. ___ 0. ..... __ _ 

"-_._"-----"'____ 01_ ... _ .. _ ... ~ .... _ .. 

==::='::':1 ::-.:.r.=..:=.,,: 
=-=--=:.:...-~;:. ':.:. -:-.... :..-: ... __ .. _.... - ......... --.......... ___ ,,_11 ....... -.... _. __ .. _ ._01 __ __ u. ____ ... _ 

=:M."C:.."':':= ==--_'='_~ =:.-=.."'0:..-."- ;:::-_-=~ 

RlillR BRUSHES 

FIG.3I 
The Fuller Brush Co. uses salesmen to collect information about 

the uses of its products and new items which might be added to its 
line. Every complaint received is passed back to the central office 
and the salesmen helped choose the 142 housewives mentioned in 
the advertisement reproduced above 

which do not ordinarily come to their attention. The reasons 
for this are as follows: 

1. The salesman's job is to sell. It is probably cheaper 
to let him do the job in which he is a specialist. 

2. The basis of successful selling is optimism about the 
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product and the company which makes it. Successful re
search, on the other hand; demanas the truth, whether 
favorable or not. 

3. Salesmen often resent research as an extra and thank
less job. This attitude injures the quality and the quantity 
of their work. 

4. Salesmen, unless specially trained for such work, do 
not know how to conduct research interviews. 

The Research Interview.-Successful research inter
viewing requires that the person giving information be at 
his ease. He should have no idea that he may be asked 
to buy anything. The standard introduction commonly is, 
"I am not trying to selJ anything, but merely wish your 
experience with X." Where a salesman is unknown, selling 
habit tends to cause a positive type of approach and an 
attempt to influence the subject's views. 

The person interviewed should be asked questions with 
no attempt to influence the answers through suggestion. 
Skillful interviewers, in fact, often manage to direct the 
conversation along the desired lines without ever letting 
the prospect know that he is being questioned. Successful' 
fact-gathering depends upon eliminating the personal ideas' 
of the interviewer. Successful selling, on the contrary, 
necessitates projecting the salesman's ideas to the prospects. 
The two methods are diametrically opposite. 

When the information desired does not ordinarily come 
to the salesman in his regular calls, the best plan is to use 
skilled field investigators. Information from salesmen can 
be used to supplement such data, although every effort 
should be made to avoid antagonizing the sales force by 
requiring them to do too much such work outside their own 
line. Even where it is possible to use them satisfactorily, 
the question often occurs as to whether it would not be 
less costly in money and selling morale to have the sales
men do only selling. 
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Types of Information Adapted to Various Forces.
If a firm desired to know the effect of the introduction of 
a new model throughout the country quickly, the resident 
field force would be most desirable. If one of a group of 
competitors wished to learn what the others were planning 
to do as regards selling to a new voluntary chain organiza
tion, one traveling interviewer of great experience would 
probably be best. If window displays were to be tested 
by actually installing them in different localities, the travel
ing force would probably be able to arrange conditions in 
the most comparable manner. The sales force could learn 
whether the windows of the dealers could accommodate a 
slightly larger window display than the ones commonly 
used. Men trained in research interviewing, however, will 
usually be far better than those who may be on the com
pany's payroll in other capacities, eveJl though the latter 
are temporarily idle. Reports of interviews cannot be conC 

sidered as establishing facts unless the reporters are them
selves dependable as collectors of facts. 



CHAPTER VIII 

PERSONNEL OF THE FIELD FORCE 

FIELD- investigators collect raw material from the actual 
experiences of the persons whom they interview. What 
they report is the basis for drawing important conclusions. 
Therefore, every precaution must be taken to see that the 
facts gathered in the field are true and adequate. Field 
investigators must, therefore, be selected with the greatest 
care. Application blanks for field investigators used by 
market research organizations are reproduced in Figs. 32, 
33 on pages 104, 105. The references are checked (Fig. 34 
on page 108) and a personal interview with each investi
gator used is most desirable. Likewise, the potential investi
gator is usually given trial work before being used in a 
regular survey. Ideal investigators must have the following 
qualities: 

Inherent Qualities.-
I. Honesty. Facts must be faithfully reported or the 

whole survey is worthless. Honesty is the most important 
requisite of field workers. 

2. Perseverance. Interviewing is hard work. It re
quires confidence, resourcefulness, and continued effort to 
do a good'job. 

3. Intelligence. The field worker must be opell-minded. 
He must look at each interview from a fresh viewpoint. 
He must have vision to picture the experience of the person 
interviewed. Intelligence is always required to size up 
people, to decide upon the method of approach, to perceive 
new angles of the situation, and tIie like. 

4. Judgment. Is the experience described a "fairy tale"? 
IOJ 
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APPLICATION 

Date ................... . 
The information requested hereon will expedite the inter
view by precluding the necessity for asking and remembering 
this information; and if, at the end of the interview, it is mutu
ally agreed that the applicant does not wish further considera
tion it will be destroyed. Otherwise, it will go into our private 
files for consideration of the applicant at some future time. 

Name: Telephone: 
Address: 
Age: 
Nationality : Religion: 
Married or single: No. dependenls: 
Education: 

Present (or last) position-firm name arid connection: 

What other positions held in past five years: 

If employed, how soon can you go to work: 

Will you travel: 
References (give three, preferably previous employers or busi

ness associates): 
FIG. ia 

An application blank used by R. O. Eastman, Inc., when 
hiring investigators 
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........... ... 

D'Ie.~_~_"N"""" ___ _ 

Name iu full. ___ ...................... " .............. _ ........................... .. 

ABc ..... _. __ ........ Married? ................................ _ ......... .. 

Na1iolWiIJ ____ ._ .......... Rdizi,oa ......... -... _ ....... -

Axe JOu IlDW employed? __ ._, ..... " ............... ,,, ..... ,,,,, ........... . 

. _---_._-_ .. _._ .....• 
Do you object to tme1iDll ___ . __ • _______ . ____ . ___ ._ ..... __ 

Whll Ire JOUr bobbiCIIl' ...... ___ ....... ____ .. __ ........... __ ................. _._ ............. " ................. " .. ... 

PIcuc irutlcarc your a:pcrilCDGC IIld abililJ undar cadi of the: followiDg SIIbjacll; 

RESEARCH: H..,e JIIIl Cftl CDpFd.1a. .., aIIIlIIlCfCiaI raeuchP __ .. __ ...... _. __ ... 

Dacribe UJ' wort. JOY baore daac iavaMq die lISe oJ: 1UtiItici: _. ____ ...... _._._ ....... . 

FIG. 33 
An application blank for potential investigators. The references 

are always checked 
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Haft JOII apia of IllJ commercill raeuch ftporaprepared bJ fOIl? .Hn" _____ _ 

If 10, Jlreue lubmil ump!n. We wiD mum them. 

ECONOMICS: To whal deane hive JOUr edQc:arioa 1114 put experience couc;ht4: UJIOD 

CCllilDOmia'l _ ...... " .• _ .. _ ............ " .... _ ............ _ .......... ________ ... ,,,,, .......... _. __ _ 

SELLING: Hive JOB ever worked u • l&Iammi' ___________ ~ 

IowitatliDai' __________ ... __ ............... _ ..... _ ........ _ ......... __ __ 

With nil d .. of trade 1I'e:rou bat acquliDtecil __ .......... __ . ____ _ 

Have)'Oll ew:t done &DJ.llIa pramctiOll work? ._-
Give dctaib: . _____ ...... __ ........ _,,_ .. 

----_ ............... _._----_._-_._._---
Have you. eYcr doae 0,. COIltact worki' _ ...... ____________ _ 

Give dCClib: ___ " ..... _ . ____ 

-_._----------. _ .. _----, 
ADVERTISING: Hive JOII had UJ IPIqexperieacci' .. 

If so, outline Iilal apcricacc: ____ , __________ . 

-------'-" 
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Hive you ever wtJrtcd ia. the tdvertiliilg departmCQ~ of IlDJ Dltinalll Idvel1iter or publlCl.ti.oD~ 

'------

WRITING: Hive you htd UJ' Dewapaper experieacci' .......................... H.H __ ........ ___ 

If ~ dcscn1lc: ___ _ . __ ._---.-.. _---
Hlve)'OU ncrwrittua for pablicatioa.? ____ _ 

Have JOV. IwlIDJ aperieace In writiq CDlUDUCial or ~ reporfIi" ____ _ 

Detc:ribc: _H_. _________ .... _ ... _· .. __ 
If 10, plcue submit wnplea. We will return them. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Hive you. radio set in JOur bom? ........ _______ _ 

Would JOU be inliCra.tiCd. ill FttiD& adler part-time work? ____ -------

if ... what plnicu.lu lJpcs would you be most interated. in? ..... ________ _ 

GENERALCOMMENTS:WbIt,iDFlIent.11C your OpiniODI ol field rcatlrC.IIlIPplioo 
IbililJ'. uul ill'lIbltCi' WhIt arc JOur 0WIl qualiJicatiolll wi uabitiaDal 
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Should the client's name be divulged? Can the interview be 
furthered by asking personal questions? Many problems 
such as these occur regularly in interviewing and can be 
successfully solved only through the use of sound judg
ment. 

5. Good Personality. The interviewer must have an ac
ceptable personality because he will fail unless he can inspire 
people with confidence. He needs to understand human 

Your name has been given me as a reference by Mr. 
• • . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . .. who is negotiating with me to 
act as my representative to do conunercial investigation 
and research work. 

I wonder if you would tell me how you would size 
up this man in regard to his integrity, accuracy, honesty, 
willingness to do hard tasks, and ability to create a 
friendly impression upon people he meets? 

Any information you can give me will be greatly 
appreciated. 

Yours faithfully, 

PW:MKN 

FIG. 34 
Copy of a letter used to check the references offered by an appli

cant who wishes to do interviewing 

nature and be tactful in order to obtain satisfactory in
formation. 

6. Mobile Personality. Each person interviewed, whether 
consumer, retailer, wholesaler, or expert, differs from all 
of the others, and, the interviewer needs to fit his person
ality into the individual environment in which he finds 
himself. In order to avoid antagonism, he must make a 
distinct adaptation of his conduct to each person ques
tionell. 
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7. Courteousness. The investigator should be courteous 
at all times, even when he is "thrown out." Successful in
terviewing is based upon courtesy, and a surprising amount 
of information is often gathered by the diplomatic inter
viewer. 

8. Good Memory. The interviewer must be able to re
produce the tenor of a successful conversation. In the com
ments, particularly, it may be desirable to reproduce oral 
statements verbatim. 

9. Lack of Em.. The investigator must be unprejudiced 
and take the facts as they are given without trying to 
influence the person interviewed. People of a domineering 
nature who color all conversation with their personal at
titudes make poor interviewers. 

10. Powers of Observation. The good investigator has 
an inquisitive nature and is constantly absorbing informa-

, tion. For example, he can add to the data received orally 
from a retailer, pertinent comments upon anything unusual 
in the store-window displays, counter arrangements, line of 
goods, etc. 

I I. Physical Strength. Interviewing is hard work and 
requires considerable endurance and physical ruggedness. 

Acquired Qua\ities.-Some of the ,requisites given 
under "Inherent Qualities" are really acquired, but are of 
a nature which cannot be influenced very much in maturity.' 
The following, on the other hand, can be influenced con
siderably at any time. 

I. Ability to Follow Instructions. If one interviewer does 
not follow the prescribed method of recording data, his 
reports can be tabulated only with great difficulty. Field 
work requires that all instructions be followed to the mi
nutest detail. 

2. Ability to Control Interviews. If the person inter
viewed gets off the subject, the conyersation must be turned 
back into the desired channel, When the requisite informa-
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tion has been obtained, the interview must be concluded so 
that no waste of time takes place. 

3. Freedom to Travel. Even resident interviewers may 
be required to travel. All field workers must make arrange
ments so they can travel at short notice. 

4. Accuracy and N ea/ness. Reports must be accurate, 
precise, and neat. 

5. Dress. A neat appearance is always desirable. An 
appropriate costume should always be worn. A suitable 
costume for interviewing business managers differs con
siderably from one for approaching foreign-born factory 
hands at their lunch hour. 

Honesty of Field W orkers.-The ideal field investi
gator does not exist. It is often difficult to find a sufficient 
number of even moderately good investigators: In any 
case, only persons of absolute integrity should be employed. 
Even under the best of conditions, it is Impossible to super
vise interviewing completely; so no person should be em
ployed who does not enjoy the complete confidence of the 
executive responsible for the survey. Questionnaires may 
be filled out without actually making an interview. Replies 
to unanswered questions may be supplied from the in
vestigator's fertile imagination. A consensus of opinion 
among the first few people interviewed may cause the 
investigator, instead of asking questions, to offer the al
ready discovered opinion and suggest agreement. This is 
easier and quicker. Surveys can only cover a sample of the 
total market, and one dishonest investigator may make 
questionable the results of the whole survey. Checking is 
done, but the falsification might not be detected. Even if 
the dishonesty is discovered, there will either be a delay 
or a smaller number of questionnaires upon which to base 
conclusions. The basic requisite of the field worker is 
therefore honesty. 

Idiosyncrasies of the Field Worker.-In fashion 
counts, where the subjects were selected at the discretion 
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of the field worker, it was found that those were chosen 
whose appearance pleased the individual investigator. One 
worker would report only brunettes, another only blondes, 
a third all red-heads. The result was an unrepresentative 
sample, and the method had to be abandoned. 

Prejudices, idiosyncrasies, and emotional characteristics 
of the field investigator are always a problem. One un
favorable experience of a man's wife five years previously 
may ·have the effect of making him prejudiced against, for 
example, all A. & P. stores, while he thinks favorably of 
all the other chain grocers. The ideal investigator has no 
such biases and is absolutely unprejudiced. 

The honesty of a person may be unquestioned, yet, if a 
survey happens to run counter to a strong prejudice, the 
returns sent in by this person may be worthless. 

Some "Don'ts" in Choosing Field Workers.-Re
search executives often have difficulty in securing a suf
ficient number of satisfactory field workers. In this con
tingency, persons who would not ordinarily be employed 
may have to be used. The following list of practical 
"don'ts" is of use in such a situation:1 

1. Don't intrust the job to immature persons. They can
not recognize the importance of the work. 

2. Don't select a person lacking in appearance. Your repre
sentative must convey the impression of the importance of 
the work. 

3. Don't use your general office employees. These people 
are either too near the problem and subconsciously influenced 
by a desire to help you or they rebel against work of this kind. 

4. Don't use your traveling salesmen. If they are worth 
their salt, they already have well-defined opinions about your 
business. 

5. Don't use your officers (except research) to assist in 
field work. Their interviews are scattered and made without 
regard to your plans of tying one Cl,uestion to another. 

I Prinlers' Ink, December 26, 1929, p. 49-
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6. Don!.t USe any person whom you would not personally 
trust. 

Education of Field Workers.-Investigators with a 
college education are desirable. A good high-school training 
with an ability to speak and write the English language 
accurately is essential. The Department of Agriculture has 
found that college graduates who have majored in eco
nomics are unusually satisfactory. 

Business Training of Field. Workers.-Knowledge 
about marketing, advertising, retailing, and in fact about 
the whole field of distribution, is advisable. This need not 
be minute, but there should be a good foundation, which 
may have been obtained through study or experience.· With
out this foundation it is difficult to impart sufficienf specific 
knowledge to the investigator before he goes out into the 
field. Thus business training in the newspaper, advertising, 
retailing, wholesaling, or related fields is always an asset. 
Its value depends upon the particular work which has been 
done, yet these types of activity yield a great many suc
cessful investigators. 

Sources of Field Personnel.-Field workers come from 
numberless sources. The classification subsequently dis
cussed is therefore of broad scope. 

I. Newspapers. The newspaper is a source of two kinds 
of interviewers. First, in a large survey, a highly skilled 
investigator may borrow several men from a local news
paper's merchandise department, give them a short train
ing, and have them do local interviewing under his close 
supervision. Second, men shift from newspaper work to 
field investigation. The newspaper gives them advantageous 
training in meeting strangers, in getting information in 
detail, and in remaining undiscouraged after a few turn
downs. Its disadvantage is that newspaper work tends to 
encourage a freer use of the imagination than may be 

. desirable in research interviewing. 
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2. Advertising. (a) Persons engaged in local advertising 
work acquire a great deal of local knowledge useful for field 
work, and often make excellent resident investigators. (b) 
National advertising work is a fine preparation because it 
gives a broad perspective of the distributive system and the 
way it works. Both types of advertising work help the in
vestigator to see the problems to be solved from the view
point of the concern for whom the survey is conducted. 
Such -conceptions of the problem and its conditions help 
materially in getting good results. On the other hand, ad
vertising is a form of sales promotion and engenders a 
positiveness of attitude which is undesirable in field 
workers. 

3. Colleges and universities. Professors of marketing 
have frequently been used as field investigators. This is 
especially true in the case of psychological tests, where the 
professor's classes are available to supply controlled sub
jects. Marketing classes under professorial supervision are 
sometimes employed to carryon local surveys. One im
portant advertising agency tests students_who desire to 
enter its employ. During the summer' vacation ,between 
their junior and senior years, it uses them as field in
vestigators. They are given an examination on each survey 
at its conclusion and these examinations have sometimes 
produced unexpected information of unusual significance 
to the client. Some agencies, however, feel that their prob-' 
lems are too confidential to risk the possibility of students 
discussing them and talking too much. Undergraduate stu
dents may be immature, consider the survey unimportant, 
or may lack discretion. They may be badly' supervised, 
causing poor results. The exact opposite may be true, and 
there is no consensus of opinion among research executives, 
but all agree that undergraduate training in marketing is 
good preparation for field investigation. 

4. Other sources. General busihess, selling, and many 
other forms of endeavor are good sources of field investi-
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gators. The value of the training received from these 
sources depends upon the person and the particular work 
done. For example, selling is based upon convincing others 
rather than upon recording their opinions, yet salesmen 
know the distributive system well. One person may never 
get over his positive selling attitude; another can acquire 
an impartial attitude in a week. 

5. Unusual sources. In rare cases, it is advisable to enlist 
the services of women's clubs, fraternal organizations, gov
ernment employees, or the like. This is a case of using un
skilled interviewers who are largely uncontrolled, yet cer
tain facts can sometimes be obtained easily in no other 
manner. 

Men vs. Women as Field Workers.-Field· forces 
often have some women in them. Sometimes all the inter
viewing of consumers may be done by women. A compari
son of men and women as interviewers ·is given below: 

The advantages of using men as interviewers are:1 

I. Men are usually considered better for interviewing 
other men. 

2. There are few limitations as to the places where men 
can go or as to the time of their visits. 

3. Men are stronger physically. 
The advantageS of using women as interviewers are: 

1. For interviewing women in the home or about per
sonal and domestic subjects, women get the best 
results. 

2. Women are treated more courteously than men. 
3. There is a lower turnover among women investigators. 

Turnover in the Field Force.-Field investigation 
calls for initiative and perseverance. It gives the inter
viewer a valuable preparation for work in the field of dis
tribution. Good interviewers are likely to aspire to an 
executive position in some related line of business. Adver-

1 M,arketing Investigations. by W. J. Reilly. Ronald Press, 1929. 
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tising, marketing, etc., furnish a great many field investi
gators who, after receiving valuable training in field 
research, return to more advanced positions in their 
original occupation. Turnover in the field force is rather 
high for that reason. Successful field workers are occasion
ally brought into the main office between surveys and 
trained in analysis and report writing. The main problem 
still is, however, to retain first-class interviewers after they 
have once been found and trained. 



CHAPTER IX 

ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD FORCE 

FIELD forces are organized in different ways, and each of 
these presents a different problem to the central office. 
The common kinds of organization are: 

V I. Resident force. 
(a) Resident investigators working in their home 

cities 
V (b) Resident investigators traveling in the' vicinity 

of their home cities. 
V' (c) Resident investigators using .skilled and unskilled 

assistants . 

.. ./ 2. Traveling force. 
v (a) Investigators traveling from city of home office. 
v (b) Supervisors traveling with a crew of investigators. 
j (c) Investigators traveling and hiring local people to 

assist them as unskilled interviewers. 

This classification is particularly important from the 
accounting angle. From the viewpoint of training and 
supervision, a threefold classification is sufficient-skilled 
resident, skilled traveling, and unskilled investigators. 

Skilled Resident Investigators.-The resident in
vestigator keeps in close touch with the central office, from 
which he is sen~ questionnaires and survey instructions. 
His work is in the field. He is given preparation for each 
specific survey by mail and reports to the home office by 
the same means. Unquestioned integrity and training in 
market research are essential. In fact, resident investigators 
are often people who have had previous experience as 

116 
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traveling investigators before becoming permanently lo-
cated. • 

Basic Training.-When a satisfactory investigator has 
been found, he is sent a manual of field research which has 
been carefully prepared at the central office. In this, each 
step in market research is analyzed, the importance of field 
work is emphatically shown, and the duties of the inter
viewer are outlined in detail. A potential resident investi
gator living within reasonable distance of the central office 
is then brought in and shown all the processes through 
which a survey passes. He is instructed in the art of in
terviewing, accompanies an expert investigator during a 
few interviews, makes some interviews himsel f under the 
observation of his tutor, has these criticised, and this pro
cedure is continued until his work is reasonably efficient. 
During his first few surveys, only simple work iS'required, 
and sample reports must be sent in to the home office for 
correction and return before the interviews are allowed 
to count toward his quota. Resident investigators, when 
first' employed, may not be skilled intervie~ers, but they 
invariably should be persons of maturity with considerable 
experience in some related field. 

When the new investigator lives at a great distance from 
the home office, the training is given through correspond
ence-course methods at the expense of more time and effort. 
A page from the general instructions of one research 
agency is given in Fig. 35 on page 118, Form No. I. 

Specific Instructions for Field Work.-Resident in
vestigators receive questionnaires accompanied by detailed 
specific instructions as to how the interviewing is to be 
conducted. A complete statement of the information neces
sary for doing efficient work is included in the mailed' 
package as a separate dOCUment. The investigator must 
study this carefully before going out to interview. Ques
tionnaires with interviewing instructions are given in Figs. 
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36, 37 on pages 119, 120. A letter which accompanied a 
questionnaire and broadly outlined the work is given in 
Fig. 38 on page 121. 

bJlerrnews: AlI interviews should be made IN PERSON, unless you 
are instructed to use the telephone. You Can of course sometimes use the 
telephone to help locate the right person to see. Much time can often be 
saved in this way, particularly in locating specific types of dealers. 

Accuracy: This means not only a correct transcription of what the 
person interviewed has said, but an accurate statement of the facts as 
they exist. If the person interviewed is lying, or uninterested and careless 
in answering, makes contradictory statements, etc., it is your duty to 
attempt to get at the real truth of the situation, or discard the interview 
and replace it with another. Follow the SENSE of the interview 
sufficiently to catch a contradiction or inaccuracy of statement, and try 
to get it straighfened out. Be equally sure that you record correctly the 
FACTS which have been given you. Infinite harm can be done to us and 
our clients through misstatements tither careless or wilful. Our clients 
will come back at us for explanation of any statement which appears 
contradictory or questionable. 

Complete Information: While thIs cannot always be obtained an ex
planation of its lack can always be made. Do not send us questionnaires 
with BLANK questions. Every question should have either an answer, 
a line drawn through it to show that it does not apply in that particular 
case, or a reason given for the lack of answer. Do not attempt to FORCE 
an answer, as such information is most likely to be incorrect. On the 
other hand. the amount of information you get from any interview will 
depend entirely upon yourself. You can draw out the respondent by your 
method of carrying on the conversation. 

Repetition of Information: Do not feel because a statement. either in 
an answer or a comment, has been recorded on a few questionnaires, 
that there is no use going on repeating the same thing. You are re
cording the exact substance of EACH INTERVIEW and it is the 
number of repetitions that will be weighed in analyzing the inves
tigation. 

Additional InfortH4tion: Do not consider yourself confined to the ques
tionnaire or outline. Some of the greatest value of the survey often 
comes to light in your comments. 

FIG. 35 
Page from general interviewing instructions for resident in

vestigators. These are used by the Arnold Research Service and 
apply to all surveys 

Traveling Investigators.-The traveling investigator 
receives his final instructions for the survey as well as his 
general knowledge of market research in th~ centraI of-
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If you find that a store is not a retail store, but only a wholesaler or 
jobber, do not go any further with the interview, but merely write across 
the face of the entire blank "Wholesaler," If they do some retail selling, 
write under "Other (state)" of Question 4 "Also Wholesaler," and 
continue with your investigation. 

"Dept. store" means department store. 
"Furn. store" means furniture store. A furniture store is one which 

carries any home furnishings) but is distinguished from a depart
ment store in that it does not carry other items. 

"Dry Goods Store" means one which specializes in dry goods, piece 
goods, blankets, bedding, and so on, but is not a department store. 

"High Grade Store" means one which has excellent standing and 
sells to the better trade. 

"Popular Priced" means a store feature price rather than quality. 

Question 5, dealing with the appearance and size of the store, is to be 
checked in accordance with your opinion and observation. Please note 
that by relative appearance, we refer to whether the interior is well 
arranged and neat, and as to whether, in your opinion this dealer, com
pared with other dealers, displays his goods to advantage. A~ to the size 
of the store, you are to gauge this also in relation to other stores in that 
town, or similar surrounding towns. 

Question 6. Check here what class of trade- is catered to, opposite the 
proper definition. You can. get this information from a floor walker, if in 
a department store, or possibly, an intelligent looking clerk. If you do not 
feel satisfied with the answers you can check up on them when inter
viewinR' the buyer, proprietor, etc., or else when you interview a 
competitor • 

. WI want you to use an "",flJ1lai amount of carl t'", making SlWI that all 
of the information throughout this ql4estionnoire is as accuratl as possible. 
In this question, you should also find out and indicate on the card. 
whether the bulk of their business comes from Americans (white or 
negro). or from foreigners. 

Question 7. Again you are here to decide as to the store'!! imflOrmnce 
among its competitors. We want to know the standing of this dealer 
among his competitors so that our client can pick out the one that he 
wants to carry his merchandise. This explanation is true. as a matter of 
fact, for the entire questionnaire, as that is the main reason why this 
study is being made. 

Question 8. This question is addressed to you, the interviewer. You are 
to decide after having made inquiries, whether or not this store is known 
for price cutting. Do not ask this' question of the deal" inttnn·ewed. You 
may ask competitors for their opinion. Bv price cuttin2'. we mean the 
practice of under selling les;citimate competition. We do not mean seasonal 
sales such as are put on from time to time by good stores, but a store 
which has the reputation among the trade for cuttinlt prices and profits 
unduly, just to 2'et the business. If you have gathered such an o1)inion. be 
sure to check this with a neutral source, such as the Advertising Manager 
of a local newspaper. 

FIG. 37 
Special instructions for conducting a specific survey. The question-
. naire to which these instructions apply is given .in Fig. 36 
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fice. A manual is prese~ted to the prospective investigator; 
he is shown surveys as they pass through every process; 
he is trained in interviewing by an experienced man and 
usually does interviewing of a simple nature under super
vision at the start of his active field work. 

In the case of large and important surveys, the investi
gators may spend a day in the factory to see a product 
made. As a rule, a few interviews are made locally in order 
to eliminate any difficulties in the questionnaire, the 
technique of writing up the answers, or any similar 
problems. 

As a final step, routings are examined, quotas are set, 
the arrangements are made for receiving mail and addi
tional questionnaires while on the road. After the tmveling 
investigator has left the home office, keeping in active con
tact with him is a major consideration. 

Supervision of Investigators.-Skilled investigators 
are not usually personally supervised in the field. Their 
work is checked and edited by the central office. In the 
case of an intensive study in one locality, an exception may 
occur, yet, if such an interviewer requires close super
vision, he is not worth the money he costs. 

While skilled interviewers get more and better com
ments than those who are .unskilled, sometimes, where 
only simple facts are required, unskilled interviewers are 
used. They may be employed and supervised by either 
resident or traveling investigators. A variation from this 
occurs when a supervisor from the main office takes a 
crew around with him. In this case, the men may be 
skilled, semiskilled, or unskilled field workers. 

Where only a brief training is given, the emphasis is 
laid upon the specific survey to be conducted. A lack of 
general training in market research and interviewing is 
compensated for by strict supervision. The supervisor con
ducts a few sample interviews with each man and spends 
his time correcting reports, checking the men a~ work, and 
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closely watching the whole procedut-e. Entire responsibility 
for the survey rests upon· the supervisor. He keeps the 
records of the group and reports to the central office. 

Nothing must be left to chance in using unskilled men. 
They have no experience to help them. The object of the 
investigation must be made clear; the best time to make 
calls must be given; the importance of obtaining com
ments must be emphasized; the impartial point of view must 
be continually called to attention; routes must be minutely 
worked out; a system of reporting to the supervisor must 
be established; minute instructions for filling out ques
tionnaires must be prepared; identification for the workers 
must be provided; the selection of subjects must be made; 
above all, the importance of the work must be emphasized 
at every opportunity. 

Compensation.-Field workers are usually paid by the 
week, day, or hour. Payment by the completed question
naire or other unit of accomplishment often affects the 
results unfavorably. The quality of the work done is the 
most important thing in investigations, and piece-rate pay
ments emphasize quantity. Also, the unknown factor in 
field work is the human element, the individuality of the 
subjects approached. Ten good interviews are sometimes 
made during a period of good fortune in the time it might 
take to make five poor ones .. Quotas are set upon the basis 
of experience, but the quota in field work is usually a 
variable one, because the quality of .the information gained 
is more important than the quantity, except under very un
usual circumstances. 

Reports from the Field.-Questionnaires are mailed 
daily to the central office. In doing local work, the in
vestigator also reports in person or by telephone. The re
turned questionnaires are accompanied by a statement of 
progress and of any unusua\1y interesting facts. When the 
work in a locality is completed, a'summary of the results is 
included. 
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Questionnaires which are filled in during the day are 
checked before mailing. A supervison is' required to check 
all of the reports turned in by his crew. 

Accounting Practice.-The central office follows or
dinary business practice with respect to expense accounts. 
When an investigator is working locally, he receives no 
allowance for ordinary expenditures---i:arfare from home 
to business district and return, lunch, etc. If any unusual 
expenses are incurred, however, as for additional trans
portation to facilitate interviewing, these are paid back . 
to him. Fig. 39, on page 124 is used for entering local time 
and expenses. 

When an investigator traveis,all of his ordinary living 
expenses are paid, as well as actual transportation costs. 
Advances are frequently made to defray these expenses. 
Many field research agencies bill all traveling expenses 
direct to the client, for whom the survey is conducted, the 
survey charge being based upon service exclusive of travel
ing expenses. This practice forces the central office to 
have the investigators who travel make out their expense 
accounts in such a way that ordinary expenditures (i.e. 
telephone calls, stamps, etc.) and traveling expenses can 
be segregated. Fig. 40, on page 126, shows a Traveling 
Time and Expense Sheet while Fig. 41, on page 127, illus
trates a sheet used for charging traveling expenses to 
clients. . 

The central office quotes a flat price for the survey. Its 
problem is to keep within the estimated costs. Master sheets 
for a complete survey are shown in Fig. 42, on page 128. 
The records are kept in such a. manner that it can easily 
be determined whether or not the work is coming in on 
time. This is important because field research is usually sold 
not only upon the basis of a fixed price, but also a fixed 
time limit. The great problem is to get the work done 
promptly without lowering the efficiency of the field work 
or the .value of the analysis of the field data which have 
been gathered. 
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Obtaining Uniform Results.-Securing uniformity of 
results, so that the data obtained by different investigators 
may be compared, is the ideal in actually conducting the 
field work. Identical questionnaires and interviewing in
structions are used. Reports are edited as they come in 
from the field. The classes of persons to be interviewed 
are specifically defined, sometimes particular firms or per
sons being listed. Suggestions for improving the work 
are constantly being made. In fact, a large number of 
minute records are made so that the material from one 
interview may be compared with that from every other 
one. A considerable number of these regulations will be 
discussed in Part Four, "Work of the Field Force." 



PART FOUR 

WORK OF THE FIELD FORCE 

CHAPTER X. THE PRE-INTERVIEW WORK. 

CHAPTER XI. INTERVIEWING. 

CHAPTER XII. RECORDING FIELD OBSERVATIONS. 

CHAPTER XIII. FIELD TESTS. 

Part Four deals with the actual work done by the field 
investigators. It includes rules and procedure for the 
worker from the time he receives his instructions until he 
has mailed his survey summary. Special emphasis is laid 
upon techniques which have proved successful. 

The first chapter in this section describes how to prepare 
for the interview, locate desirable respolldellts, alld decide 
upon all efficient method of procedure. The two succeedillg 
chapters explaill how to make illterviews alld record the 
facts which are obtailled. Desirable techllique is millutely 
analyzed. The filial chapter deals with the problem of COII

ducting field tests and other types of group interviews. 



CHAPTER X 

THE PRE-INTERVIEW WORK 

BEFOllE the field investigator begins his interviewing, there 
is a considerable amount of work which has to be done in 
the locality to be covered. Regardless of the training re
ceived before going into the field, the material in this 
chapter applies almost equally to both resident and traveling 
investigators. 

Survey Instructions.-If the survey instructions .can 
be interpreted in two ways, telegraph the home office for 
explanation. The same rule applies when the practical appli
cation of definitions is not clear, or when classifications do 
not cover all cases. The small additional cost of a telegram 
or two is unimportant when compared with the possibility 
of having a number of useless or faulty reports. 

Traveling investigators are trained for each specific sqr
vey by the home office. Resident investigators usually re
ceive their instructions by mail. In both cases, however, 
the worker should obtain additional information for him
self if he believes his preparation insufficient. The home' 
office will be glad to cooperate in this. In many cases, the 
training may seem adequate in advance, but actual field 
work may prove it insufficient. The worker should im
mediately take steps to obtain the needed information 
before doing further interviewing, as it will otherwise be 
impossible to report facts and opinions satisfactorily. 

Local Situation Survey.-When the interviewer knows 
his instructions and is in the locality where his immediate 
work lies, the first step is to analyz;e his local environment. 
The public library, the Chamber' of Commerce, or the 
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merchandising department of the local newspaper can he 
consulted. One or all of these will be able to furnish 
pertinent local information. The residential sections of the 

2 
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FIG.43A 

A section of a map which divides up the local market in such a way 
as to help an interviewer plan his work. 

city according to income groups can be found; the names 
and addresses of dealers, wholesalers, and manufacturers 
can be ascertained. Inclusive maps whim analyze the local 
markets are sometimes available, as is illustrated by Figs. 
43A-B, on pages 134 and 135. 

Routes whim involve a minimum of wasted time and 
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effort can be worked out by the interviewer. Likewise, the 
distribution of interviews can be arranged in advance, ac
cording to the instructions for the su;vey. If the work is 
intensive, the route will follow areas of greatest density 
for the group to be considered. Probably a representative 
picture only is required. Then the routing should be planned 
to cover the whole area. One hundred Class C consumer 

FIG·43B 
"SECTION E-1" 

One division is assigned to an interviewer as his exclusive working 
territory 

interviews should be divided among the several sections 
where Class C consumers live and not be confined to one 
of them. When no specific instructions are given, the inter
views should always be spread in this manner. Individual 
calls may well be restricted to one in a block or related to 
the popUlation of the block, permitting a certain percentage. 
If the "best" stores alone are to be covered, care should 
be taken to follow this plan. If "typical" stores are to be 
visited, some of the poorest stores, as well as the best, mu~t 
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be incIuded.Whell the field worker has mapped out his 
problem carefully, economical routing is not difficult 
to plan. 

Classification of Respondents.-The survey instruc
tions will indicate into what classifications respondents are 
to be divided. In practice, there may be difficulty in apply
ing these directions. The border-line cases are important. 
When a decision has been reached as to the classification 
of cases not specifically covered in the survey instructions, 
the method of arbitrary decision used should be written 
down and memorized. In addition, the data about border
line or new classification cases should be immediately mailed 
to the horne office so that any necessary changes can be 
made. Through this procedure, consistency of cIilssifica
tion for each interview and among interviewers ·is main
tained. 

Information about Prospective Respondents.
Knowledge about desirable prospective respondents is just 
as necessary as knowledge about their location. Where any 
particular business executives or specified dealers are to 
be interviewed, personal information is sometimes obtain
able. This is not usually the case but even general informa
tion may be of great importance. For example, the workers 
in a certain factory town live in two distinct districts. One 
of these is so close to the mills that the men return for 
the midday meal while the other is too far away for this. 
When the men return at noon, the large meal of the day 
is eaten then; therefore the women of this district usually 
have spare time in the afternoon while those of the other 
district have leisure in the morning. For house-to-house 
interviewing among consumers, such information is vital. 
The investigator should learn all he can about the pros
pective respondents and their habits. In practice, something 
significant can usually be learned by advance inquiries and 
the first few interviews should yield many valuable data 
about the local people. 
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Identification.-Each field worker must be given means 
of identification. A card of the r~earch agency may 
be sufficient. Sometimes it is not. The investigator must be 
supplied with complete means of identification. He must 
also be prepared to use these in such a way as to inspire 
confidence in a prospective respondent. This requires pre
vious thought. The identification data must be ready, as 
well as information about the research agency, the pur
pose .of the survey, etc. A hesitant respondent is almost 
invariably lost if the inteeviewer is not able to supply iden
tification easily. 

Hours to Call.-The best time to approach a prospective 
respondent is when he or she has leisure. In general, the 
best hours to call are between nine and eleven in the 
morning and one and five in the afternoon. Ordinarily, 
the time before nine in the morning and after five in the 
afternoon is relatively unproductive. If there is work other 
than actual interviewing to be done by the investigator, it 
will pay to make his calls during the most productive hours. 
The type of respondents desired and their habits will, of 
course, determine when leisure periods occur. For some 
purposes, the evening hours are best. During a hot spell 
in the summer, one interviewer found that the most pro
ductive time for approaching housewives was from seven 
until nine-thirty in the evening, when they were sitting on 
their porches to enjoy the evening coolness. Another made· 
an enviable record by interviewing lower executives at pub
lic golf courses early Sunday mornings while these men were 
idly waiting for their turn to tee off. A study of the local 
situation will often show some method of utilizing all of 
the day in productive interviewing. 

Memorizing Questionnaires.-The investigator should 
know his questionnaire, regardless of whether or not he is 
permitted to have it in sight while questioning respondents. 
This usually involves memorizing the questions. An ex
ception occurs in the case of long technical questionnaires, 
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where, even if the whole were memorized, the quantitative 
answers would have to be entered as given. Here the 
worker must know and understand the questionnaire 
thoroughly. 

Questionnaires aimed at either the investigators or the 
respondents should be memorized unless their length makes 
it too difficult. Respondents, once started on a subject, may 
answer three or four questions without further impetus. 
For example, the question, "What soap do you use?" may 
bring a response: "X soap because it washes well in this 
hard water and is cheap. I tried Y soap for a while, but 
it won't work well in this hard water." The investigator 
must be able to ask an appropriate second question which 
will not force the respondent to repeat previous answers. 
In brief, regardless of the complex or multiple responses 
brought forth by the early questions, the investigator must 
know what questions on his list yet remain unanswered, 
without interrupting the conversation to examine his ques
tionnaire minutely. 

Quotas.-The central office ordinarily sets a daily quota 
of reports for the interviewer. Sales quotas, all too often, 
are impossible goals to strive for, but the research quota 
is meant to be reached. Therefore, it should be reasonable 
and based upon the past daily returns of each interviewer 
in similar surveys. Two things, however, should be re
membered. First, quality is always to be preferred to 
quantity in research. Quotas, on this account, usually have 
a minimum number of interviews which is expected and 
a larger figure which presumably ought to be reached. The 
minimum figure is necessary to make the sample sufficiently 
large, and is insisted upon even if more time must be spent 
than was originally intended. Second, the number of satis
factory reports per day varies considerably even after al
lowing for obvious factors like weather and holidays. Ten 
first-class reports may be obtained in one day in the time 
it takes to obtain three mediocre ones on some other d,ay. 
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The interviewer should not become discouraged unless he 
is failing to meet his quota when he experiences no dif
ficulty in making contacts. Even in such cases, the quality 
of the reports may compensate for the small number. Every 
effort should be made, however, to meet the quota mini
mum. In fact, the investigator should plan and route his 
work to meet the quota and to check up on his progress in 

NUMBER OF REpORTS 

We have set 20 first-class interviews per day as a min
imum quota. Throughout the trial work in the New 
York area our investigators have done much better than 
this. As a result we are inclosing a number of extra 
questionnaires, because we think that you will exceed 
your minimum quota by a comfortable margin. 

(In the particular survey from which the above in
structions are quoted, the investigators made, on the 
average, 24.6 satisfactory consumer interviews per day.) 

FIG. 44 
A minimum~maximum quota where the lower number of reports is 

required and the higher number hoped for 

so doing. A minimum-maximum quota is shown in Fig. 44. 
Use of Telephones, Automobiles, etc.-Making ap-. 

pointments by telephone, conducting interviews by tele
phone, traveling by automobile, and other similar methods 
of speeding up the field work are used by investigators 
when the saving of time effected appears to warrant the 
expenditure. Unless an investigator abuses such privileges, 
the home office commonly allows him to use his own 
discretion in the matter. Costs of field work are calculated 
upon the lowest possible basis; therefore a telephone call 
should not be made or an automobile used instead of the 
street car unless some decided advktage results. If a con-
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siderable saving in time is accomplished, even long-distance 
telephone calls may be justified. The burden of proof, how
ever, always rests upon the field worker when he makes 
such unusual expenditure. 

Allowances for the use of automobiles, as for all other 
expenditures, are made on a cost basis. If the worker uses 
his own car, he is paid on a mileage basis. Out-of-pocket 
expenditures are reimbursed in all other cases. 

In planning the local work, quick transportation and 
communication to increase the efficiency of the investiga
tion should always be considered. The home office is con
cerned primarily with the' cost necessary to obtain adequate 
facts and not so much with the minute methods of this 
expenditure. Decision must always depend, however, upon 
whether methods of increasing speed will secure enough 
and better facts in the allotted time to pay for the expense. 

Rules of Conduct for Interviewers.-The investigator 
should be guided by the following general rules in con
ducting his survey:' 

J. Do not argue. 
2. Do not contradict. 
3. Do not insist. 
4. Do not be familiar. 
5. Do not act as a detective. 

These ,rules are summarized in the positive statement, 
always be courteous. Courtesy is essential for successful 
interviews. In research, it is especially important because 
the field worker is asking a favor of every person whom 
he interviews . 

• SlolldarlU of Research, by J. F. Carroll. Meredith Publishing Com
pany. 



CHAPTER XI 

INTERVIEWING 

THE . purpose of interviewing is to gather information. 
Every person approached is an authority who is being con
sulted and who is expected to give valuable facts or opin
ions to the interviewer. Let the 'authority do the talking. 
Questions need be asked only when the conversation 
wanders or a new phase of the subject requires introduc
tion. The interviewer should cultivate the attitude of an 
interested listener who desires to be deferential. When the 
respondent is a high ranking executive, it is easy. to assume 
that an oracle is speaking, yet successful interviewing re
quires this same attitude when the respondent is of the 
humblest order. .. 

The field worker may be better educated than the per
sons whom he consults; he may be paid more than they; 
he may hold a social position higher than they. N everthe
less, the respondents, in the aggregate, presumably know 
more about the particular questions which they are asked 
than do the interviewers and the home office executives, or' 
no field survey would be necessary. Thus the receptive at
titude must be maintained during all interviews . 
. Approach.-In making contacts the interviewer must 

immediately inspire confidence and give an impression of 
sincerity. Frankness is ~he best policy. Each individual 
worker will soon learn the best way to approach people. 
In general, a statement of purpose, identification, and the 
reason for answering should be at once presented. 

The statement, "I am not selling anything," is one ef
fective way to begin an interview. The subject must be 

'4' 
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given that information in one way or another. Following 
this, the positive purpose of the call must be clearly ex
plained. In this statement of purpose, both positive and 
negative, the worker should normally identify himself with 
the research organization by which he is employed. A busi
ness card may be proffered or merely the name of the or
ganization mentioned. 

After the general purpose of the call has been stated 
and the identification of the interviewer established, the 
next step is to induce the subject to answer the desired ques
tions. The problem to be solved is stated and the subject is 
asked to help, it being shown that his personal experience 
or opinion is considered valuable. Assistance by the pros
pective respondent may be frankly asked as a favor. Cur
rent news of interest about the line of business 'in which 
the subject is employed may be told. The general facts 
found up to that time by the intervrewer may be given. 
There are numerous plans used to get people to talk. 

Respondents should always be made to feel that they 
have received something from the call as well as given 
information. Even when the approach is based upon asking 
a pure favor from the "authority," benefit to the respondent 
can be shown. During interviews with dealers and other 
business men, comparisons between the respondent's bus
iness and competing ones in other towns can be mentioned. 
care must be taken not to repeat private information from 
one man to another, and the interviewer must always be 
prepared to handle the bugaboo of private information 
being carried to a competitor. Innovations in window dis
play, new articles seen in other stores, suggestions as to 
this and that, etc., can, however, be given. Even in the 
case of housewives, an interest can be created for the 
interview. 

Length of the Interview.-In order to avoid wasting 
time, respondents are sometimes given successive questions 
one after the other as they occur on the questionnaire. 
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When the conversation lags, it is often a better idea to 
direct the conversation back into the desired channels in a 
more diplomatic way, such as: "Y ~~r experience with X 
interests me, and I would like a little more information 
about it. How was turnover with X?" A respondent, if 
merely guided loosely, is likely to cover aJl of the questions 
as quickly as could be done by insisting on the printed 
order. In addition, the information is likely to be more 
spontaneous and of better quality. 

The time element in research is an unavoidable evil. 
The research spirit is slow but sure. So much of the in
terviewer's time is spent in making satisfactory contacts 
that he cannot afford to cut an interview off short until 
that particular source of information has been exhausted. 
No interview which is still yielding applicable facts should 
be summarily ended even though information sufficient to 
fiJI in the questionnaire has been obtained. On the other 
hand, no time can be wasted. Time is secondary until all of 
the pertinent data have been secured. Then the interviewer 
should make as quick an exit as is diplomatically possible. 

Client Company's Name.-The interviewer will some
times face the question, "But for whom is the work being 
done?" The prospective respondent may insist, for example, 
upon knowing the name of the company producing the 
article which is being investigated. The reporter may in 
some cases answer that he is willing to give such informa
tion, but prefers to wait until the completion of the inter
view, so that the respondent will not be prejudiced in his 
answers. If such a reply is made, the reporter must be sure 
to live up to his word. 

The producing company's name can usuaJly be safely 
given out at the end of an interview. Sometimes this is of 
distinct advertising value. On the other hand, if the pro
ducing company wishes its name concealed, there is little 
need to worry. The cases where inquiry is made as to the 
firm hiring the research agency are rare. In many of these 
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cases, the name of another intermediary company is satis
factorily received. This occurs often when an advertising 
agency is instructed by one of its clients to hire a market 
research agency to conduct a field survey. Investigators can 
truthfully say, in many cases, that they do not know for 
whose benefit the survey is being conducted, but understand 
that it is being made for an advertising agency, a bank, 
etc. It is considered good practice for the central office not 
to make known to field workers the name of its client. 
Little trouble is usually encountered in such cases. 

Should the Questionnaire be in Evidence?-There is 
considerable difference of opinion as to whether or not the 
questionnaire should be shown during the interview. R. O. 
Eastman, of R. O. Eastman, Inc., market analysts, states 
the position of those who favor showing the questionnaire, 
in' the following words: 

Our theory and our practice are that we want to dignify 
the study from the beginning and get a serious, interested 
attention. When the impression is made on persons giving in
formation that these facts are wanted for a very serious pur
pose, the answers we get are dependable. 

People, on the other hand, unquestionably talk more 
freely when there is no indication that their responses are 
being written down. An obvious written record makes 
people reticent and thoughtfully careful. Some surveys call 
for spontaneous reactions without reserve. Others require 
deliberation on tile part of respondents. The method of 
approach will be planned accordingly. 

Long technical questionnaires must be shown, because 
the quantitative and technical answers have to be filled in as 
received. Some research executives, however, prefer to have 
their investigators show questionnaires as little as possible. 
A practical general rule is to attempt to interview without 
showing the questionnaire, but to bring it out if necessary. 
A facetious respondent may be toned down; questions 
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which need only a check mark for answers may be filled in, 
and other advantages may be obtained through bringing 
out the questionnaire. The questionnaire, however, should 
never be displayed to such an extent as to interfere unduly 
with spontaneity and freedom of conversation on the part 
of respondents. 

Technique of Non-questionnaire Interviewing.
Since respondents often give answers to several questions 
in one paragraph and in mixed-up order, it is very difficult 
to keep mental track of the exact progress of the inter
viewer. Notes on the questionnaire or a brief of it must be 
accessible. When informality has been adopted to give free
dom to the discussion, it is essential that the briefed ques
tions be inconspicuous, so they may be outlined on the back 
of a used envelope or the inside cover of a magazine. 

Some successful interviews occur without the knowledge 
of respondents that they are being made. In a motor-car 
survey, people were often interviewed at filIing stations 
when they did not really know' that they were being 
questioned for any definite purpose. Such unsuspecting 
responses are often extremely valuable to business exec
utives. In retail surveys, investigators can sometimes ac
complish the same result by making small purchases and 
starting a conversation. Two or three such apparently cas
ual discussions are always good checks upon facts which' 
are being obtained through other methods of investigation. 

Indirect Method.-Many questionnaires will include 
one or two questions for which it is very difficult to obtain 
satisfactory answers. When this occurs, an indirect method 
of approach is desirable. For example, the question, "What 
make of X machine do you expect to buy when your present 
one is worn out?" may receive several types of unacceptable 
answers. At the end of the interview the subject might be 
asked what he thinks about the new machines put out by 
A, B, and C. It is likely that this will yield information 
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concerning the make of future replacements and, what is 
more important, the rea~ons for this choice. 

Poor answers can often be handled best by passing right 
on to the next question for the time being. Near the end of 
the interview, the poorly answered question can be taken 
up again. One successful device is to appear to close the 
interview and to ask the troublesome question in a casual 
manner as a seeming afterthought. 

Figures of a nature which may be considered confidential 
are often obtained indirectly. For instance, figures on total 
volume of business may be calculated from the volume of 
sales of one line and its percentage of the total. A grocery 
wholesaler may be asked the volume of soap sales per 
month and. what share of total sales this represeots. From 
a number of such data a reasonably satisfactory calcula
tion can be made. 1£ the investigator makes a rough mental 
calculation, he can casually say to the wholesaler, "Then 
your total volume must be about $100,000 (or the like)?" 
and it is quite probable that the exact figure will then be 
given. 

"Doubtful" Respondents.-Interviewers will run 
across rare cases where respondents are obviously giving 
false information. More frequently the investigator will 
feel, but without tangible evidence, that the information is 
exaggerated or distorted. In both cases, the reports should 
always be so marked. A facetious attitude on the part of 
subjects may occur; enthusiasm may cause men to exag
gerate; a deliberate attempt to deceive may even occur. 
In bad or obvious cases, the interview should be quickly 
terminated, and the partial report destroyed. In question
able cases, the report should be completed and marked 
"doubtful," with explanatory notes if needed. 

Every research organization tries to weed out false data 
through editing, yet it is forced to trust its field force 
greatly in this respect. Field workers hate to throw out 
complete interviews, but this must be done wl;ten the facts 
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are questionable. The sacrifice is not much, since turn
downs in interviewing seldom average. more than one per 
day and contacts are not unduly hard for the competent 
worker to make. 

Interviewing "Named" Subjects.-The names of per
sons (or firms) from whom information is to be requested 
are occasionally furnished to the field investigator. Some 
of these specified persons may refuse to give the requested 
data. If such a situation arises, the interviewer should keep 
right on with his list, so that his schedule for the bulk of 
the work is maintained. One or two individuals must not 
be allowed to stop the course of the survey. 

Research organizations, except under the most unusual 
conditions, do not expect the field worker to make' a suc
cessful contact with every person on a specified list. In 
fact, forced or unwilling answers 'to questions are usually 
not wanted. If in doubt about the home-office policy, the 
investigator should continue his scheduled work while com
municating his troubles to the survey executive. Ordinarily, 
data about the firm or business in question is acceptable 
when obtained from other than the person specified. Often, 
entirely different persons or firms can be substituted, so that 
data from all of the "named" group need not be secured. 
The important thing is to get the bulk of the work done 
before. bothering unduly with troublesome cases. 

Interviewing Consumers.-Consumers, especially 
housewives, are quick to give excuses. It is the interviewer's 
duty to present his case quickly and interestingly within a 
very few moments. If possible, he should endeavor to gain 

. entrance to the house (or office). In any case, it pays to 
make the approach carefully and not be in too much of a 
hurry to ask the first question. 

An interesting constructive presentation must be made-
ask a favor, pay a compliment, explain the problem, etc. 
The housewife's confidence must :be obtained within a 
minute or two if the interview is to be satisfactory. 
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The advantage of entering the house in consumer work 
is that time ceases then to mean so much to the prospective 
respondent, and the easiest way to remove the investigator 
is to answer his questions. Sometimes it is possible to. ex
amine the articles which are the subject of the survey in 
the consumer's home. For example, a glimpse may be 
obtained of the cupboard when the housewi fe checks up 
on the size of X purchased or the number of brands of Y 
she uses. Classifying those interviewed is also easier if you 
can see their homes. It is, therefore. quite an advantage 
to be allowed to enter the consumer's house. A good ap
proach is necessary to secure this opportunity. 

Due to the use of strong methods of salesmanship and 
"follow-ups," consumers often close up like clll!lls when 
written records of what they say are made. Before the 
questionnaire or notebook appears, three things should have 
been explained to the consumer: 1. The questionnaire or 
notebook is merely a convenient means of recording the 
information given. 2. The facts obtained will not be used 
in a personal manner. 3. There will be no "follow-ups" or 
endeavor to sell. As regards names and addresses, con
sumers are unusually squeamish; therefore these should be 
requested last with the "no-follow-up" idea emphasized. 

Interviewing the Trade.-In interviewing retailers, 
wholesalers, and the like, the investigator commonly passes 
through the active business part' of the concern. In a 
moment or two the able interviewer can pick out some point 
upon which to compliment the deater or to make a sugges
tion. For example, the caller may say, "That counter ar
rangement displaying X is a good one. How did you work 
it out?" or, "Have you seen the unusual way that Z of 
Smithtown has arranged his store?" A little current trade 
news has probably been learned by the field worker and he 
can relate this to the dealer. The good investigator, in fact, 
always has something of value to offer. This should be 
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given to the dealer early. After this, an ordinary approach 
will usually result in a hearing. , 

When in a store, the investigator can often answer some 
of the necessary questions himself. For example, the brands 
of baked beans carried by a grocery store can be learned 
by looking. Examination is also likely to disclose which 
brand of beans is featured. Sometimes entirely unexpected 
data of importance are thus obtained. The dealer is in many 
ways easier to approach than the consumer because his 
business is fundamentally based upon human contacts. 

When the brands carried is one of the questions, it is 
advisable to have a list of the common brands made out on 
scratch paper. The ones carried can then be checked off 
without undue expenditure of time or interruption, and the 
importance of each brand can be indicated by numbers
I, 2, 3, etc. Unusual brands can be marked for attention by 
a statement such as, "I haven't that brand on my list. Is 
it a local one?" 

Telephone appointments are not usually necessary in 
interviewing consumers and dealers. If one particular con
tact is not made, another can be easily substituted. In the 
case, however, of large dealers and wholesalers, the number 
of satisfactory prospective respondents is usually limited. 
Arranging for an appointment is therefore advisable. Some 
research agencies write to a few especially desirable people 
and prepare them for a definite appointment which will 
be asked for by telephone. More commonly, the interviewer 
is allowed to arrange his own contacts by telephone. Where 
certain known persons of limited number are desirable 
subjects, ·the telephone is very useful in obtaining hearings 

. and in saving time which may be wasted if the respondent 
is busy. 

Interviewing Business Men, Professional Men, and 
Experts.-Business men, professional men, and experts 
commonly make their appointment~ by telephone. The 
reason for an appointment is best explained in advance. 
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Sometimes this cannot be done, but it is a good rule to 
follow, especially if the number of desirable subjects is at 
all limited. In important cases, appointments are sometimes 
made by telegraph or long-distance telephone. The more 
important the executive; the more important it is to have 
an appointment. There are cases, of course, when it is wise 
to call without announcing one's intention of doing so. 

There are two rules about business interviewing. The 
first is to do everything possible to discover the correct man 
in the organization. The home office, ordinarily, supplies 
this information in the case of very important executives. 
When the desired man's name is unknown, a telephone 
appointment is difficult to arrange. One plan is to ask the 
firm's telephone operator or reception clerk about. the cor
rect person to approach, and have her request, at\ appoint
ment at a certain hour. By using any interim for making 
other appointments, a minimum of -time is wasted. The 
second rule is, if the correct person cannot be determined, 
approach the highest ranking man who might be the desired 
person. The man at the top can at least definitely tell the 
interviewer whom he should approach. 

Higher officials are difficult to make appointments with, 
yet they are at the same time most intelligent and are 
usually willing to talk if properly approached. For one 
thing, they ha- e salesmen or similar representatives on the 
road for who] I they desire courteous treatment. For an
other thing, many of them have learned that interviews 
frequently help them, either through information which 
the investigator gives them or through the different angle 
of approach to their own problems which the interview 
suggests. 

Various techniques are used in approaching business men. 
A crude but successful scheme is the following: "I have 
a problem. Will you help me? It is [explanation]. I feel 
that you are in a position to help solve that problem and 
shall appreciate your cooperation, The X aspect of the 
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situation occurs in your field," etc. State that you have a 
problem, ask for assistance, begin with a compliment about 
the man's ability to help you, and keep talking about the 
problem until the man's interest is aroused. Nine times out 
of ten, this procedure will secure a hearing. 

Other methods sometimes obtain equal or better success 
and the experienced investigator is able to adapt his ap
proach quickly to the peculiarities of the individual whose 
assistance he desires. 
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RECORDING FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

THE field investigator must report the facts as they actually 
exist. He must be able to reproduce the sense of every in
terview. He must quote respondents word for word in the 
case of significant remarks. Every bit of information which 
is obtained must be reported because it cannot be used until 
it has been transmitted from the investigator to t)1e home 
office. The interview, in fact, is worthless unleslt the data 
obtained are effectively recorded. Three major rules are to 
be followed in reporting field work; I. Make whatever 
notes are necessary during interviews, so that actual figures, 
etc., will be accurate. 2. Write up complete notes (if these 
are to be transcribed in full later) or complete each ques
tionnaire immediately after the close of each interview, 
and never make a second interview without having recorded 
the facts from the first. 3. Report all applicable material 
obtained, even if it seems relatively unimportant. 

Taking Notes During Interviews.-Even if the ques
tionnaire is in evidence, the investigator will have to take 
some notes. Answers requiring merely a check or the name 
of a brand may be filled in at the time, but longer answers 
cannot be written down in full during the interview with
out seriously interfering with the discussion. It takes an 
interviewer's attention to keep up the respondent's interest, 
and a complete· cessation of the conversation from time to 
time invariably leads to a discussion with loose ends or 
to the consumption of an undue amount of time. Some 
reporters have the gift or knack of remembering even a 
rather long conversation and being able to record it accu-

152 
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rately after the interview is over. Such people, of course, 
have a great advantage. • 

The "Old-envelope" Method.-An admirable state
ment of the "old-envelope" method of note-taking has been 
published under the name of lEsop Glim in Printers' Ink:' 

Assume that you are to interview an executive. Have a 
clear picture of what the interview is to cover. Take a used 
envelope or some papers which have been in your pocket for 
a time and copy your questionnaire in pencil. Follow those 
instructions exactly. A leading word or two will be enough 
to identify each question. Instead of writing, "What make 
of automobile is owned," put down, "Car owned." You talk 
with the executive and cover everything you can think of 
in the course of your conversation. The interview is almost 
at an end. Then say: "Mr. President, I made some notes 
of the different things I wanted to take up with you. I think 
we have covered them all, but let me look to be sure." Now 
take out the used envelope with your penciled notes and start 
to read aloud each question. "The make of car you own
you told that, it is XYZ. The number of miles you get to 
a gallon-you told me about ten miles. Here is something 
we did not take up-the tires which came as original equip
ment." You get an answer to that question and then proceed 
to check back on every question. Do you recognize what you 
have done? First of all you permitted your prospect to tell 
you his story in his own way. A paper and pencil did not 
scare him. He talked freely because his remarks were not" 
being made a part of the record. When he finished, he un
knowingly went through your questionnaire and you in turn 
confirmed your recollection by having him check his "answers. 

Follow that method and you get the right kind of inter
view. It is not deceitful and tricky. You merely remove an 
imaginary impediment which could prevent the one inter
viewed irom giving the information as he desires to give it. 

In the case of a long questionnaire or a series of figures, 
it is impractical to conceal the questionnaire and pencil. , 

1 Printtrs' Ink, December 26, 1929, p. 44. 
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When it becomes necessary, these are brought out and used 
in a natural manner and again placed in a pocket as soon 
as possible. The principle is to have the formal question
naire and the recording of written answers playas 
small a part as possible during the conversation with the 
respondent. 

The "Magazine" Method.-Both permitting the ques
tionnaire to be in sight at the beginning of the interview 
and strenuously endeavoring to conceal all evidences that 
a record of the interview is being made are extremes of 
technique. The "magazine" method lies between and has 
the advantage of flexibility. 

The interviewer provides himself with the current num
ber of a common magazine. On a convenient part of it 
he briefs the questionnaire in pencil. The outside of the 
cover is often used. A few questionnaires are placed in the 
middle of the magazine, and the interviewer starts out 
with the magazine rolled loosely under his arm or in 
one hand. When a prospect is approached, the magazine 
draws no unfavorable notice because the prospect himself 
often carries magazines. A stub pencil which can be con
cealed in one's hand Js carried by the interviewer. In talk
ing, many people are accustomed to change around things 
which they carry. As a result, the investigator can refer 
to his briefed questionnaire with a minimum of distur
bance. Notes can be similarly written down. No direct at
tempt at concealing either the reference to the questionnaire 
or the note taking need or should be made. The respondent 
himself has probably written many notes on magazines 
which he was carrying. The magazine may, when neces
sary, be opened to the printed questionnaires, usually 
without interfering with the respondent's attitude. The 
"magazine" method allows the adopting of whatever 
methods of procedure seem most desirable for the parti
cular respondent during the interview itself. The formal 
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questionnaire may be produced, no notes may be taken, or 
various in-between expedients may .be resorted to. The 
magazine itself offers a means for carrying questionnaires 
without folding t)1em, provides something to write upon 
when filling in the questionnaire after the interview has 
been terminated, and furnishes adequate scratch paper. 

In interviewing executives, the "old-envelope" technique 
is considered better by many people because the interview 
takes- place within an office and both parties are sitting. 
The magazine may appear unnatural and undignified. In 
other cases the "magazine" method has marked advantages, 
because there is almost invariably the need for making a . 
few notes. In all methods the interviewer has the oppor
tunity to check up on inconsistencies before closing the 
discussion, and he ought to do this in every case. 

Entries on the Questionnaire.-Immediately after an 
interview and before another is made, regardless of the 
temptation to do otherwise, the interview just ended must 
be written up. Experience has shown that honest and com
plete records' will not be made otherwise_ The rule is to 
write up the record of the interview as soon as the respond
ent is out of sight. The facts as they are obtained are 
difficult enough to handle without having errors due to 
inaccurate memory. 

Questionnaires are of two types, considered from the. 
recording angle. First, those upon which actual questions 
with blanks for the answers appear; second, those which 
give only a topical outline to be followed by the investiga
tor. In the first case, the blanks for answers should all be 
filled in immediately, so that the particular record is com
pletely finished before another prospect is approached. In 
the second case, the brief notes taken during the interview 
should be expanded and organized according to the topical 
outline, so that the writer's memQry will not be strained 
when the report is finally typewritten (see Fig. 45 on page 
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156). These notes need not be grammatical, but they should 
answer all salient points. 

STEEL WOOL PRODUCTS INVESTIGATION 
OPINIONS OF DEPT. STORE BUYERS 

Summary of the intervi .. ",: "I do not think that this 
product will sell to our class of trade. I tried it out in 
two departments, the kitchen furnishings and the gen
eral household departments, and it did not move." 

Sales appeal: "The copper product seemed to attract 
the women's attention. I believe it was 'the color appeal' 
and the fact that it was different from the steel color. 
In every case, those interested did not buy when. they 
ascertained the price, and this was largely due, I believe, 
to the fact that they are familiar with the large package 
of the X-product and steel wool obtainable at ten cents." 

Disadvantages of product: "Some women seemed 
afraid to buy this product, as they had had painful ex
periences with cut fingers from using steel wool. Sev
eral also mentioned the fact that the steel wool and the 
X-product broke up into small particles and stopped up 
the drain pipes of their sinks to such an extent that they 
had to have a plumber come in every few months and 
clean out the trap." 

Comments: "The only way I see that this product 
would seU is to make it more individualistic, as to pack
age or shape. The material is good, as I thoroughly 
tested it out, but I believe that the copper product in 
the form of a ball or sponge would be the one to concen
trate on." 

FIG. 4S 
Portion of an investigator's report with a topical outline 

questionnaire 

Leave Ne Blanks.-AII questions must have an answer. 
This may merely be a line through a question which does 
not apply; it may be a statement, "Unable to answer," or 
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a brief explanation of why the subject was unwilling to 
answer. Every blank space is on the questionnaire for a 
purpose and it must be filled in truthfully. 

The home office wants the facts; therefore it would 
rather receive a questionnaire with the notation, "Unwilling 
to answer," than a forced statement from a respondent 
which, more likely than not, is incorrect. A person who is 
compelled to make statements against his will commonly 
does not give the truth or, certainly, the whole truth. 

Repetition of information is irksome to the investigator. 
Data, however, should always be repeated for every case 
where found. The repetition may be of even greater im
portance than the fact itself. It is the repetitions which are 
measured when the tabulating is done. 

Editing Before Mailing.-Reports often appear com
plete when they are written up in the field, when, in reality, 
they are not. Interviewers should always go over their 
reports before mailing them to the central office. Before 
being sent, each report should be legible, consistent, intel
ligible, accurate, and complete. Figures, especially, should 
be clearly written. The people who tabulate are not sup
posed to be experts in reading hasty scrawls. No question
naire can be used without troublesome delay when there is 
doubt about the writing and figures. 

Additional Infonnation.-The interviewer should sel-. 
dom, if ever, allow himself to be limited by the questions 
appearing on the questionnaire. These are considered im
portant, it is true, but they are aimed at a specific problem. 
No product or producer, however, faces such limited 
trouble. Additional information may apply to other prob
lems or indirectly to the one being probed. The purpose of 
the survey is to get a complete picture of the situation in 
the localities studied. In certain surveys, the "extra" 
material has been of more importarce than that elicited by 
the specified questions. In other cases, the lack of comments 
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and additional data has led to false conclusions. These facts 
do little good, however, unless they are reported in every 
case where they occur. The first-class interviewer gets all 
of the facts pertaining to the local situation and records 
them. 

Specified questions, regardless of how carefully they are 
worked out, commonly result in a limited number of facts 
and a little about opinions or trends. The unstandardized 
material, which may be vitally important in the case of 
trends and changes, must be obtained by the field worker 
through his own initiative. Many times, such information 
is forthcoming when the specified questions are asked. It 
should invariably be recorded and, possibly, investigated 
by asking other respondents an extra question ;when the 
opportunity occurs. If so many additional data are collected 
that the blank is insufficient, use the back of the question
naire, and. indicate on its face that 'you have done this. 

A number of years ago, a certain company was planning 
to build a tire factory. A questionnaire was used to deter
mine the relative popularity of fabric and cord tires. Tabu
lation of the returns showed that fabric tires were used by 
a great majority of people. A fabric-tire factory was built 
and subsequently operated at a great loss. When the sur
vey was made, people were using fabric tires but planning 
to replace them with cord tires. If the survey had been 
made by skilled interviewers, even though an applicable 
question did not appear on the questionnaire, this fact 
might have been revealed. 

Summaries.-The summary is essential in field work. 
It should give the investigator's reactions to the entire 
situation and be written at the close of active work in one 
locality. If more than one locality is covered, there should 
be a summary for each and a final summary of the entire 
situation as the worker sees it. Summaries have several 
purposes. First, they are checked with the tabulation. 
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Second, they can explain unusual facts about the tabula
tion. Third, they provide a· place for aU information not 
otherwise taken care of. Fourth, they are of primary im
portance in picturing the local situation as a unit and in 
showing sectional trends. 

MINNEAI'OLIS, MINNESOTA 
. I. Architects as a whole deprecate the advances made 

by asphalt shingles and would cooperate with wood 
shingle promotion, but buyers of asphalt shingles are 
not the people who go to architects. 

2. Lumbermen and building material dealers, although 
enjoying volume of business, on composition shingles 
predict·a swing to wood shingles within a few years. 

3. Intelligent buyers are skeptical about the "fire
tests" on asphalt shingles and I am informed sub-rosa 
by a Minneapolis architect that the local test was a fiasco. 

4. Although one of the largest manufacturers of com
position shingles is located here in Minneapolis the 
architects, builders and contractors criticize the quality 
of the composition shingles and were iLnot for their 
excel1ent exploitation they would be at a disadvantage. 
Nothing but consumer demand keeps up their sales. 

S. Not enough attention has been paid to 
Home Modernizing Bureaus 
Smal1 Home Building Bureaus 
Individuals who write for home magazines 
Press propaganda by lumber people. 

FIG. 46 
A portion of an investigator's summary made at the end of a survey 

The summary should be concise and clear. There should 
be a place for everything of note which has appeared dur
ing the survey. Even though material is on the question
naire, its essence should be included here. The goal of a 
first-class summary is such completeness that it could, for 
all practical purposes, be substituted for the questionnaires 
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and their tabulation. The summary is where the inter
viewer's work will show quality and analytical ability. 
The central office must determine. the value of an inter
viewer largely by his summaries and the remarks appearing 
on the individual questionnaires (see Fig. 46 on page r 59). 

The summary should specifically include the following 
facts: 

I. Geographical distribution of interviews. 
2. Racial and class group distribution of interviews. 
3. Peculiar local factors which explain facts collected. 
4. All outstanding points of the local situation. 
5. Brief of all the facts and opinions obtained. 
6. Trends which seem to exist. 
7. Ideas of the investigator, stated as such and separated 

from the factual material. 

Use of Summaries.-The tabulation, remarks on ques
tionnaires, and the summary should show correlation. The 
tabulation may show that brand X was carried by the most 
dealers. The summary may show that the domination of 
brand X was greater two years ago and is rapidly decreas
ing. Comments and remarks from the individual inter
views ought to show the same trend, and give reasons. The 
tabulated facts must. check with these or be interpreted to 
show the trend. In some cases, a lack of unity between 
tabulation, comments, and summary clearly shows the 
need for further work. 

Consumers in one residential section may use Y product 
much more freely than any other group interviewed. The 
investigator may learn that this is due to the neighborhood 
dealer pushing this particular brand. This fact should be 
given in the summary. Consumer facts may depend upon 
dealer attitude; company policy may determine dealer atti
tude; certain salesmen may have undesirable peculiarities; 
advertising may have reached one consumer group more 
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USE OF REPORTERS' DAILY SUMMARY SLIP 
(Form No. 76) , 

Fill in name of survey and number in spaces provided. 
Number; of days worked should be the actual number of days up to 

the evening when reports are being mailed in. 
Number of reports shoqld be separated by classes such as dealers, 

consumers, jobbers, etc. Any additional classifications of question
naires can be written in similar spaces at the top of the two remaining 
colunms. 

Multiply the quota on any given questionnaire (see specific in
structions on each survey) by the Dumber of days worked and set 
down in the spaces opposite the word "quota." 

Under "Previous Total" bring iorward the total number of inter
view.s mailed into the office to date, but not including the reports 
$ent on the day this summary slip is made out. 

"Reports Herewith" is to be the actual number of reports of each kind 
mailed in with this slip. 

UTotal to DateIJ is total of "Previous Total" and IIReports Herewith!' 
Fill in name of town from which reports are being mailed, the 

date, and the reporter's name. 
Attach this slip to all interviews being mailed at the time, or in

clude it in 'the envelope in such a manner that it will not become lost. 

Reporter's Daily Summary 
A-=h I!O hMol~ mt ...... ln daiJr. JC., Qrboft 
or QfIY coal CIllO _ tbeet. 

&mre,. __ •. ___ •••••...••. _._ No.'_'~"M"_ 

n.,.. wvrIr. to date __ 

-- ... 
~~·~---~--~---~---I ........ 

............ _._------o.rt.--__ M Rcpona ___ • _______ ._ -. 
FIG. 47 

Reporter's daily summary form and instructions about its use, as 
employed by R. O. Eastman, Inc. 
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than the others. Any number of peculiar conditions may 
exist which affect the facts gathered. All of these conditions . 
should be fully stated in the summary. 

Interesting phases of competition, price-cutting practices, 
in fact, all things affecting the product and its manufac
turer locally, are significant. These facts may appear in
applicable or unimportant to the investigator, yet some of 
them may be vital. All should be included. The summary 
is often the best means by which the survey executive can 
picture the local situation as a unit. It is the lIesh with 
which the tabulation skeleton is clothed. Summaries are 
often quoted in final reports and the investigator should 
realize that they are vital factors in reaching correct con
clusions. Incidentally, a field worker is most often judged 
by his summaries. 

Mailing Reports.-Completed interviews should be 
mailed daily. Each package should inClude a statement of 
the number of interviews sent and their classification (see 
Fig. 47 on page 161). The summary should accompany the 
last shipment of interviews unless this would cause the 
delay of a business day in receiving the package. Inter
views are sent in by first-class mail. 

The reports completed during the first day of the survey 
should be sent to the home office immediately, so that all 
troubles and mistaken interpretations can be corrected as 
soon as possible. Also the home office may find that ad
ditional questions are necessary. Reports should always be 
sent in promptly, but this is of greatest importance at the 
beginning of the field work when adjustments may be 
necessary to obtain uniformity throughout the field force. 

It is preferable to typewrite summaries and reports 
which are based on topical outlines instead of on set ques
tionnaires. In this case, two carbon copies should be made. 
The original and the first carbon are mailed to the home 
office in separate packages to insure their arrival. The 
second, carbon is kept by the investigator until he receives 
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word that no further information is necessary. It some
times happens that the summary of, one worker may 
indicate unexpected facts about which the other workers 
will be questioned, necessitating an amplification of the 
summary. 



CHAPTER XIII 

FIELD TESTS 

FIELD investigators have been required to do little field 
testing in the past. The value of proved products, policies, 
appeals, and the like is, however, gradually becoming widely 
recognized; hence considerable work of this nature will 
unquestionably take place in the future. This chapter will 
attempt merely to indicate the commoner types of. field tests 
and to illustrate them briefly. 

,Individual Tests.-The individual test is really one type 
of interview. The investigator makes a contact in the usual 
way and then proceeds to display the product, container, 
etc., and ask the respondent for his opinion. A regular 
questionnaire mayor may not be followed. The prospect's 
reactions are carefully recorded and reported, as in the case 
of an interview. The Parker Pen Company used an in
teresting procedure in testing its belief that an oversized 
colored fountain pen would be acceptably received by the 
public. Each investigator was equipped with a dozen foun
tain pens, varying in size and style, and all black except 
two new models. These pens were displayed on a tray and 
the investigator was instructed to ask prospects: "Will 
you pardon me, please, if I ask a question? I am not seIl
ing pens, I am merely finding out what kind people like. 
It will help me a great deal to have your opinion. Won't 
you try these pens and see which suits you best?" No fur
ther questions were asked, but the investigator was in
structed to answer all questions asked him about the pens. 
The J;lrospect's reaction to each pen tried and the effect of 

'64 
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its price, if asked, were recorded as soon as the interview 
was over. 

A manufacturer of grocery products was uncertain 
about the best shape and color for the container of a new 
product. Various' containers were prepared and investiga
tors displayed these in grocery stores scattered over the 
country. Customers of these stores were asked which con
tainer pleased them best, and were given an inexpensive 
package of another product as a reward at the end 'of the 
individual test. The results were twofold, the choice of 
the best container among those considered and an interest 
in the new product on the part of the consumers. 

One plan is to leave a sample of the product with the 
consumer for trial. This procedure was used for a small 
cleansing device when the people approached had never 
used it. As the cost of the device was small, the sample was 
promised to housewives as a reward for reporting their 
experiences in using it. The results from the data thus 
collected indicated the advertising appeal most suitable for 
obtaining new consumers and clearly showed the need for 
an additional type of outlet. 

In the case of a small portable electric lamp, the article 
was too expensive to be left as a gift, but consumers who 
tried it and reported their experiences were allowed to buy 
the lamp (a new product) at a reduced price. This survey 
yielded valuable data regarding changes which would im
prove the product, and indicated the prices which consumers 
would be willing to pay for such a portable lamp. 

At least two calls are necessary to complete a report in 
this type of work, hence the prospect must agree to later 
calls during the first one. Respondents are therefore harder 
to locate, yet, once successfully approached, they take a 
greater interest in the investigation than is usually the case 
in ordinary interviewing. 

Group Tests.-Group tests differ considerably from 
interviewing. In some cases, no petsonal contact is made 
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with the respondents; in other cases, individual contacts 
are made in advance of the test, which is then conducted 
for al1 members of the group at the same time. 

Late in 1929, the Coca-Cola Company conducted a test 
to determine the relative attention value of ten window 
displays.' Four of the displays were miniatures and six 
were regular cut-outs. Six windows were selected for the 
test with the six regular cut-outs, and four windows for 
the four miniatures. Ten locations in Atlanta were selected 
with care. Seven were downtown and three were residen
tial. Of the seven downtown locations, three were at con
gested corners where circulation was the heaviest in the 
city. Two hours was considered an adequate test for a 
regular display at anyone location, while three hours were 
al10tted to the miniatures. The day was divided into fixed 
periods. At the end of each period every display was 
changed to a new location until ea~h display had been 
tested iii every one of the windows assigned to its size of 
display. Thus no display received any advl!ntage by reason 
of the location at which it was tested. 

The tests were conducted by twenty selected col1ege men, 
each equipped with a circulation clock. One man clocked 
the number of people who passed during each test period. 
The other clocked the number of people who turned their 
heads to look at the display and also the number of those 
who not only looked, but stopped to examine it. The man 
clocking the lookers and stoppers placed himself in a posi
tion behind the display, so that he could carefully note those 
who actually turned to look at the window. That each dis
play might receive a fair count, every pair of clockers was 
scheduled so that they clocked a new location and a new 
display each period. Thus every display and every location 
was clocked by every pair of clockers. 

The results of these tests for attention value are given 
in the fol1owing table: 

• Pri.t ... $' Ink, January, 1930, p. 14$. 
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Number Number Per,oent Number Per cent 
Name of display 

passing looking looking stopping of lookers 
stopping 

Regulars: 
A ..••.•.••.. 6,490 1,222 18.8 18 1.5 
B ..•........ 6.498 1,272 19·6 .8 1.4 
C ........... 6.410 740 II .5 4' 5·5 
D ........... 6.79' 806 II .9 .8 ••• 
E: .......... 6.778 1,248 • 8·4 '9 '·3 
F ........... 7.570 87' II·5 28 3.2 

Total .•.•...... 40.537 6,159 15·2 152 2·5 

Miniatures: 
W ..•••••••. 6.435 1,660 25·8 92 5·5 
X .....•..... 8.477 1,374 16.2 6. 4·4 
y ........... 7.994 1,560 '9·5 66- 4·' 
Z ........... 5.934 1,169 19-7 123 '0·5 

Total .......... 28.840 5.763 20.0 190 3·3 

Grand total .... 69.337 11.922 '7. 2 342 2·9 

The miniatures displays made a better showing than 
the regular sized ones. Two of the miniatures (Wand Z) 
proved to be the best of the ten displays from the atten
tion angle. Other factors besides attention value are, of 
course, to be considered in selecting a window display, but 
it cannot carry its selling message unless people will look 
at it. 

A fashion count has recently come into vogue. At inter
vals of a week, for example, a statistical count of the color 
of dresses worn by women may be made. Some select res
taurant may be chosen, and the number of women entering 
the ~stablishment between noon and two o'clock recorded. 
One worker may keep track of the total number of women, 
another of the number of women wearing a dress of a 
certain color, a third of the number wearing certain types 
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of hats, etc. From such data gathered over a period of 
time, trends in fashion can be determined and reasonably 
accurate forcasts can sometimes be made. 

Group tests may sometimes be used to get a large num
ber of responses quickly. For example, the investigator 
may arrange to present his questionnaire to a group of col
lege students and have the students write out answers 
individually. With "Yes" and "No" questions, an adequate 
sample for a rather large university might be collected in 
an hour or two. Under favorable circumstances, a Cham
ber of Commerce lunch or some other gathering might be 
used for the same purpose. 

Psychological Technique.-Marketing research is 
. sometimes faced with the necessity of learning facts the 
validity of which depends upon 'continued similarity of 
conditions during the test. The technique of controlling 
conditions when human subjects are being studied is being 
developed rapidly by psychologists. Psychological technique 
applies to both individual and group tests. A plan for 
measuring the confusion between similar trademarks offers 
a simple but indicative illustration. This method was de
vised by R. H. Paynter and is standard for its purpose:' 

A set of 20 trade names typed on slips of paper was shown 
to a subject at the rate of one slip per second. Immediately 
afterward he was given a pack of 40 slips made up of 20 

trade names that had not been in the first set, 10 that had 
been in the first set, and 10 that were imitations of the re
maining 10 in the first set. He was instructed to pick out 
those that he had seen before. Every time that an imitation 
was picked out as having been seen before, one score of con
fusion was checked against that imitation. After all the trade 
names had been thus tested, each imitation could be given a 
confusion value in terms of the number of the persons (or 
the percentage of al\ the persons tested) who were confused. 
If enough cases of varying degree of confusion were at hand, 

1 Ps,»,holog~ ,'n Advertising, by A. T. Poffenberger, p. 311. 
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it would be possible to select a series of them that would 
range all the way from zero confusion to 100 per cent or com
plete confusion in steps or intervals of 5 per cent or 10 per 
cent. The scale shown in Table 3 was prepared in this way 
insofar as the data permitted. The first column of figures in 
the table gives the order of the trade marks arranged accord
ing to the percentage of persons confusing the imitation 
with the trade-mark, and the second column of figures gives 
the actual percentage of confusions. The smallest degree of 
confusion is indicated by I and the highest degree by IS. It 
will be noted that the actual amount of confusion ranges only 
from 5 per cent to 85 per cent instead of 0 per cent to 100 

per cent. 

TABLE '3. SCALE OF CONFUSION VALUE OF TRADE NAMES 

Original Imitation Order 

Welcome ............ Welcome A. Smith... 'I 
Golden Charm. " . . .. Charm............. 2 
yusea ............... U-C-A.............. 3 
Royal Irish Linon ..... Royal Vellum. . ... . . 4 
Beats-All. .. , .... , .. , Knoxall"."....... 5 
Shipmate. .. . . .. .. ... Messmate........... 6 
Six Little. .. .. .. .. ... Six Big.. . . .. . . .. .. . 7 
Carbolineum. , . . . . . .. Creo-Carbolin ...... , 8 
Moma;a ............. Mojava............ 9 
Grenadine ........... Grenade............ 10 
Muresco. . . . . . . . . . . .. M urafresco. . . . . . . . . [[ 
Cottolene ... ...... ... COttoleo............ 12 
Dyspepticure ,', . . . . . .. Dyspepticide........ 13 
Siphon ..... , .... , . .. Siphon System. . . . . . 14 
Nubia. , .. , . , ..... , " Nubias." .. ,.,..... IS 

Table made by R. H. Paynter. 

Percentage 
confusion 

5 
10 
20 

30 
35 
40 

45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 

An analysis of decisions shows that a confusion' of at 
least 30 per cent is usually necessary for the courts to con
sider an imitation a legal infringement of the original trade
mark. During 1929 the Standard 9i1 Company of Indiana 
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utilized the results of a similar test, where pictures of 
various trade-marks were shown to students in the Univer
sity of Chicago. The confusion between the original trade
mark "Red Crown" and the imitation "Red Hat" was 
considerably below 30 per cent, yet the court considered 
the results of the psychological test "significant" in de
creeing that "Red Hat" was an infringement. 

Some of the group and individual tests which have been 
mentioned utilize psychological technique. All interviewing 
endeavors to control conditions so as to eliminate bias. 
Investigators may not have to carryon so-called psycholog
ical tests, yet they should be acquainted with the general 
methods, and' with the results which can be obtained. In 
the preceding table a relative confusion is shown in 
column one (Order) and an absolute confusion in column 
two (Percentage confusion). Sometimes both the relative 
and the absolute cannot be obtained, yet psychological 
methods give a correct answer so far as the data extend. 
The best container, trade-mark, inclosure, color, etc., of the 
group submitted can be found. The one limitation is that 
the really best package, for example, may not be in the 
group submitted. Care, however, makes this risk slight. 

Test Selling.-Test selling occurs when a manufacturer 
tries out a new product or a new policy in a limited market. 
Care should be taken that the sample is representative. 
When the market (or several typical ones) has been 
selected .. sufficient selling pressure is applied to obtain satis
factory distribution. The new product, or policy, is then 
watched, checked up on, modified, and revised until its 
success or failure in the sample market chosen is clearly 
determined. Upon this experience, decision is made as to 
whether to continue experimentation, to abandon, or to 
adopt the new product or policy. 

The disadvantages of using salesmen as interviewers 
has been discussed (see Chapter VII). Interviewers can 
be used for selling, however, without encountedng trouble. 
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Compensation should be a flat salary and not in any way 
a commission upon volume of sales. The ideal investigator, 
however, lacks usually certain characteristics which make 
a good salesman. Enthusiastic "boosters" seldom make 
good investigators. On the other hand, the field force will 
usually yield a few men who can conduct both test seIling 
and investigation. If not, the investigators may accompany 
the regular salesmen, while the new product is being in
troduced, in order to get acquainted with the trade and 
with the local situation. 

Trial Campaigns.-The trial advertising campaign is 
used to learn the best media, copy, illustrations, etc., for 
a particular product and purpose in a limited market area, 
before launching a larger campaign. With a carefully 
selected group of markets, various different illustrations, 
for example, are used with the same copy. A record of sales 
and inquiries is kept and the best illustration is eventually 
determined. Investigators are used to check up on window 
displays, outdoor advertising, and other media which are 
placed in public view. This type of checking the effective
ness of advertising has been somewhat neglected in the past 
but is now on the increase. 

How Westinghouse Used a Tryout Market.-The 
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company 
brought out a new iron with a thermostatic disk automatic. 
heat control which worked with a "click.'" The company 
desired to test this product in a medium-sized city with 
urban and suburban population, finally deciding on Roches
ter. This city had good electrical service, with able jobbers 
and dealers in the electrical appliance line. . 

The merchandising department sent men to Rochester 
with irons and a carefully worked out newspaper and 
direct-mail campaign. A jobber was found who would 
agree to a quota of 1,000 irons in one month. With the 
start of dealer advertising, the jobber salesmen and the 

1 Printers' Ink, April 23, 1925, p. 49. 
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Westinghouse merc4andising men obtained 90 per cent 
of the logical distribution quickly before consumer adver
tising began. A total of 1,250 irons was sold within the 
month, and several thousand more in surrounding territory 
soon afterward. All selling effort was then stopped for 
one year. 

The first few hundred irons had cards inclosed with 
them. Purchasers were requested to record on these cards 
what feature of the new iron impressed them most. A con
venient side-rest attachment was sent to those buyers who 
turned in a properly filled out card. It was soon found, as 
a result, that the "click" was the most impressive feature 
of the iron. 

After a lapse of one year, representatives of the ,company 
were sent to Rochester to interview the purchasers, espe
cially those who had filled out cards. This survey conclu
sively proved that the "click" was the most striking feature 
of the iron; so its name was changed to "Click-Iron." It 
was likewise discovered that the iron was the subject of 
much discussion among neighbors; therefore "over the 
back fence" conversational copy was adopted for the adver
tising which shortly followed. Distribution was expanded 
to cities such as N ew York, Buffalo, Syracuse, Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh,. Chicago, etc., with consistent success. 

The fact that "women talked it over" was also applied 
in merchandising the "Click-Iron." Dealers were given 
cardboard sheets upon which to record every buyer's name 
and the date of the purchase. The buyer was then given 
three coupons which had numbers referring to the blank 
where the purchaser'S name was written. These coupons 
were worth a 25 cent discount if used by the friend 
of a purchaser to buy an iron within a certain time limit. 
A simple serial number arrangement on the dealer record 
sheet made calculations easy for both dealer and buyer. 
tach coupon had two selling points on it and every pur
chaser who had all three coupons turned in before the ex-
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piration of the time limit was given a free ironing-pad 
which retailed at $1.50 but cost th~ ;dealer only 75 cents. 
The total selling cost was thus 50 cents at most-a 25 cent 
discount for the coupon and a 25 cent bonus (one-third of 
a pad) to the consumer sending the new buyer in. There 
was thus no need for giving special commissions to clerks, 
etc., yet selling effort was kept up continually through this 
"endless chain" arrangement. 

Rochester furnished the ideas behind the advertising and 
merchandising policies. These were tried in several addi
tional cities, where they worked successfully. The test was 
then considered complete, with results that warranted at
tempting national distribution under these same policies. 



PART FIVE 

WORK OF THE CENTRAL OFFICE 

CHAPTER XIV. PREPARATION OF THE QUESTION

NAIRE. 

CHAPTER XV. TABULATING RETURNS. 

CHAPTER XVI. CREATING THE REPORT . • 
CHAPTER XVII. THE DETECTION OF ERROR. 

Part Five describes the work done by the central office 
on a specific problem after the general program has been 
decided upon. This section describes the actual functions 
performed by the personnel of the home office, while Part 
Three presented its supervisory functions. 

Chapter XIV explains how the questionnaire is created, 
and how it is tested to ascertain that it will successfully. 
gather the desired material. In the next two chapters, edit
ing and tabulating the returns, .the drawing of conclusions 
from them, and the creation of a report based upon proved 
facts are described. Finally, in the last chapter, the methods . 
used to check the validity of the work from beginning to 
end are presented. 



CHAPTER XIV 

PREPARATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

THE' questionnaire is used to seek information which is 
not more easily obtained in any other way. Data available 
from the company's records and from published sources 
must first be examined, to indicate what additional facts 
must be found. 

Internal Situation Survey.-Market analysis, includ
ing the internal situation survey, is dealt with in Chapter 
III. Only one example of the value of an internal situation 
survey will be given here. 

A clothing manufacturer sold his products through five 
hundred outlets located in forty-six states.' This appeared 
to be national distribution and a campaign in national mag
azines was being considered. A careful analysis of sales, 
however, showed that the manufacturer's chain of stores, 
which represented only 6 per cent of his outlets, accounted 
for 60 per cent of the sales volume. His franchised stores, 
representing only 4 per cent of the outlets, accounted for 
25 per cent of the sales. Dealers at large, representing 90 
per cent of the outlets, accounted for only IS per cent of 
the sales volume. Analyzing the situation geographically, 
it was found that stores doing 90 per cent of the sales 
volume were located in a small number of cities of over 
100,000 population. These cities were located in six states; 
so no real national distribution existed. 

An internal situation survey showed that the problem 

1. 'What a Sales Research Department ,Does," by S. I. Oark, Direc
tor of Sales Research, Lebo & Fink, Inc.~ in Printeri Ink, January 16, 
1930, p. 1$2. 

'77 
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of this clothing manufacturer was entirely different from 
what he thought it to be. This is often the case and no 
field work can be efficiently done until the real facts needed 
are clearly marked out. Company records must be ex
amined and company officials must be interviewed. 

Bibliographical Work.-Many surveys have been con
ducted needlessly, since the information required was 
already available from a reputable source. More often, 
certain parts of the requisite data have already been col
lected. Therefore bibliographical research should be made 
before beginning field work. 

Formulating the Questionnaire.-After determining 
what facts must be found in the field and the methods 
to be used, the questionnaire is drawn up. This i~' a com
plicated process because, on the one hand, complete data 
are essential to give the conclusions validity, while, on the 
other hand, the longer the questionnaire the harder and 
costlier it becomes to obtain satisfactory replies. 

A plentiful collection of questions is first made, the re
sponsible person including all which the latter and his 
associates can think of. These questions are then sorted 
and grouped until each group contains just one simple 
idea. A question for each simple idea or fact is then framed 
in the language which will appeal to the group of persons 
to be approached in the survey. 

The following are good principles to follow in drawing 
up a questionnaire: 

I. Every question must be perti"e"t to the solution of 
the immediate problem. Time is valuable to the people 
interested and the firm paying for the survey. Interviewers 
are likely to become discouraged if questionnaires are so 
long that it is difficult to obtain complete answers. Also, 
interviewers do poorer work and their morale is impaired 
when the answers to certain questions appear meaningless 
or inapplicable. They reason that, if one question is un
important, all of them may be unimportant. 
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2. Every question must have only one idea, clearly ex· 
pressed. If a question has two ideas pne may remain un· 
answered. "Where do you buy canned soup? Why?" is a 
common type of double question. Two separate questions 
should be asked, "Where do you buy canned soup?" and 
"Why do you buy canned soup there?" Everything is to 
be gained by making the questions easy to answer. 

Questions which are not clear bring vague answers. 
Ambiguous questions cause inapplicable answers. "As
suming that price is not a consideration, what type of 
house would you prefer to own?" is a question violating 
all of these rules. The primer form of question is always 
preferable. 

3. Facts alone should be asked. Consumers and dealers 
often present opinions poorly, even though they may be 
able to give facts without trouble. If it is essential to have 
opinions, ask several short questions which require factual 
answers. Do not ask, "What, in your opinion, has been 
the success of X product locally?" but have several short 
questions starting with, "Do any of your friends use X 
product?" "Do your friends who use X product like it?" 

. etc. The person's true opinion will thus be learned. 
4. Questions must not require mathematical calculations. 

Except in cases where a percentage is 0 or 100, the person 
interviewed is more likely to make an error in calculating 
percentages than either the interviewer or the tabulator .. 
Ask for data which will allow the percentage to be worked 
out later: "How often do you buy X brand of coffee?" 
"In what quantities do you buy X?" ''What amount of 
coffee do you sell each week?" 

5. Questions must not suggest their answers. This is the 
problem of the "leading question." If the first question 
asked a housewife is, "Do you use X soap?" the whole 
interview will be tinged by the fact that the housewife 
knows that you are particularly interested in that brand. 
Ordinarily it is better to ask, "What brands of soap do you 
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commonly use?" If X brand is not mentioned, it can easily 
be introduced into the conversation by saying, "I notice 
that you have not mentioned one or two popular brands. 
Have you ever tried X or Y soap?" Under unusual condi
tions, it may be desirable to ask what might be called a 
leading question. If information is desired from Ford 
owners alone, it will save time and money if the first ques
tion is, "Do you own a Ford?" A form such as, "You have 
your nails manicured by a professional manicurist, don't 
you?" is, however, always unpardonable. The question 
should not give the person interviewed a clue to the answer 
expected. 

6. Personal questions must be avoided. A housewife will 
very seldom state the income of her husband. If §he does, 
it is likely to be exaggerated. If a personal question is asked 
early in the interview, the call is likely to end abruptly. 
If necessary to ask personal questions; do so at the end of 
the interview. 

7. Impossible questions must not be asked. "Where have 
you seen advertisements of Y?" ''Were you influenced in 
buying an X vacuum cleaner by the advertising of the X 
company?" People cannot answer such questions satis
factorily. Advertisements are "seen" in media where they 
never appeared. Price may have been the thing that sold 
the X vacuum cleaner, but the question focuses attention 
on advertising and the answers are undependable. 

8. All essential questions must be included. If the fact 
which a question brings forth is essential, do not omit the 
question. The longer the questionnaire, the more difficult 
and expensive the survey, yet the results are unreliable 
unless all of the vital facts are ascertained. Ten questions 
may be too many for one survey and two hundred too few 
for another, but needless questions should never be included 
because their answers might be "interesting." 

Testing the Questionnaire.-When a preliminary 
questionnaire has been drawn up, it should be tried out. 



WOOLEN BLANKET SURVEY 
CONSUMER QUESTIONNAIRE 

I. How many beds have you in your home? 
Single ...•...••... Three-quarter ............ Double ......•....• 

2. How many, and what makes of blankets have you? "'tj 

Brand (Check I) (Check I) ~ 

~~~~~ ?S:S!~I:e Light Med. Heavy ~~:t;~~ ~:~ Single Double Size Price or T ~~ ~t: ~ ~t ~ ~ 

5 z 
............ 0 

. ~ ....... . 
........... ',' ........ ' .... 
.. If any of the prices were sale or mark-down prices, please check (X) beside price. 

·3. Which brand do you prefer? ..................... Why? ............•............. 
4. What do you think a fair price for a colored wool blanket? Single $ ..... Double $.: .. . 

What do you think a fair price for a white wool blanket? Single $..... Double $ .... . 
S. Have you ever given blankets as gi fts? Yes. . . . .. No ..•... 

If so, which brands .................. , ... What price paid? Single $ ..... Double $ .... . 
6. Which do you prefer? 

Single blankets. . . . . . . . . . .. Double blankets ........... . 
Why? .....•.•............. ; .............................................. . 

FIG·48A 
A portion of a questionnaire, showing the changes caused by testing. A is the preliminary form, B is 

the final form. 

I:r:j 

~ 
~ ..... o z 
~ 
i;Q 
t%1 
Vl 
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Associates, stenographers, members of the family, or simi
lar people will do for this first test. Revision will be found 
necessary; questions will be misunderstood or ambiguous; 
those which seemed important will be shown to be trivial, 
etc. When this revision is completed, have investigators 
make a small number of interviews. A further revision 
will then be found necessary. No more testing may be 
required, but the questionnaire should never go out as a 
finished product until it has stood a good field test. Fig. 48, 
A and B, pages 181 and 183 show the same questionnaire 
before and after actual field testing. The Albert P. Hill 
Company of Pittsburgh has found that testing question
naires in the field on a small scale provides a quick and 
inexpensive way to determine: 

I. Whether the questionnaire provides the information de
sired. 

2. Whether the information is obtained in the manner best 
suited for tabulation and analysis. 

3. Whether the interviewer has grasped the important fac
tors to be developed. 

4. Whether or not there are new angles to the subject 
which ought to be developed in the field investigation. 

As a final test, it is again desirable to apply the eight 
principles stated on pages 178, 179, IBo. For example, 75 
per cent of the replies are "Yes" and 25 per cent "No." If 
such a tabulation (or its reverse) will be of assistance in 
solving the problem, leave the question in; if not, omit it. 
Another check is to make a hypothetical tabulation for all 
of the questions in order to see whether such data will 
furnish an answer to the problem to be solved. 

Organizing the Questionnaire.-When the subject
matter and general form of the questionnaire have been 
determined, there are certain rules which, if followed, make 
responses better and easier to obtain. These are: 

1 
I. Simple questionnaires are better than complex ones. J 1I. Short questionnaires are better than lo~g ones. 
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v' 3· Brief answers are easier to get and are more dependable. 
4- Where "Yes" and uNo" are prin.ted, include a "Don't 

2. 

,. 

!!221!!! !1!!!!!1.m!!!!1 
~ !lJ!9TIODAlRl 

(ClMck 1) 

Bow UftJ blaUllh hhlt.) ban XDIl' 1,11 I 

Haw -r oolol'o4 blaaht:. lIa\'ll 700' I fa I "I 
Bo_ IMIlJ' IOYIIrl1ble blatet. ba ... raa' I~ I Z 
Bow .., oo.forteu .n JIIQ' 136 I .. 
Row.., 1l\111ta bft fOIl' I !II I 

Bo" aazaJ lhron ban 7011' I hi 

aow IUUI.)' bell. 1Ia" .,IN.' total; I ~!I I ~ I -alDsle IM-! I i fbree-qgarlH '9·tl ) I DaIlble u'i" 5 iii 

". Do ,ou. 'rUJ' til. ... lib' of blllDlr:o'. &ooodins to MaRDI bF 1lI1ac: 

1. DtUena.t -tab' 01 blallketi.1 p-, i 
•• { 

2. J:o 9UJlq ,!&Ii _bH of blaH,. I..,. z i J I 

FIG.48B 

know." It is as important to measure ignorance as 
knowledge. 

-J S. Always have a space of ample size for comments, re
marks, and opinions. The meat of the survey may be 
in such extra material. 
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V 6. Always allow sufficient space for the desired iriforma
tion and for any necessary explanatory notes. If there 
is no convenient space, explanations are often omitted. 

" 7. Important questions should come first while the pros
pect is fresh. If you want to obtain advertising appeals, 
begin with reasons for the purchase of the article. 

,~ 8. Related questions should come together. If one ques
tion is used to check the answer to a preceding one, 
they may be separated, but this checking device should 
not be obvious . 

. 9. A natural conversational order for the questions is best. 
A logical order is necessary. 

'/10. Positive questions are better than negative ones. 
,'II. If possible, be sure to give the person interviewed a rea

son why he should answer the questions. 
';12. The classification part of the questionnaire--16cality, in

come group, occupation-:-must be complete. 

Types of Questionnaires.-Questionnaires are divided 
into three types: I. Interviewing questionnaires, directed 
at the person interviewed, the investigator asking the ques
tions exactly as they are written on the questionnaire blank. 
2. Interviewing questionnaires directed at the investigator 
who formulates his own approach for obtaining satisfac
tory answers to the written questions. 3. Mail questionnaires 
which are sent to selected persons in the hope that they 
will fill in the answers and return the questionnaires. 

Personal Interview Questionnaires.-In the case of 
consumer ~urveys, the questionnaire is frequently worded 
so that the interviewer need only ask the written questions. 
When unskilled investigators are used to interview rel
atively unintelligent persons, the questions are always 
asked as they appear on the questionnaire. This procedure 
tends to obtain uniform results of a factual nature. 
Although comments will be obtained, primary emphasis is 
laid upon the facts asked for in the questions. Fig. 49, 
on page 185, shows a questionnaire of this type. 

When local color and peculiarities are desired, questions 
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aimed at the investigator are frequently used. If executives 
" are to be approached, this plan is also best. Uniform results 
are difficult to obtain, since each investigator will work 
out a different method of approach. If the questionnaire, 

Name .............................................. . 

Street .. : .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • Number ..... 0 ••••••• 0 ••• 

Check Regular Paid Subscriptions Only: 

Dispatch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • Journal . 0 0 0 0 0 ••••••• 0 •••• 0 

News. 0 0 0.000 •• o' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Times Herald. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••• 00.00 

If limited to one paper which one would you prefer? 0 0 • 0 •• 0 • 

Residence . 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 ••••• 0 0 0 • Apartment. 0 •• 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 •• 

Owner 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 Renter 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 ••••• 0 0 0 0 • 

If apartment dweller how long in present location? ....... 0 

AA ... 0 0.00 .Ao •. 0 0.0 •• B .... 0 0 o .. Co. 00.00 •• D~ ...... . 

Occupation 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 0 •••••••• 0 

Remarks. 0 0.00000 ••• 0 ............. 0 ••••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 • 

..................................................... . 
Name of Investigator 00 0 ••••• 0 •• 000 • 0 0 •• 0 •••••••• 0 0 0 • 0 0 

District 0 ........ 0 • 0 0 0 •• Date . 0 .... 0 0 0 • 0 ............. : 

FIG. 49" 
A simple factual questionnaire. 

however, asks for certain definite facts, these will be forth
coming in tabulatable form. The comments are likely to 
be copious and valuable, especially since the questionnaires 
can indicate materials which, while not absolutely essential, 
may be very desirable (see Fig. 50 on page 186). For good 
r~sults, only skilled investigators Ilf high quality should be 
used with this type of questionnaite~ 
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Mail Questionnaires.-Themail questionnaire is some
what different from that for the personal interview. There 
will be no interviewer present to explain anything to the 

When starting the interview. show the sample to the 
person with whom you talk. Then secure as much in
formation as you can regarding the following questions: 

I. The general market possibilities for this product. 
2. Is there a possibility in the export market? 
3. What do you think of the price? 
4. How does it tum over? 
5. Does it repeat? 
6. What type of women buy it? 
7. What do you think of the name? 
8. What suggestions have you about advertising and 

selling methods? . 
9. What are this product's particular 

(a) advantages 
(b) disadvantages 

10. Have you any idea of how it could be improved? 
II. How does it compare? 

(a) Is it superior? 
(b) Is it inferior? 

Do not limit yourself to this outline. We wish you to 
discuss the subject as exhaustively as possible with the 
person you interview. We also would like you to write a 
very detailed report for each interview on the topics 
outlined above. 

FIG. So 
Questionnaire which asks the investigator questions and permits 

him to acquire this information by any technique he sees fit to use. 
Copious comments are likely when this method is used 

person who is to answer the questions. The whole contact 
will be through the written word. As a result, there are cer
tain additional principles which apply to the use of the 
mail questionnaire. 
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1. Mail questionnaires must be short. Ten questions are 
a maximum beyond which additionru, ones greatly cut down 
returns. Five questions are better. 

\ 2. "Yes" and "No" or "Check" answers bring the best 
results. Questions requiring long answers will usually be 

M 2 3537 2 30 
~RS eLI NT MARRETT 

EBB CITY NO 
3 25 209663 

1.Pleae Wood "How::,%: I,... 
..... k. 1-1-- doyou - f-..... (z) pect to buy 
In.be t:ooI ..... " IXz_ ... '" r;;;: ....... 1'-'1--
oppooite otove? 3_ the kind 

~ 01 ..... 1-7;"-........ c-
"" ~ '-~ - '" ra; 

tri, 

2. What Wood 4. In what town do 
kind or. I- you aped: to buy ....... 1:.1 

)'out next ~.-.... 
~ ell:pec:t:to 

0;U~ bu,v_? IX_ 
C- S. DoyouUve 
~ em a farm? 

'" ~ I-fa;. 
0;, 

FIG. 51 
A mail questionnaire reproduced upon a postcard 

left blank. The questions must be such iliat a short answer 
. can be easily made. 

3. The first question must be interesting. The people 
who receive ilie questionnaire must be interested and im
pressed by it or the responses wi~ be few. 

4. The type of answer desired must be indicated. Give 
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direct indications of the answer desired in parentheses
make of car, brand name, number of pounds, etc. 

5. Select the mailing list carefully. Know what classes 
of people are on the mailing list because those who do not 
answer may be as important as those who reply. 

6. Distinguish between classifications on the question
naire. This may be done by using one color of paper for 
the high-income group, a second color for the moderate
income group, etc. Numbering systems also are used. 

7. Inclose a stamped and addressed envelope. This will 
usually cut down the cost per return. 

8. A dummy company may be used for sending out the 
questionnaires. Unbiased results are more likely if the or
ganization for whose benefit the information is being 
obtained is unknown. 

9. Always give the person addressed a reason for an
swering. Even if the questionnaire is" on a postcard, the 
prospective respondent must be "sold" on the idea of an
swering"the questions (see Fig. 51 on page 187). 

I" The U. S. DJaJartment of Agriculture has found that 
returns fiommail queStionnaires are increased by having 
them printed, this increase b~ing more than sufficient to 
compensate for the extra expense involved. Color of paper 
has also been found important. Yellow paper was found to 
draw best, and pink second best, while the dark colors gave 
lower returns. If questionnaires are sent repeatedly to the 
same people on the same colored paper, the response grad
ually decreases. Alternating between pink and yellow paper 
has given good results. The department has also learned 
that the more intelligent and better educated farmers re
spond more readily to mail questionnaires, and that the 
information which is given is surprisingly accurate. 

The Mail Questionnaire Letter.-A one-page letter 
commonly accompanies the mail questionnaire. An example 
of this is shown in Fig. 52 on page 189. In a few cases, the 
questionnaire and letter are on the same sheet or card. 
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PERCIVAL WH ITE! -..utQTI_ ~_LOft 
all WUT _ ift1qIET 

NIlW yo .... 

Sep~ .. bu .... 19S0 

Kr. 7. L. Rutlna:It, 
9 R1dletle14 Placlt, 
Halting., •• Y. 

Dear Blr • 

•• are 1IIIIkl1lg .. atuq o~ varloua kinde of root
iDg Illatar1als. tbe nUOlla -b;r arcbl tecta apeoltr 
elate aDd Ule t ad how the tUe IIIUIldaoturere can 
extend .. 1IIOl'e helpful. .8rv108 to arobi teote • 

Bather than interrupt ,ou bT •• eking a parllonal 
lnte",l .. 4111'1ng buaines. houra, we &H tak1na: tile 
libert7 ot ukinS it FOU .111 be kind .DoUgh. to ana
.ar the qu •• tionl OD the attached torm and return 
It in the enel0 •• d stamped envelope. 

neue l.et '0.1 unra J'ou tbat astriotl,. Confiden
tial n at. the top ot the bllLlllr: lJIeaDe exaatl;r wbat It 
BaJ'1I. YOUI' DIlIU aDd roW' opinioD •• 111 Dot be 4111-
010 •• 4 to otbera,- •• are lntersated on17 in 8&tbar
iDS and oompl11DI taotual 4ata OD tb.a._abJect. 

W. are prepariDS .. brief reaum6 of the-opinioDs 
ot prom1Den~ archltecte and quali~ied obeervers OD 
~ren4e in .tTle. o~ architeot\1r.. I~ :rcu would oare 
~or _ oomplllll.ntar'l' oCPJ', .en ree.q. wo shall b. glad 
to .end It. .. 

thaDk J'OU moet cor41all¥ :rGr Tcur valuable coop.r~ 
_tlOD and ... l.tanoe. 

Yours ~at thtull:r. 
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FIG. 52 
A one-page letter which accompanied a mail questionnaire and 

brought excellent results 
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The letter must "sell" the idea of filling out and return
ing the questionnaire. The letter is as important as the 
questionnaire. The Department of Agriculture has found 
that successful letters consist of: 

1. An appropriate salutation or caption. 
2. An interesting approach. 
3. A first paragraph that will gain attention. 
4. Material that will hold interest; create realization of 

the seriousness of the problem; arouse a desire for 
remedy; make a favorable impression; cause a decision· 
to act. 

5. A closing statement that will encourage prompt action. 

Some rules for composing successful mailquestionnaire 
le~l!Y~beenformulated hy Jean F. Carroll, Director, 
Bureau of Market Analysis of the Meredith Puhlishing 
Company. Mr. Carroll states that a letter must be: 

1. Interesting. The letter should be original. 
2. Clearly understood. There must be no doubt as to the 

information wanted and why. 
3. Tactful. The language must cause no offense. 
4. Sincere. The person questioned must be impressed. 
5. Suited to the type of person questioned. The language 

must be that used by the class of people who receive 
the letter. 

6. Suited to the type of information wanted. A request 
for personal information must be handled so as not to 
give the impression of curiosity. 

7. Courteous. The person addressed is being asked a favor 
which will be gratefuUy received. 

8. Confidential. All inf<lrmation received will be considered 
confidential. If used separately, as in quoting it, the name 
of the person from whom it was received will be omitted. 

,r Inducements to Reply.-Sometimes, in addition to the 
favor of a reply which is asked, an inducement is offered 
in an endeavor to get larger returns. Often a summary of 
the res lilts is promised. In the case of hOusewives, recipe 
--....-- ---" ----
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I R. Watkins Co., . 
Win6na, Minn. 

Gentlemen: 
Would you be so kind as to do a small favor for a fellow 

business man who has a hard problem in front of him right 
now? 

This fellow business man is a client of ours. His firm is 
the outstanding leader in their industry in the United States. 
They are rated AAA - I and their volume of business runs into 
many millions. 

You have been selected as a representative concern in your 
line, whose opinions our client would like to have. We trust 
the chief executive of your business will be willing to take 
just a few seconds to help another big business executive solve 
a difficult problem in these days of fierce competition. 

Eight questions are enclosed herewith, which can be 
answered practically "yes" or "no." Your first natural reac
tions, without any detailed study of the questions, is the thing 
our client seeks. 

All you have to do is to check the questionnaire and enclose 
in the stamped and addressed envelope herewith. You don't 
even have to sign your name. But you can,.of course, if you 
wish. 

We hope you will be disposed to grant our client this cour
tesy, and if we or our client can reciprocate in any way what
soever, we will be only too glad to do so. 

lf you would be interested in a digest of all the answers to 
this questionnaire when it is finished, we would be very glad to 
send you a copy. 

Thanking you in advance for your kindness, 
Yours sincerely, 

CHAPPELOW ADVERTISING COMPANY, 

B. E. CUAPPELOW, 
President. 

FIG. 53 
This mail questionnaire letter offers a small inducement for 

returning the filled-in questionnaire., It is surprising how many 
people are interested in a digest of current information 
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'10 the 
~ o£ the Houee 

Dear Kadam: .. 

Lw" WBLLBS 
Q7P.a.a:A_ 
N ... youCI!T 

IIq 11, 1926 

Would you be astonished to learn that 
tbere are &t leaat 60 known household USBS ror 
cheesecloth , 

It has been suggested that 80me house
wives m~ have discovered new and Untamiliar 
uses tor this inexpensive ~roduot that should 
be brougnt to the attention ot all women. 

In an ettort, thererore, to determine 
the fUll extent ot these USBS, bo~ new and old, 
to which cheesecloth Is put in the household, I 
am wrIting you and certain otbor ladies whoso 
opinions would be ot value. 

Whether you use cheesecloth or not, I 
would greatly appreciate your answering 8S m~ 
questions on ~le accomp~lng page as you oan. 
Your ooope~atlon w111 be of distinct service to 
one ot America's oldest industries in the inter
Bst of whioh this investigation ·is being ma.de. 
Incidentally, ~our reply will benefit many thou
sanda of women. 

A stamped and addressed envelope 18 en
oloBed tor your oODvenienoe. Won't you return 
the questionnaire as Boon as p08sible ? 

It 18 not neoesaar,y tor you to sign your 
name unless you desire me to send you an attrac
tive booklet suggesting tho many _83'8 in which 
you oan use oheoaooloth. 
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I. Do you or your family uac cbeeatdoth? 

yes..................... No .............. : ..... . 

2. (a) If you do, for what purpoacs i. it \lied? 

(b) If you do not, why do rOll not I.&IC it 1 

3. Stlte the kind of ItOn: in which you purcblle each of the EaUow
ing articles? (For aamplc: Department, Dry Goods, Furniture. 
Grocery. H.rdwlfc or Drug.Store.) 

NOTE: If)'OU do not use any of thele articles, kindly write "DQ. 
not UK" after lum .rtidn. 

Clcanling Powdcri 
Kitchen Soap 
Toilet Soap 

Floor Wax 

Furniture Poli,h 

Metal Polilh 

Silver Poli.h 

PrCltrve Jara 

Kind of Store 

.................................. , .. 

4. In what kind of •• ton: do you ~ purchase checacdoth 1 

S. Would it be convenient for yo~ to be able to pureh,.c chccse_ 
cloth in-

D 

(1II ._riq do.il ...... '- chtd: "Yeo~ .T "No" for cull ....... 1 

Furniture Store. 

Grocery Storct 

Hudwarc Stores 

Dna Stores 

ycs ...•. 

YCI ••••.•••••••• 

yea ...........•. 
YCS ••••••••••••• 

F,C. 54 

No ............ . 

No ••........... 
No ......••..•.• 
No ......••••.•• 

This mail questionnaire letter offers a ,small inducement (a book
let) for returning the questionnaire properly filled in 
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booklets are frequently given as a reward for filling out 
the questionnaire. If a reward is offered, it should be both 

. useful and inexpensive. It must be useful so as to offer 
an incentive for getting it, yet inexpensive enough that 
the incentive is not so great as to encourage false answers. 
Figs. 53, 54 on pages 191, 192 and 193 illustrate this. 



CHAPTER XV 

TABULATING RETURNS 

COMPLETED questionnaires begin to come in from the field 
soon after the survey starts. These must be checked at once 
so that any necessary suggestions can be immediately sent 
to the investigators. Such checking of returns is , called 
editing and is necessary to get the questionnaires into com
parable form. 

/ Editing.-An experienced research man must be in 
charge of the editing. He should be familiar with the sub
ject of the investigation and of a very observing nature. 
Conservatism is necessary, or the editing may give a bias 
to the whole survey. Clerks should never be used except 
to mark errors which will later be handled by the editor. 

Reports are edited for consistency, completeness, accu
racy, and probability. All of the editing should be checked 
by a second person. Changes are sometimes made in the 
reports; but the original is never erased. The assumption 
is that the report is true until proved false. Some ~diti~ 
~follow: 
, 

1. All editing must be in red ink and the original must 
never be erased. 

2. No answers should be changed without sufficient justi
fication obtained from the data given in other answers. 

3. Obvious answers should be supplied. In a mail ques
tionnaire, "Do you own an automobile ?" may be left 
blank, while "What make of automobile do you own?" 
may be answered. The answer to the second question is 

i also the answer to the first. ' 
.,..J 4. Extremely doubtful answers should be discarded. For 

195 
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so that any necessary suggestions can be immediately sent 
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editing and is necessary to get the questionnaires into com
parable form. 
,. Editing.-An experienced research man must be in 

V charge of the editing. He should be familiar with the sub
ject of the investigation and of a very observing nature. 
Conservatism is necessary, or the editing may give a bias 
to the whole survey. Clerks should never be used except 
to mark errors which will later be handled by the editor. 

Reports are edited for consistency, completeness, accu
racy, and probability. All of the editing should be checked 
by a second person. Changes are sometimes made in the 
reports; but the original is never erased. The assumption 
is that the report is true until proved false. Some editil!g . 
r.ule~ follow: 

-I 1. All editing must be in red ink and the original must I 
never be erased. 

-J 2. No answers should be changed without sufficient justi
fication obtained from the data given in other answers. 

3. Obvious answers should be supplied. In a mail ques
tionnaire, "Do you own an automobile?" may be left 
blank, while "What make of automobile do you own?" 
may be answered. The answer to the second question is 

i also the answer to the first. . 
"",' 4. Extremely doubtful answers should be discarded. For 
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• 

example, it is hardly probable that a family of four 
would consume five hundred cans of baked beans in a 
year. 

S. Changes made for consistency should always be care-
I fu\1y examined. ''Two contradictory answers should both 

be thrown out unless the answers to other questions 
indicate which of, the two is correct. When several an
swers are contradictory, throw out the questionnaire. 

--J 6, When answers are in different units of measurement 
these should be reduced to a common unit. 

" 7. When opinions or comments occur, the editor may 
arbitrarily classify these for tabulation. 

Explanations and comments must be examined by the 
editor. These may open a new approacll to the p,oblem or 
explain a variation in facts in different localities. Inter
viewers should be immediately informed about any defects 
in their completed 'questionnaires and' should be requested 
to ask additional questions if the early returns indicate the 
need of doing so. 

Methods of Tabulation.-Tabulation can be done either 
by hand or by macl1ine. If the questionnaire is long and a 
great number of reports are received, machine tabulation 
is most economical. If many cross analyses are wanted, 
the tabulating machine is also to be preferred. If the ques
tionnaire is short and simple, hand tabulation may be more 
economical. A very interesting comparison of these two 
methods is given by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture: 

It is advisable to use mechanical tabulation when the num
ber of cases to be tabulated is large and when a considerable 
number of sub-sortings or cross tabulations is wanted, It is 
especia\1y economical to use a machine for tabulating when 
data of the same type are brought in at frequent intervals 
so that a definite system of coding can be standardized and 
learned by the clerks. 

An important disadvantage of machine tabulation is the 
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large number of errors made in the punching of cards, espe
cially when this punching is done b)f clerks who are not 
familiar with the project. Many who have used machines have 
come to the conclusion that they can be safely used only 
when the schedules have been closely edited, so that they are 

Don't irrItatetbroat .. 
First by advertisi~ •• 
Prove _tisfactory y 

trial ...... ........ 
Individual taste ...... 
Plea.sant taste . ....•. 
Best suited to use . ... 
Campaip against 

candy ........... . 
Husband smokes them 
Tbrliling taste-quiets 

nerves .•...•.... .. 
Habit .. .....•.... o. 
Not too strong-mlJd. 
Don'teausc btadachc. 
Don't bite tongue . ... 
Taken Caney to them.. 
Started with . ....... 
bun preferenee . ..... 

on't know why ..... 
Others make me COUSh 
Lib th • .:t: ......... 
Better q 'ty ..• •••• 
AU u.tisfactory . ..... 
No preferences . ..••. 
Satisfying ... ........ 
Personal taste . ...... 
Packed lOUd . ....... 
No after taste . ..•... 
Self-lighting, ........ 
Siow-amoke •.....•.. 

REASONS FOR PREFERENCE 

WOMEN 

Lucky Chester· CamoI Old Tarey- MarI-
Strike field Gold ton be", 

,. 3 , , , 
• , I 

• I 4 I 

• • I 3 I 
3 I • I 

I • I • 
I I 
3 3 • I • 
I • • , 

I 
I 3 • , I , 

• • 3 
I 

, 
I 

• I 

-----------. --
41 •• ., 1 S 4 

FIG. ss 

N. Oth ... B .... d 

I 
I 

I 

, 
I 

• 

• I 

• 3 

I 
I ----

S " 

An example of recording facts by hand tabulation 

Total ,. 
• 
" • 
" 8 

I '. • 1 
7 
3 
S , 
4 
4 , 
• 1 
• • 3 , 
I 
I' , 
I , --

U7 

fool-proof, and that even then all punchings must be super
vised very carefully. There is the further difficulty that errors 
made in the punching are very difficult to locate. 

In studies which lend themselves to machine methods be
cause of the size or the large number of sortings, the cost 
can frequently be reduced by as much as one-third. The sav
ing in time is really in the sorting. 
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FIG. 56 
Hollerith tabulating card with punched holes. Each hole represents a certain definite answer occurring in the 

questionnaire 
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The principles of hand and machine tabulation are the 
same. Machine tabulation will be outlined. Hand tabula
tion' ordinarily consists of recording' the facts on tally 
sheets (see Fig. 55 on page 197) instead of punched cards, 
the data being in less mobile form, since all of the reports 
must be again gone over if some unexpected type of an
alysis becomes necessary. 

,I Coding.-The Hollerith tabulating card (see Fig. 56 
, on page 198) is standard and consists of eighty vertical 

columns with ten figures in each (0 to 9). Each question
naire is assigned a card. Each item on the questionnaire 
is assigned some definite figure in a certain column. A 
common method is to assign a vertical column to each 
question and a number to each probable answer. For ex
ample, ''What brand of cigarettes do you smoke?" ,may be 
assigned column three and Brand A space zero, Brand 
B space one, etc. Where the possible answers are more than 
ten, two columns may be used for a question, if the ques
tionnaire is long, two cards may be necessary for each 
return. 

When the completed questionnaires have been edited, 
the appropriate code symbols are entered beside each ~abu
lation unit of the questionnaire. If precoding has taken 
place this will be already done. The correct symbols are 
then transferred to cards by means oE punching machines, 
a small hole in the appropriate position representing each 
symbol. 

Precoding.-A code may be made for a questionnaire 
after the completed returns have come in from the field. 
It is advisable, however, to prepare the code in advance and, 
if possible, have the code symbols already on the question
naire, except in the case of mail questionnaires, where the 
code symbols might con fuse the respondent. Precoded ques
tionnaires are shown in Figs. 57, 58 on pages 200, 201, 

202 and 203. , 

Precoding has become standard practice because: 
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1. It forces unusually careful and minute analysis of the 
questions and the applicability of their answers. 

2. Investigators can mark appropriate symbols and econo
mize on time. 

IA. Wbc __ of ......,. reIriaentor do 

~ owa) 120. ZIJ_.~.:1._.k ... 

2A. u 7DIII were coia .. to ~_~ (......t..l 
• awomatio: ~f. 7 IJPa _uId 

:rou baJo) EJec. (22-0( ... __ ._ .... _._. 
c.. (22-1). ___ . __ . 

3A ~;~~~l:;rn7~l!:& 
~ ..... 

4A. Where .,.ed ,.... apecC to h..,. iI) 

'''I-.:z;o;?i~~ 

FIG. 57 
An example of a precoded questionnaire 

3. Reports may be tabulated as they come in from the 
field. This partial tabulation may show a need for addi
tional information, etc. 

4. It reduces cost due to the above. 

Sampling.-When the questionnaire has been written 
and tested, the question, "How many interviews are neces
sary to make our results reliable?" has yet to be answered. 
Precoding and advance analysis of returns are the first 
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steps in determining this, because each additional subclassi
fication makes additional. reports necessary. For example, 
five hundred carefully distributed reports might show the 
proportion of homes with radios for a fairly large city. 
If radio ownership were to be worked out by brands, a 
larger number of reports would be necessary. If each make 
of radio were to be subdivided into price classes, still more 
reports would be required. (The principle of sampling is 
discussed in Chapter IV.) 

A few of the factors which influence the number of 
interviews necessary for a reliable sample are: 

r. Scope of investigation. A national investigation re
quires more replies than a local one, but not proportionally 
more. 

2. Classifications. If the answers may be influenced by 
geographical, urban, rural, ~ocial,' financial, or similar 
factors, more replies are necessary so that each subclassi
fication will have enough replies to make conclusions about 
it reliable. 

3. Reasons for use. If the reasons for the use of a 
product are required, as well as knowledge of its use, the 
number of replies will be increased, of course, and each 
reason causes a separate classification for tabulation. 

4. Dependent questions. When a series of questions are 
dependent, each upon those preceding it, numerous sub
divisions grow up. 

S. Checking. If, for example, mail questionnaire results 
are to be checked by personal interviews, two methods are 
being used and the replies from each must be sufficiently 
numerous to make each tabulation reliable. 

Surveys are valueless unless the results can be depended 
upon. A loosely constructed questionnaire may require an 
undue number of classifications, thus calling for many 
more returns that were obtained. The facts to be found 
must be analyzed in detail from this angle before the ques
tionnaire is used. Precoding makes such an analysis obliga-
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tory. It should, however, be done just as fully whatever 
form of tabulation is to be used. 

The Tabulating Machine.-Punched cards are placed 
in the tabulating machine, which quickly sorts them accord
ing to any single punch or any combination of punches. 
When the cards are completely punched, any tabulation or 
cross tabulation can quickly be worked out. The sorting 
work is completely taken over by the machine. Accuracy 
and speed are both obtained. 

. 

Question 3: Which brands of Y seU best! 

Total 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th Score 

Brand A ........... 90 200 50 20 Il70 
Brand B ........... 80 220 10 40 H2O 
Brand C ........... 50 200 50 60 1010 
Brand D ........... 31 109 78 35 673 
Brand E ........... 30 86 91 32 622 
Brand F ........... 10 53 57 46 369 

F,G. S9 
(1St choice counts 5; 2nd choicer 3; 3rd choice, 2; 4th choice, I.) 

A preference tabulation. . 
A comparison of the total scores indicates the relative salability 

of each brand in the territory investigated. For example, Brand A 
has about three times the salability of Brand F 

Tabulating machines are expensive. They can, however, . 
be rented at a reasonable figure. In addition, companies 
which own and operate them have grown up in the large 
cities. The better firms in this business take the coded ques
tionnaires, punch the cards, and tabulate as directed, guar
anteeing accurate work. 

Types of Tabulation.-There are a number of possible 
methods of tabulating. Choice among these is determined 
by the nature of the question and of the answer received. 
The more common types of tabulation are given on 
page 206. 
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I. One alternative. The tabulation of questions which 
may be answered "Yes" or "No" presents the simplest 
problem. 

2. Order of merit or importance. When a question is 
asked which can be answered in more than two ways, the 
results are recorded according to the frequency with which 
each possible answer occurs. The answer occurring most 
often is. placed first. An example is given in Fig. 59 on 
page 205. 

3. Preferences. When a number of answers are given 
by each respondent, these answers may be rated for tab-

1st Choice 2nd Choice Jrd Choice 
Brand Total 

No. Weighted No. Weighted No. Weighted Value 
Response Value-S Response Valu1>--"3 Response ValUe-1 

X .... S 25 4 12 10 10 47 
Y .... 6 30 8 "4 15 15 69 
Z .•... 9 45 3 9 S S 59 

FIG. 60 

Example showing expression of preferences for particular brands 

ulation. For example, in expressing preference for parti
cular brands, five points might be given for first choice, 
four points for second choice, three for thi.d choice, two 
for fourth choice, and one for fifth choice. Fig. 60 illus
trates this method. 

4. Numerical refJIies. To obtain answers to the questions 
of "How much?" "How many?" or "How often?" the 
replies are averaged in a number of ways. The arithmetical 
mean, the mode, or the median are commonly used. Fig. 
61 illustrates the use of these. 

Cross-analysis.-Simple tabulation often fails to bring. 
ou~ essential facts. For example, 3,000 replies from users 
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might indicate that economy, convenient size, and attrac
tive container were of equal importance as reasons for 
purchasing a certain product. If respondents were arranged 
according to income groups, the results might be quite dif
ferent, the low-income group showing preference because 
of economy and conveuient size, and the high-income group 
because of the attractive container. Cross-analysis would 
here show a different picture from that presenteq. by simple 
tabulation. 

How often does the average person use X-brand? 

I 2 

~ 
1X2 

Use Every-Days No. of Answers 

• 100 40 .0 '00 
I SO 20.0 SO 
3 34 13·6 10. 
7 20 8.0 140 

II and over 17 6.8 187 
4 10 4.0 40 
6 8 3.2 48 
8 5 2.0 40 
9 . 5 2.0 45 
5 3 1.2 15 
10 3 I.' 30 

-
250 100% 897 

FIG. 61 
Illustration showing use of the arithmetical mean, the mode and 

the median to obtain answers to such questions as "How much?" 
"How many?" or "How often?" 

Cross tabulations are often based upon characteristics 
of the unit of observation. For example, income, size of 
business, nationality, social position, or age might be used 
for analyzing facts gathered from individuals. Geographi
cal arrangement is also a very usual method of subdividing 
tabulations. Special classificatiol'(s are made for Cll'OSS

analysis whenever necessary. In this connection, it must 
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be remembered that the more minute the subdivisions the 
fewer cases will fall within their limits, thus lessening the 
trustworthiness of conclusions drawn from them. 

A cross-analysis or cross tabulation based upon brand 

TABLE No. 4B 
ANALYSIS OF BRAND COMBINATIONS HANDLED BY THE 

VARIOUS DEALERS 

(Importance of dealer according to volume of his ce
ment business arbitrarily rated and indicated as follows: 
Very Large, Large, Medium, and Small) 

v.". ..... Lup Medium SmaD 
'l) 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

HandIinf 4 brands or 
47.83 ,. (46) m.ort:, mel. A .. .... 5 10.87 .. ""3 

, 2.17 
Handling 4 brands or 

more Dot incl. A . .. • 10.81 .. 62.16 • .... 33 , 2·70 (:,,) 
Handling 4 brands or 

(J.) more not incl. B.o . . • 6.2$ " 53·12 n 34-3. • 6.:15 
Handline 4 brands or 

more not incl. C . .. '. 58·34 '0 41.66 (24l 
Handling numerous 

brands, escJ. A. B. 
and C ........•.. 3 15.79 6 31·58 7 36.84 3 15·79 (10) 

n.aIen handling A 
7.60 (13) D:l~ . ~diio"S . ii , 7.60 , • 69.24 2 1$.,J8 

D:i!a . baOdiiiiB' C; 
, 5.56 '0 55·S5 7 ..... (18) 

~·~diiiJ~i~· • 57.15 6 42·85 ('41 
or two (not over 
2) mlscel!eneml5 
brands .•........ . • 14-28 '7 60.72 7 25.00 (28) 

FIG. 62 
An example of a cross tabulation or cross analysis 

combinations handled by various dealers is shown in Fig. 
62. 

Computation.-The mathematical approach to research 
bas been indicated in Chapter IV, "Market Analysis." The 
use of percentages, index numbers, and correlations follows 
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Graphic chart showing percentages 01 sales of woolen blankets in 

lightJ medium, and heavy weights 
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standard mathematical practice, and aU data which appear 
to have relationships which could be clarified and tested by 
the application of higher mathematics are so treated. 

Presentation.-Tables and charts are employed consis
tently in presenting tabulations. The method which presents 
the results in the form which is most easily understood 
should be used. Many persons comprehend diagrams, 
graphs, and charts more readily than tables. In many cases, 
several methods are used to present the same data. Results 
cannot be used unless they are understood. Regardless of 
the method used, tabulations and cross-tabulations should 
be presented in as simple a form as possible. Illustrations 
of graphic methods are also given in Figs. 63, 64 on pages 
209, 2II. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

DRAFTING THE REPORT 

WHEN the field reports are in and have been tabulated, the 
material must be arranged so that the research executive 
can have easy access to all available facts. The tabulation 
shows the statistical organization of the primary data col
lected. This can be conveniently summarized by the use of 
the recapitulation sheets (Fig. 65 on page 213). Comments, 
remarks, and summaries often cannot be treated statisti
cally; so these are frequently filed under an appropriate 
heading in a loose-leaf notebook. References from which 
secondary material has been taken should be systematically 
kept in a card file system so that they will be accessible for 
checking. 

One good method of organizing the data is through the 
use of loose-leaf books which take 831," by 1 I" paper. 
Headings and subheadings are made for each division of 
the market analysis. Appropriate tabulations, comments, 
summaries, secondary data, and other material are filed 
under the headings, so that all of the facts about each 
phase of the problem are presented in one place in organized 
form. If a realignment of the original market analysis is 
advisable, the loose leaves can readily be shifted. 

Analyzing the Tabulated Results.-Statistical treat
ment takes the facts as they appear on the questionnaires, 
sums them up, classifies them, etc. If variations occur, an
alysis of these must be made before any conclusions are 
drawn from the tabulations. Reclassification and retabula
tion will finally develop an arrangement which is mathe
matically consistent in most cases. For example, classifying 

212 
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TABULATION OF REPLIES TO EACH QPES'MON ARE GIVEN 
IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES 

Quest"",l: DoyououmartJdiol 
yes ................................... 94 
No.. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 8 

Total ................................ ]02 100.0% 

Question 2: If you own a ,ad"" is it a battery or •• eke,,,"" set? 
Electric............. .......... ...... . .. 83 88·3% 
Battery................................ II 11.7% 

Total. .............................. 94 
Question J: If you own a radio, uhat make is it? 

Atwater Kent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 
Majestic..... . . ........ . ............... 15 
R. C. A....... ............ ............. 7 
Spartan. . ... . . ....... . . ..... .. ........ 6 
Crosley.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 6 
Zenith.. .............................. 3 
Philco................................. 3· 
Kolster.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 3 
Victor....... ... ...... ....... . .. ....... 3 Bosch................................. • 
Apex.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . • 
Peerless Courier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Distant-Tone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _:1 
Airline. . ..... .. ..... .................. 2 
Brunswick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Silver Tone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Home-made. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fada.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . • I 
North Star............................. 1 
Steinite................................ 1 
Clarion............. ...... ............. 1 
Glori-Tone ............... ............. . 
Kellogg.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. I 
Knight. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. I 
King.................................. 1 
TeIIlple................. ........ ....... 1 
West-Rae!............................. I 
Strornberg~b<nl.. ...............•.... I 
G.-M ................................ .. 
Grebe........ ...... ................... I 
Don't know ........................... 1 

Total............................... 98' 
·More than one radio in a few homes . 

. FIG.6S 

100.0% 

'2.6% 
IS.4~ 
7.2'19 
6.2'Yo 
6.'~ 
3·1 '10 
3.1% 
3.1% 
3·1% 
•. 0% 
•. o~ 
2.0'10 
•. o~ 
2.0'Yo 
2.0% 
•. o~ 
•. 0'19 
1.0'10 
1.0% 
1.0% 
I.O~ 
1.0'Yo 
1.0% 
1.0% 
1.0~ 
I.o'Yo 
I.O~ 
1.0'19 
1.0'10 
I.O~ 
1.0'10 

100.0% 

A recapitulation sheet which summarizes the tabulated information 
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housewives by age rather than by income groups might 
eliminate inconsistency in the case of a particular survey. 
Some variations, however, cannot be explained so easily. 
If one town shows twice as great a consumption of a 
product per 1,000 inhabitants as that shown by all other 
towns, this must be explained. The variation might be due 
to increased advertising in the large-consumption town, to 
the interviewer used there, to the type of population, to 
unusual dealer support, etc. Before interpretation of the 
tabulations can honestly be done, all such unusual varia
tions should be studied. In this, comments of the respond
ents and the interviewers' summaries are of great value. 

r Comments and Summaries.--Comments and sum
maries show trends, opinions, and causes. If comments 
and summaries conflict with the tabulation, the' situation 
must be analyzed and, if necessary, further facts found. 
For example, a recent survey indicated that brand X was 
stocked by most stores in a large community. The number 
of dealers carrying, X was twice that of those carrying the 
brand Y which ranked second. Comments and summaries, 
however, continually emphasized Y and Z brands in <;on
trast to X. Further investigation showed that X brand was 
the oldest, and, a few years previous, the best. Brands Y 
and Z, however, were new and better at the time of the 
survey. The actual facts were that Y and Z were displacing 
X, the tabulation showing the present situation, while the 
comments and summaries showed the trend. Either alone 
was incomplete, but the interpretation of the two together 
gave exactly what was desired. Thus the tabulation must 
be considered along with the comments and summaries. 

Clarity of Terms Used.-The research director may 
delegate many of his functions during the course of the 
survey and tabulation, The data will finally come to him 
in finished form. As a result, certain definitions, classifica
tions, and comparisons will already have been made. Great 
care Should be taken to see that the definitions are concise 
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and appear where they are used. The classifications and 
comparisons should be similarly trea~c;d, so that all pos
sible chance of misunderstanding of tabulations and facts 
may be eliminated. The definitions, classifications, and com
parisons should be so clear and concise that an outsider 
could go over the material without asking any question 
l's to the arbitrary limitations. 

Processes of Logic.-There are three main types of 
reasoning--analogy, induction, and deduction. All of these 
are used in determining conclusions in research, and they 
are briefly discussed below. 

I. Analogy. It is natural in research work to reason 
that the results from a certain course of action in one 
particular case will also follow in another apparently simi
lar case. For example, manufacturer X has prospered since 
his national advertising campaign; therefore his com
petitor, Y, would prosper by a similar campaign. This 
example of r~oning by analogy might be true if both X 
and Y sbld packaged merchandise of equal value by similar 
distributive methods. If, however, Y soid bulk goods, it 
would be very likely untrue. Reasoning by arialogy is sound 
only when the similarity between the two particular cases 
is demonstrable and sufficient. Otherwise it is easy to make 
the mistake of comparing cases which are similar only 
superficially. 

( 2. Induction. Induction concludes that what is true of 
certain members of a class is true of the whole class. If 
a number of Class C housewives in a city are interviewed, 
tabulation might show that the main reason for buying X 
product was economy. This conclusion, based upon infor
mation from only part of the housewives of Gass C, might 
be applied to the whole class by induction. The obvious 
danger is that a sufficiently large and representative portion 
of the whole group may not be included to make the rea
soning by induction correct. An adequate sample is requisite 
to avoid error. 
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/ 3. Deduction. The deductive method takes a general law 
and applies it to a particular case. The method is sound, but 
it is very easy to forget to allow for peculiarities of the 
particular case to which the general rule is applied. For 
example, a general survey might determine that local news
papers are the best media for advertising a certaiil product. 
Therefore, if it were desired to advertise this product in 
territory Y, deduction would point to using the local news
papers. But territory Y may be urban or rural, or the popu
lation may be predominately white or black. Care must be 
taken to ascertain that the particular case fits the clasS to 
which it is assigned, or the conclusiol1 must ,be qualified to 
allow for peculiarities of the individual case. 

V Fallacies to Be Avoided.-The possibilities of faulty 
reasoning are numerous. The most important fallacies are 
enumerated by Jean F. Carroll of the Meredith Publishing 
Company in the following manner:' 

..; I. Fallacies resulting from inaccurate observation. 
a. Assuming as a calise something which is merely 

another effect of the cause. 
b. Assuming as a cause something which, as far as 

can be determined, is associated with the effect 
merely by chance. 

c. Assuming as a cause something which is not a 
cause but simply an antecedent of the effect. 

d. Assuming as a cause something which actually op
erates after the effect has actually been obtained. 

, e. Assuming as a cause something which is a partial 
calise of the effect, but which is alone inadequate to 
produce the effect. 

V 2. Fallacies resulting from inaccurate reasolling process. 
v a. Begging the question or confusing cause and effect. 

b. Hasty generalization. 
c. Fake analogies. 
d, Reasoning in a circle. 

t Standards of Resror,h, by J. F. Carroll, Director Bureau of Market 
Analysis. Meredith Publishing Company. 
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Mr. Carroll suggests the following questions as excel
lent tests to avoid faulty reasoning:,' ' 

1. Are the facts sufficient to warrant the inference? 
2. In case it is not possible or practical to examine all the 
- facts, has care been taken for the spot test? 

3. Is there no further inference which could be logically 
reached from consideration of the facts? 

4. Have other and presumably important facts been left 
Elut of consideration? 

5. Is the apparent connection between the facts and the 
• inference fundamental or is it merely incidental? 
6. Is the ~ference drawn frortl the consideration of too 

few instances o~ from those which are not truly repre
sentative? 

7. Is the inference partly but not wholly true? 

Reasoning in Practical Market Research.-The most 
common method of reasoning in market research is to 
make an inference---for example, that a certain method of 
distribution is best for a particular company-and then 
gather the facts to prove or disprove the assumption. If 
there are four possible methods of distri"bution open to 
the company, for example, each one of these would have 
to be handled in this manner. Care must be taken to avoId 
the assumption that, because one thing is not true, the 
opposite is true. The inferences which are made really 
serve only as a structure around which to organize the' 
facts which are gathered. When all of the available data 
are organized, the research executive studies them and mulls 
over his problems. If adequate time is available and com
petent associates are willing to help in interpreting com
plicated facts, the answer to each problem will finally 
become clear. In order to obtain reliable conclusions, it is, 
advisable to allow as much time for tabulation, analysis, and 
report writing as for the field work. 

The drawing of conclusions from the assembled data 
should never be done by one man. Two or more executives 
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should go over the material independently, harmonizing 
their disagreements after each has reached his own con
clusions. In this way, false reasoning and inferences are 
to a great extent eliminated. 

v Verification of Conclusions.-Regardless of how care- . 
fully conclusions have been deduced from the facts, every 
effort must be made to test them. The following practical 
methods are in general use today: 

Question 5: Why do you prefer X brand? 

Mail 
Questionnaire 

Reason A. ......................... 71% 
Reason B.......................... .20 
Reason C. ......................... 5 
All others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 

Personal 
Interview 

69% 
~5 
12 

4 

The mail questionnaires were used in rural regions 
and the personal interviewing done in urban sections. 
Apparently, as regards the reasons for using X, the 
same facts are of approximately equal importance in 
both types of community. 

FIG. 66 
Duality of method is a check on accuracy. The information from 

the mail questionnaire checks with that from personal interviews, 
indicating that the facts are dependable 

I. Check controls. The use of check controls consists in 
comparing results obtained from two (or more) different 
field methods (see Fig. 66). For example, personal inter
views and mail questionnaires might be used, and the 
results checked against one another. General Motors Cor
poration tends to favor this method and sometimes goes 
even further, checking the facts obtained by its own re
search department against those found by some outside 
agency. This method, if carried to its logical conclusion, 
requires two (or more). independent investigations by 
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PaOBLEM: OF THE' 

BLANK MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

The Blank Manufacturing Company, an old concern 
with excellent resources, has been manufacturing steel 
products requiring forging, stamping, machining and 
heat treating in their plant, which is located within 50 
miles of New York City. A circumstance has aris)!n 
which makes nearly their entire plant, and personnel 
(including an excellent manufacturing, engineering, and 
financial organization and about 700 high grade mechan
ics) available for manufacturing another line of 
products. . 

If possible, they would like to make a product which 
has a ready demand and its primary market within com
paratively short shipping distance from New York City. 

The product should preferably be made of steel, either 
forged or stamped; and should preferably require ma
chining. It ""uld also be a product requiring heat treat
ment. Assembly operations could be performed in the 
plant. 

If necessary, the Blank Manufacturing Company 
would be willing to buyout from one to three manufac
turers in order to reduce competition and obtain an ex
isting distributing system, as well as patterns, special 
machinery, etc. 

The company does not desire to do any product de
velopment work, but wants a product which has already 
passed the development stage; and which has actually 
been manufactured and sold. 

Problem: In what manner should the Blank Manu
facturing Company determine the product to manufac
ture? What concerns have you in mind which appear to 
meet the above requirements for merger or purchase by 
the Blank Manufacturing Company? 

Note: If the contribution of any individual seems to 
Percival White, Inc., to warrant it, we will pay him a 
reward of $100.00. 

FIG. 67 : 
A referendum to experts. One method of verifying conclusions is to 

present a summary of the facts to experts for their opinions 
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different people and different methods until independent 
conclusions have been reached by each. 

2. Referendum. The-referendum method is to send 
copies of the conclusions to different people who are qual
ified to judge them. In some cases a summary of the facts 
is sent instead of the conclusions (see Fig. 67 on page 
219). Most experts are willing to go over and criticize the 
submitted material rather carefully in return for the privi
lege of learning the latest facts. Some surveys are of too 
confidential a nature tCl allow the use of this type of verifi
cation, yet it is sometimes the only method possible. 

3. Checking. Errors are very likely to be detected if 
additional people go over the survey from internal Situa
tion analysis to conclusions. Skilled field investigators are 
useful for this. Many persons can criticize when they can
not create, and two or three independent critical revisions 
make a fine test. . 

4. Trial and error. Frequently the results of a survey 
can be tested by actual application to a limited extent before 
they are generally applied. Trial campaigns, test selling, 
couponed advertisements, and numerous similar methods 
are used. Even if the conclusions of the survey are thus 
completely verified, additional data of sufficient value to 
warrant the experiment are usually obtained. 

The Practical Recomrnendations.-Many excellent 
research investigations have resulted in sound conclusions 
which were never used because they were not embodied in 
practical business recommendations which could be adopted. 
If the research executive is unable to offer practical sug
gestions drawn from his conclusions, an experienced busi
ness man should be called in to assist. There are no fixed 
rules about interpreting facts and formulating business 
policies. The recommendations must, however, be war
ranted by the available facts and be adapted to fit the con
ditions of the particular business for which the research 
was undertaken. Likewise, they must be so framed as to 
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"sell" themselves to the busin~ executives to whom they 
will be presented. Facts and conclusiol1$ are valueless unless 
they result in the creation and a~ption of more efficient 

)usiness policies. 
Presenting the Report.-Writing the report is im

portant. The presentation must be interesting, logical, and 
convincing. The report is useless unless the reader is forced 
to admit the truth of the facts coIlected, the conclusions 
drawn, and the recommendations made. The critical reader's 
viewpoint must be considered throughout. Care also must 
be taken that the research attitude does not make the pre
sentation too dry, or the report may be relegated to the 
files without proper consideration. In many cases, the more 
concise and graphic the presentation of the material can 
be, the better. 

The organization of material in a research report has 
become somewhat standardized. The following organiza
tion is suggested by Professors A. G. Saunders and C. R. 
Anderson of the University of Illinois, and applies to all 
formal business reports:l 

FORMAL REPORTS 

I. Cover. 
II. Title page. 

III. Copyright notice. 
IV. Letter of authorization. 
V. Letter of acceptance. 

VI. Letter of transmittal. 
VII. Letter of approval. 

VIII. Table of contents. 
IX. Table of charts and illustrations. 
X. Foreword. 

XI. Preface. 
XII. Acknowledgment. 

XIII. Synopsis. 

1. Business Reports, by A. G. Saunders ana C. R. Anderson, McGraw
Hill Book Company, 1929. 
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XIV. Body. 
a. Introduction. 
b. Text. 
c. Conclusions and recommendations. 

XV. Appendix. 
XVI. Index. " 

INFORMAL REPORTS 

I. Letter of transmittal. 
II. Purpose or object, and methods. 

III. Conclusions. 
IV. Recommendations. 
V. Supporting details. 

VI. Appendix. • 



CHAPT~R XVII 

THE DETECTION OF ERROR 

IN MARKET research accuracy is of prime importance. Con
clusions can be of no greater accuracy than the facts upon 
which they are based. Every emphasis is placed upon col
lecting actual facts and using sound logic to draw con
clusions. The foremost guide "in this is common sense 
applied according to the followitig rules: 

I~ Are all of the facts and conclusions reasonable? 
2. Is the infonnation specific-dates, persons, etc.? 
3. Are the data adequate? 
4. Do the facts prove the conclusions? 
S. Do several different people reach the same conclusions· 

from the data? 

Throughout the surve;, all facts or ~onclusions which 
appear to be unusual should be questioned. "Is this reason
able?" is an important guide to the research director •• 

Bias.-Bias (that is, prejudice or preconceived opinion) 
often causes incorrect information to be obtained. A ques
tion which suggests an answer will often draw the sug
gested reply. "To keep up with the Joneses" may be the 
reason for purchasing an expensive automobile, but the 
owner is not likely to admit it. Interviewers, if the purpose 
of the field work is known, may attempt to get results which 
they believe their employer desires. Bias may occur any
where and really is an absence of complete impartiality. 

If any of the research perso.nnel-investigators, exec
utives, etc.-have a positive opinion about the facts before 

223 
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they are ohtained, they will unconsciously attempt to prove 
that opinion. 

Prevention of bias is difficult. The best method to avoid 
it is to have two or more people perform independently the 
same function, like drawing conclusions, and to gather 
facts by two or more distinct methods, as by personal in
terview and mail questionnaire. Likewise, questionnaires 
are tested; interviewers are sometimes left ·in ignorance of 
the specific purpose of the survey; indirect questions are 
asked c0rtiumers; known prejudices are allowed for; con
clusions are tested; etc. 

Compensating and Cumulative Erro~.-Compensat
ing errors are those which cancel, one another as an in
creasing number of interviews or items ~ qbtained. 
Cumulative errors are those which keep piling up regardless 
of how many additional cases or items are added. Ten 
out of every hundred consumers in a certain city may use 
X product. If a· thousand interviews were made, the first 
hundred might give fifteen users, the second hundred eight 
users, etc. As each additional hundred interviews is added, 
the error becomes less because some errors are plus and 
some are minus--i.e., the errors compensate. This fact 
makes it necessary to be sure the sample is adequate. 

Cumulative errors are those which always fall on the 
plus (or minus) side. For example, the question, "Do you 
read Vogue?" would be answered in the positive by far too 
many housewives. Vogue is an expensive magazine not 
bought by the great bulk of women, yet its authority in style 
and fashion is such that most women willingly admit read
ing it if such a direct question is asked. 

The great importance of eliminating bias is because it 
almost invariably results in errors of the cumulative type. 
If bias is not detected, it is bound to affect conclusions and 
recommendations, and every known means should be used 
to avoid its occurrence. 
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Errors on the Part of Respondents.-Respondents 
sometimes give inconsistent answers. One question may 
be unanswered. One answer may appear unreasonable. The 
respondent may be taking the interview as a joke and be 
"kidding." In such cases, some sort of checking must be 
done or the doubtful statements thrown out. Second calls 
or recalls are· sometimes made when the data are incom
plete. or contradictory. "Funny" responses should be elim
inated. In the case of mail questionnaires, a letter asking 
for verification of the first answers may be sent:. 

When the reSJiondents are apparently giving biased an
swers, an indirect method of questioning may be used to 
determine the existence oiobias and its approximate amount. 
Actual mag;zine circul~tions may, for example, be also 
employed to check results. 

In personal interviewing, error on the parf of respon
dents must be checked before the investigator leaves the 
locality. Interviews must be examined befd're they are sent 
to the central office and every effort must be made to 
leave no loose ends which will require a return trip. 

Faking by Interviewers.-Faking by an interviewer is 
hard to prevent if he really desires to deceive. Care in 
choosing field investigators is its best preventive. "Know 
your field workers" is a primary rule. In general, unskilled 
investigators should always be closely supervised because, 
as temporary workers, they have little interest in the suc: 
cess of the survey. 

The nature of the questionnaire has a great deal to do 
with faking. If simple facts alone are recorded, variation 
in the replies is limited. An investigator with two hundred 
consumer interviews to report can make fi fty calls and 
spread the results of these over the one hundred and fifty 
faked reports of calls which were not made. As the com
plexity of the questionnaire increases through the inclusion 
of personal experience with the prC!lduct, suggested improve
ments, reasons for use, etc., faking becomes more difficult 
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and burdensome. If comments and remarks are insisted 
upon, in addition, it may be easier to make interviews than 
to fake the reports, because the variations which occur in 
the actual interviews can be mentally created, beyond a 
certain point, only with the greatest difficulty. In addition, 
requiring specific information about each respondent-age, 
address, occupation, etc.-makes the creation of an imag
inary ·respondent still harder. 

Supervising Interviewers.-The use of unskilled in
vestigators is practically limited to interview;ing consumers. 
A supervisor escorts a number of these workers through 
a residential section or an office building. He closely 
watches over the group and examines the reports soon after 
their completion. The· procedure is somewhat like .that used 
in a house-to-house magazine subscription canvass. Faking 
is precluded to a great extent by this method. 

People are more likely to be honest· when in association 
with others than when alone. When semi-skilled and skilled 
investigators are working witho~t direct supervision, 
grouping them together in pairs or other units, often will 
greatly lessen the number of fictitious reports. Also, .having 
two or more interviewers work at different times in the 
same locality and class of respondents tends to increase 
accuracy. Not only is faking thus greatly lessened, but the 
existence of bias on the part of interviewers is likely to be 
discovered. 

Checking up on Interviewers.-Most questionnaires 
require some identification of the respondent-name, ad
dress, business, automobile license number, or the like. 
Only in the case of consumers is this information difficult 
to obtain. With such data, checking can be done on all 
respondents or on a sample group. Several methods are 
common: 

I. Telephone checking. When the identification data 
include the respondents' telephone numbers, a large number 
of calls can be quickly and cheaply made to determine 
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PERCIVAL WHITE 

.... " ..... , ... C., ..... O:LO •• 

11:15 w.: .... '.S'noIlIl,. 

N •• YO ... 

"arch 16, 1931. 

'Dear Kln (lIl'8.) B 1 a n Ie -

We appreciate yaur 1I:1nd.neaa in helping one of 
our lntl!!nl(1'ftra to obtlll1.n 801IIf' infeftaticn about 
cI'IAmetic needs and bab1ts and particularly about 
AIIIbr081a. 

Since .e are very anxious that all our 1'IIporta 
Should be aceurnte in f!very J'C'spect. ,.111 you please 
check the information belowt 

We encloal!! a .talllped. addressed. envelope, and 
81'10u14 be grllh!ul for your reply. 

Mls. ----

Youre feJ.thfully. 

PE:ROIYAL 1IHITE, lIe. 

I have been lnte1'9'tewe4 

.1 b •• e not been lntenle.ed 

(Underline. pluaeJ 

FIG. 68 

227 

A standard check-up letter to verify the validity of interviews. This 
organization always checks upon a survey in this manner 
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whether the reports are real or fictitious. A small number 
of these telephone calls can request verification of the in
formation written on the questionnaire. 

2. Mail questionnaire checking. A mail questionnaire 
may be sent to personal-interview respondents. This, for 
example, may thank the person for his cooperation in the 
interview, request approval of the report of the interview 
(a copy being inclosed), and ask one additional question. 
A stamped and addressed return envelope should, of course, 
be inclosed. Additional questions asked by mail may be 
necessary, or they tnay be merely devices for checking. 
Fig. 68 on page 227 shows a standard check-up letter used. 

3. Personal-interview checking. In some cases, a second 
call is made upon a small number of respondents, usually 
selected by chance, to check the accuracy of the original 
reports. The supplementary question technique is often 
used in this procedure. 

Checking Secondary Sources.-AII information which 
is not collected first hand comes from what are called 
secondary sources. The most common of these sources are 
books, magazines, survey reports, and company records. 
This material should be subjected to the same rigid exam
ination that is given to data collected in the field. Some 
useful criteria for judging such information are: 

I. Is the authority dependable? 
2. Is the authority up-to-date? 
3. Is the authority supported by other authorities? In con

fliet with them? 
4. 1s there evidence to believe that the applicable material 

was considered significant by the authority? 
5. Can the conclusions of the authority be tested? Have 

they been tested? 
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